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Abstract

This thesis presents three core chapters examining different aspects of the rela-
tionship between natural resources and economic development. While addressing
different questions they share several features in common: a concern with causal
inference; overcoming the challenges of endogeneity between resource abundance
and other characteristics of developing countries; and the use of new and novel
datasets with spatially identified units of analysis. The work contributes to a rich
and growing empirical literature seeking to deepen our understanding of the under-
lying mechanisms affecting the fortunes of resource-abundant countries.

In the introductory chapter I discuss the extensive literature on this topic and in
particular focus on the new generation of well-identified within-country studies,
seeking to understand the empirical relationship between resources and economic
development. Countries typically welcome the news of a resource discovery with
joy and indeed, resource discoveries hold great economic potential. But what
determines whether a country is resource rich or not? Is it more than just a chance
finding, or good geology? In Chapter 2, entitled Institutions and the Location of Oil
Exploration I present an investigation into this question. I examine the relationship
between governance and choices of where to drill for oil. This work utilises a
new dataset on exploration wells and looks at the distribution of drilling close to
national borders. This allows me to identify estimates for the effect of differences
in governance between neighbours. Two times out of three, investors choose to drill
on the side of borders that are better governed, all other things being equal. This
suggests that resource-wealth itself may be contingent on factors beyond geology,
and indeed may be endogenous to the process of development.

In Chapter 3, entitled The Local Effects of Resource Extraction, I turn my attention
to the local economic consequences of industrial mining in Indonesia. I present a
simple three-sector general equilibrium model to generate predictions for the local
labour market, akin to the Corden-Neary Dutch disease model of the macroecon-
omy. I test the predicted effects in response to an exogenous resource sector shock
by looking at mine opening or mine expansion events across three hundred mines.
I test the predictions of the model, first by estimating the economic footprint from



industrial mining; found to be an average of fifteen kilometre radius. I then ex-
amine the response of reported labour market activity from households surveyed
in nearby communities. Here I find no evidence for a shift of local labour into the
mining sector. I do find however a notable movement of labour from the traded
sectors (agriculture and manufacturing) to the non-traded service sector, with a
strong effect for foreign-owned mines versus domestic ones.

Chapter 4, entitled Disentangling the Effects of Resource Extraction: Local Gov-
ernment and Investment Multipliers, examines the oil and gas boom in Indonesia
from 1999-2009. Here I deploy a variety of identification strategies to attempt to
disentangle the regional effects of the boom, measured in terms of district GDP. I
estimate effects arising from transfers of revenue to local government. Using an
instrumental variable approach I isolate the fiscal channel from resource projects.
I find a positive and significant effect of increased local government revenues on
district GDP over the boom decade. I then examine the spillovers from resource
projects, isolating them from fiscal transfers. For districts neighbouring resource
rich districts I find evidence for a modest positive effect arising from project in-
vestments, rather than fiscal transfers.

In Chapter 5 I present concluding thoughts and discuss a future research agenda.
I also summarise the burgeoning landscape of resource data available for within-
country and spatially identified studies and offer some thoughts on how this might
evolve.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

James Cust1

Of all those expensive and uncertain projects, however, which bring bankruptcy

upon the greater part of the people who engage in in them, there is none perhaps

more perfectly ruinous than the search after new silver and gold mines. It is per-

haps the most disadvantageous lottery in the world, or the one in which the gain of

those who draw the prizes bears the least proportion to the loss of those who draw

the blanks: for though the prizes are few and the blanks are many, the common

price of a ticket is the whole fortune of a very rich man.

Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, 1776 Book IV, Chapter VII, Part I: Of the Motives for
Establishing New Colonies

When a country discovers natural resources, the reaction is often one of exuberance. Re-

source wealth can herald increased government revenues, inward investments, and the oppor-

tunity for accelerated development, especially in low income countries. However, there exist

many pitfalls separating a newly resource-rich country from the transformative economic de-

velopment promised by resource wealth.

The relationship between natural resource abundance and economic performance has been

the subject of a long and rich tradition in the literature. Some of early pioneers of modern

economics such as David Ricardo and Adam Smith were concerned with both the positive and
1Part of this chapter presents a review of the literature on local economic impacts of resource extraction. This

review has been prepared for inclusion in a longer survey article authored jointly with Steven Poelhekke, VU
University Amsterdam.
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negative potential of resource wealth. More recent scholars have revisited this topic and sought

to understand the ways in which natural resources can both help and hinder national economic

performance (Auty 2001, Sachs and Warner 1995).

The resource curse hypothesis that resource abundance is negatively associated with long-

term economic growth has been scrutinized in great detail and linked to a wide-range of eco-

nomic and political phenomena. The literature has examined a range of potential mechanisms

including appreciation of the real exchange rate and de-industrialization, volatility, and conse-

quences related to political institutions, such as deterioration in governance, corruption, rent-

seeking and conflict. A further argument posits that resource-rich countries are unable to con-

vert their depleting resources into other productive assets for reasons of policy failure, myopia

and time-inconsistency (see van der Ploeg 2011 for a recent survey of the literature).

Whether it is fair to characterize natural resource wealth as a curse is still debated. Most of

the evidence for the above mentioned channels derives from cross-country and macroeconomic

analyses, providing evidence both for and against a potential detrimental effect on growth.

Fuelling this debate is not only the mixed evidence, but also concerns regarding endogeneity

of the relationship between observed resource wealth and economic or political factors at the

cross-country level. Therefore, scholars are increasingly turning to within-country studies for

greater disaggregation of economic responses and exogenous identification of impacts.

This thesis presents several contributions to this debate. First I review these debates and

describe both the rationale for within-country studies but also the endogeneity challenges asso-

ciated with cross-country analysis.

In Chapter 2, entitled Institutions and the Location of Oil Exploration, I present an inves-

tigation into the question of what the causal factors behind resource exploration, and hence

discovery, might be. I examine the relationship between governance and choices of where to

drill for oil utilising a new dataset on exploration wells around the world.

In Chapter 3, entitled The Local Effects of Resource Extraction, I turn my attention to

the local economic consequences of industrial mining in Indonesia, to estimate the size of

the economic footprint of industrial mines, and examine the labour market effects of new and

2



expanding mines.

Chapter 4, entitled Disentangling the Effects of Resource Extraction: Local Government

and Investment Multipliers, examines the oil and gas boom in Indonesia from 1999-2009 to

look a both the district GDP effects of increased local government revenues from oil and gas

extraction, and the project spillover effects on neighbouring districts.

In Chapter 5 I present some concluding thoughts; I reflect on the work presented and discuss

a future research agenda. I also summarise the burgeoning landscape of resource data available

for within-country and spatially identified studies and offer some thoughts on how this might

evolve.

1.1 Overview of my research

Our empirical understanding of the relationship between resource wealth and economic devel-

opment has advanced considerably in recent years. Much of the attention for the last three

decades had been focused at the national aggregate and cross-country level, however atten-

tion in the last few years has shifted. In part motivated by methodological and identification

concerns, examination of the spatially specific and within-country effects are now becoming

widespread. The rigour of these studies has increased, driving a better understanding of the

causal relationships, however within-country dynamics are also important to help us understand

whether these channels constitute important transmission mechanisms for the macro resource

curse symptoms.

Examples include the possibilities for resource wealth in concentrated geographical loca-

tions to drive divergent regional economic performance, allocating the costs and benefits of ex-

traction asymmetrically. Furthermore, governments may choose to allocate the costs and ben-

efits differently within countries, such as through revenue sharing rules or targeted expenditure

programs. This may further exacerbate regional inequalities. Finally, many of the hypothesized

channels of resource benefits and costs are contingent on factors at the subnational level: rent-

seeking by local politicians, myopia and time-consistency, regional favoritism, volatility, real

3



exchange rate appreciation and price differences across space, as well as uneven investments

in infrastructure, can all add up to a positive or negative national level experience. While some

of the causes of the resource curse may be avoidable via actions by the national government,

other factors arise locally or as a consequence of local governments actions.

My own work falls within this strand of the literature. Motivated to gain a deeper and more

rigorous understanding of the causal factors at work, and armed with new data sources and

methodologies, this is a potentially fruitful avenue of investigation. My main contribution to

the literature is to use geographically specific data to identify causal relationships and shed

light on several important aspects of the potential relationship- the links between institutions

and resources, the impact of resources at the local and regional level, and the role of subnational

government transfers of resource revenues.

Chapter 2 Institutions and the location of oil exploration: Chapter 2, entitled Institu-

tions and the location of oil exploration, is chronologically the most recent of the three main

chapters, however exemplifies the nascent potential of the new datasets. Data on the precise

location and drill dates of exploration wells can help us shed light on questions specific to

resources- such as understanding the incentives and process by which exploration takes place-

but can also enlighten us on questions of more general interest. For example, it is widely

thought that institutional quality, or the governance environment of countries, is a key factor

in driving economic development (Acemoglu et al., 2005). However it has proven fiendishly

difficult to identify and estimate given the fact that economic development and institutions are

thought to be equilibrium outcomes, and thus endogenously determined.

By linking the location of wells to narrow strips along national borders I test for spatial

discontinuity of drilling with respect to borders. This allows me to identify estimates for the

effect of differences in governance between neighbours. Two times out of three, investors

choose to drill on the side of borders that are better governed, all other things being equal. This

suggests that resource-wealth itself may be contingent on factors beyond geology, and indeed

may be endogenous to the process of development.

This approach most closely follows the work of Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013),
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who examine the spatial discontinuity in light emissions at national borders. Instead of a spatial

discontinuity in light, the spatial discontinuity in the distribution of exploration wells gives us a

clue as to the incentives faced by investors. For narrow strips of land close to national borders,

where, arguably geology can be treated as identical ex ante, investors choose to drill on the

better governed side of the border. Figure 1.1 illustrates this relationship with a plot of the

spatial discontinuity in drilling at borders (where wells are placed on the right hand side for

better governed countries versus their nearest neighbour).

Figure 1.1: Number of wells in developing countries

The left hand side panel is based on 1 km bins, 10 km distance from the border and third-order polynomials. The
right hand side panel is based on 25 km bins, 250 km distance from the border and fourth-order polynomials.
Wells drilled in the better governed side are placed on the right-axis, those drilled on the worse, the left.

Naturally we are concerned about the identification strategy to estimate the causal relation-

ship between institutions and drilling. First, we may worry that border location is endogenous

to oil. This may result from them being drawn to secure oil deposits, or wars carried out to

adjust borders to capture oil-rich regions - and that doing so works systematically in favour of

better governed states. In Chapter 2, I explore a variety of concerns we might have and offer

evidence to support the idea that border placement is generally not linked to oil. Second, we

may be concerned with our measures of institutions, or indeed what institutional mechanism is

driving our effect. This is admittedly a limitation of the paper.

By using broad (and the most widely used) measures of institutions, namely Freedom House

and Polity IV, I impose a rather crude approximation of the complexity of institutional environ-

ment - but the one favoured in the literature nonetheless. I use measures that reflect democratic
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rights and constraints on the executive. As noted in Chapter 2, it is not the objective to un-

bundle the various and complex components of institutions, but rather to present some broad

and well-identified measures for an average effect. Indeed it may be somewhat surprising that

such a crude measure of institutions generates such an unambiguous effect. Our priors may

suggest, for example, that it is not democratic rights that matter, but other mechanisms such as

protection of property rights and stability of government, that may, in developing countries, be

only weakly correlated with our Freedom House measure.

Nonetheless if exploration is strongly tied to institutional environment, this implies resource

abundance measures in turn may be affected. This challenges many of the previous cross-

country studies that seek to understand how resource abundance impacts economic growth,

treating resources as exogenous.

Within-country studies have a chief advantage in this context- the location and amount of

resources within a country is likely to be subject to the same institutional environment, whereas

geology varies by region. This is true in contexts where control of the resource sector, such as

via licensing or a national oil company is centralised. Indonesia provides one such setting,

where for petroleum, and up until 2009 for mining, such administration was controlled by the

government in Jakarta.

Chapter 3 The local effects of natural resource extraction: In Chapter 3 I turn my

attention to the local economic consequences of industrial mining in Indonesia. I present a

simple 3-sector general equilibrium model to generate predictions for the local labour market,

akin to the Corden and Neary (1982) Dutch disease model of the macro-economy. I test the

predicted effects in response to an exogenous localized resource sector shock by looking at

mine opening or mine expansion events across three hundred mines. I test the predictions of

the model, first by estimating the typical economic footprint from industrial mining; found to

be an average of 15km radius. I then examine the response of reported labour market activity

from households surveyed in nearby communities. Here I find no evidence for a shift of local

labour into the mining sector. I do find however a notable movement of labour from the traded

sectors (agriculture and manufacturing) to the non-traded service sector. The effect appears to
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be greater in magnitude if mines are foreign-owned. This raises interesting questions about

local profits and local procurement, particularly in the context of recent Indonesian legislation

seeking to see foreign divestment from mining in the country.

This work builds on the study by Aragon and Rud (2013) who analyse the district-level

effects of a single gold mine in Peru, this works seeks to extend this approach in several direc-

tions. First, it takes over three hundred industrial mines in Indonesia as the starting point. I

combine these with GPS-located household survey data collected for 303 community clusters,

and with night-time satellite data for over a decade across Indonesia.

A clear shortcoming of this work is the data limitations. While various household surveys

exist for Indonesia, the RAND IFLS study was chosen since it also collected GPS coordinates

for survey clusters and is available in panel format (unlike for example, the much larger PODES

village census which does not track households and has less detailed labour market information.

Or the SUSENAS dataset, which is only identified at the district level). As a consequence

the chapter is limited to a study of 303 survey clusters in panel form in a country of 65,000

villages.2.

As a consequence, measurement error and imprecision of estimates is a major concern.

Indeed, the insignificance of the employment effect into the resource sector may be a feature

of this shortcoming, or may reflect that mines do not generally source direct employment lo-

cally. We seek to mitigate this challenge by supplementing the study with night-time lights data

which has the principle advantage of covering the whole of Indonesia, and not subject to the

same kinds of measurement error as the RAND IFLS data. Indeed this proves fruitful, both to

generate independent estimates of the economic impact, but also to help calibrate the treatment

variable, and in particular the appropriate distance cutoff(s).

To understand the local welfare consequences we would ideally supplement any study of

footprint and labour market effects with price and wage effects. Furthermore the outcomes of

ultimate interest may be local incomes, expenditure and human development measures. Unfor-

tunately the dataset faces severe shortcomings with respect to price and wages with extensive

2This number is approximate; the Government’s Village Potential Statistics (PODES), a regular village census,
covered 68,816 village units in total in 2011
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missing data and subject to severe measurement error, rendering it impractical to extend the

analysis in this direction.

The plausibility of the identification strategy is a further challenge to any study of this

nature. Indeed, as Chapter 2 suggests, resource extraction may be more subject to human

factors, versus pure geological factors, than previously thought. One advantage my study has

over cross-country regressions is the common institutional setting, whereby mining licensing

is centrally administered from Jakarta (up until 2009). We may still be concerned however that

the timing and scale of mining may be subject to unobserved local, and even community-level

determinants. I can mitigate this concern somewhat via the difference-in-difference estimation

strategy, however the relatively small number of community level observations limit the insights

we can draw from our panel. The heterogeneous effects from differences in mine ownership

has proven fruitful and raise intriguing questions of policy relevant that may warrant further

investigation.

Chapter 4 Disentangling the effects of resource extraction: local government and in-

vestment multipliers: Chapter 4 examines the oil and gas boom in Indonesia from 1999-2009.

Here I deploy a variety of identification strategies to attempt to disentangle the regional effects

of the boom, measured in terms of district GDP. I estimate effects arising from transfers of rev-

enue to local government. Using an instrumental variable approach I isolate the fiscal channel

from resource projects. I find a positive and significant effect of increased local government

revenues on district GDP over the boom decade. I then examine the spillovers from resource

projects, isolating them from fiscal transfers. For districts neighbouring resource rich districts

I find evidence for a modest positive effect arising from project investments, rather than fiscal

transfers.

As discussed in the context of Chapter 3, we again must be concerned with the exogeneity

assumptions at the heart of the identification strategy. Is the location, timing and magnitude of

the oil and gas boom, for example, tied to district and provincial level characteristics? I deploy

various approaches to mitigate these concerns, however these come at a price. The instrumen-

tal variable estimates are strictly local to the revenues arising from offshore extraction. This
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limits the insights generated in the context of most oil and gas production taking place onshore,

within the districts also receiving windfalls. Furthermore the neighbour-spillover estimations

are constrained by looking further afield than the producing districts. Ideally we would be

able to measure both the local spillover in the producing district in addition to neighbourhood

spillovers. Here I must rely on diff-in-diff and the shortcomings associated with that approach.

A major potential shortcoming of this chapter, like Chapter 3, is our chosen measure of

outcome. In addition to district GDP we may be concerned about the wider socio-economic

consequences of the oil and gas boom, and therefore would like to examine education and

health indicators as well as other measures including inequality and poverty rates in resource

rich districts. District GDP remains a useful, though flawed, measure of economic impact. It

is subject to concerns around accuracy given the challenging data collection environment in

Indonesia. Furthermore with only limited information on the sectoral breakdown of district

GDP, I cannot present the preferred specification which would measure the effects on non-oil

GDP, rather than total GDP. Nonetheless it can be informative about competing effects and

directions of effect, even if magnitudes should be interpreted cautiously.

1.2 Literature

To place the work into a broader context, the remainder of this chapter surveys the literature

on the determinants of resource wealth in addition to studies looking at the local and regional

effects of natural resource production. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 1.2.1 discusses the challenge of measuring resource abundance and its determinants, and

how the work presented in this thesis may contribute to this area. Section 1.2.2 examines the

literature that seeks to understand the local and direct effects of resource extraction, including

how Chapter 3 fits into this picture. Finally section 1.2.5 examines the literature on regional

spillovers and the resource-related effects from fiscal decentralization, the subject of Chapter 4

which investigates these in the context of Indonesia.
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1.2.1 Resource wealth empirical challenges

The starting point for any study of the effects of resource abundance rest on how we measure

a country, or region’s resource wealth. A variety of approaches have been adopted by the

literature, resting on different arguments of the exogeneity of these measures to the outcome of

interest.

Empirical evidence for the resource curse beginning with Gelb (1988) and complemented

by Auty (2001) and Sachs and Warner (1995) has spurred a huge literature on the effects of

natural resources on economic performance. Much of this work has drawn on cross-country

analysis to examine whether they exists a positive or negative relationship; the jury is still out

(see a recent survey of this by van der Ploeg 2011).

While this approach has been fruitful in yielding insights into, for example, the effects

of volatility (van der Ploeg and Poelhekke, 2009) and the relationship to political institutions

(Ross 2001, Ross 2013 and Collier and Goderis 2009) increasingly scholars are turning to

within-country and spatially identified data to review and deepen our understanding. In partic-

ular, recent years has seen a significant growth in single country studies, typically at the state,

province or district level, seeking to compare regional performance in response to resource

wealth.

A primary reason for this shift of focus is to better understand the micro-economic foun-

dations of potential resource curse effects at the national level. Do resources drive structural

imbalance at the regional level or promote regional inequality? Do the same political challenges

of rent-seeking and elite capture manifest with subnational governments as at the national level?

And are there welfare gains at the local level that might otherwise offset negative effects on the

macro-economy?

Beyond asking important questions, this strand of literature has been facilitated by better

within-country data which allows for identification and causal inference. Improved availability

of district, country and state level statistics, as well as spatially identified household surveys

mean this work is now possible using modern econometric and geographic information sys-

tems software. Furthermore, given the potentially subtle and context specific form resource
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curse mechanisms may take, careful single-county studies are being increasingly sought to

understand how these dynamics play out.

Finally, there remains strong concerns that cross-country comparisons are subject to se-

vere methodological limitations, namely arising from the potential endogeneity of measures

of resource abundance. In the case of the seminal works, such as Sachs and Warner (1995),

they rely on measures of resource dependency from resource exports. More recent work by

Brunnschweiler and Bulte (2008) has utilised alternative measures such as the measured value

of subsoil reserves (World Bank 2011), others have utilised the total value of resource produc-

tion (Ross, 2012).

An important requirement for each of these studies is that variation in resource abundance,

however measured, must be plausibly exogenous from other drivers of economic performance.

As noted by Michaels (2011) resource extraction activity may be determined by factors such as

strategic pricing considerations (Libecap, 1989) and the level of technology (David and Wright,

1997). These in turn, may affect the outcomes of interest other than via resource extraction and

make it difficult to draw causal inferences. van der Ploeg and Poelhekke (2010) point out in

their critique of Brunnschweiler and Bulte (2008), it is reasonable to conjecture that resource

exports themselves may be affected by the growth rate of the economy. Furthermore their

preferred measure, the World Bank natural capital and rent measures are subject to serious

methodological doubts and heroic extrapolations that may exacerbate any bias induced by the

inherent endogeneity.

More recent cross-country studies have taken advantage of data on giant oilfields Horn

(2004) to study, for example, the link from resource wealth to intra-state conflicts Lei and

Michaels (2011). Such studies may be less subject to the concerns noted above given the rare

and significant nature of giant oilfield discoveries. Other emerging approaches in the literature

to tackle endogeneity concerns include those of Tsui (2011) and Cotet and Tsui (2013) who

deploy initial resource wealth or discovery rates as instruments for resource abundance.

The work presented in Chapter 2 offers evidence on the role that institutions play in de-

termining the exploration, and hence discovery. This in turn is initial evidence to demonstrate
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the endogeneity we have long suspected: many measures of resource wealth that are implic-

itly conditional on having discovered resource wealth, are outcomes of a process subject to

institutions that may simultaneously determine outcomes such as economic growth or conflict.

The chapter also seeks to contribute to the literature on institutions and economic growth,

most importantly via the identification strategy. Oil’s high economic value and knowledge

of its likely location are relatively recent phenomena, which provide a setting with plausibly

exogenous variation in institutions. The issue of endogenous location of treated units relative

to the discontinuity cutoff, often a challenge in spatial RD designs, is in my setting mitigated

by the sub-soil character of the oil reservoirs. In contrast, application of nighttime lights as

a proxy for economic activity may be more vulnerable to the possibility that the location of

people, firms and political borders are simultaneously determined. For example, a country

with better institutions could over time position its borders to better capture places with higher

growth potential.3 My findings are consistent with the emerging consensus that institutions are

a fundamental determinant of economic growth.4

1.2.2 Evaluating the local effects of resources on the economy

Until recently the study of the effects of natural resource extraction within countries and at

the local level has been focused predominantly on case study evidence (ICMM, 2007). This

approach has included detailed examination of individual projects, a cluster of sites, or compar-

ison of sites. Methodologically this approach has deployed a variety of tools, from descriptive

statistics and correlations, to the analysis of qualitative evidence and stakeholder interviews.

In the last decade the increased availability of large-scale socio-economic survey data, geo-

graphic identifiers (such as GPS coordinates of projects and survey respondents) and increasing

availability and quality of government data at the subnational have all transformed the possibil-

3Related issues are discussed by Alesina et al. (2011), Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013), Michalopoulos
and Papaioannou (2014) and Turner et al. (2014).

4See Acemoglu et al. 2005, Acemoglu et al. 2001, Acemoglu and Johnson (2005), Dell 2010, Hall and Jones
1999, Michalopoulos and Papaioannou 2013, Papaioannou and Siourounis 2008 and Rodrik and Wacziarg 2005.
In my setting, institutions are considered to affect investment decisions in particular through political risk, e.g.
expropriation risk.
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ities for researchers. While many of the new applications using spatially identified information

have been focused on natural resources, important contributions have applied this to other ques-

tions, including examination of long-run effects of forced labour (Dell, 2010), the impacts of

natural disasters (Kirchberger, 2010) and the effects of institutional variation on economic ac-

tivity in developing countries (Michalopoulos and Papaioannou, 2013), to name but a few.

The particular trend in the local impacts literature has been towards econometric techniques

deploying identification strategies that exploit spatial or temporal variation within countries and

therefore facilitate causal inference. Researchers have increasingly sought to move beyond es-

timating structural models or correlations in within-country data. Identification strategies now

seek to isolate exogenous variation in policy and governance, and in the discovered resource

wealth, production activity or revenues. These treatment effects facilitate causal inference

around total effects as well as potential transmission channels.

Notable examples include a study of the Yanacocha goldmine in Peru (Aragon and Rud,

2013) which uses mine output and company procurement practices over time to estimate the

welfare effects of the mine on its hinterland. A study of offshore oil production and government

revenue windfalls in Brazil (Caselli and Michaels, 2013) allows the authors to isolate the oil

windfall effect on municipalities benefiting from fiscal sharing rules applied to oil revenues.

More recently work has expanded the scope to examine the impacts on women (Kotsadam

and Tolonen, 2013) or the implications for conflict (Berman et al., 2014). With rich census

and household survey data, a variety of new research questions can be answered, including the

implications for the environment (Aragon and Rud, 2012), and the role of oil in agglomeration

economies and long-run structural change (Michaels, 2011).

Reflecting the new approaches to this empirical work, a variety of units of analysis are now

employed across the range of studies. At the more granular spatial dimension, spatial grid

cells (Berman et al., 2014) as well as individual households or villages surveyed in panel data

(Kotsadam and Tolonen, 2013) can be used to spatially link to resource extraction sites. Firm-

level surveys offer similar levels of spatial disaggregation, though are currently less-widely

used (exceptions are Allcott and Keniston 2013, and de Haas and Poelhekke 2014).
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At greater levels of aggregation, a large number of studies use information collected at

the district, county or municipality level, typically in panel form (Aragon and Rud 2013 and

Caselli and Michaels 2013). The final strand of within-country analysis uses state or province

level information to build a panel dataset to investigate variation in regional performance and

economic responses (Papyrakis and Raveh 2014 and Beine et al. 2012).

Local impacts of extraction: At the local level, studies have begun to look at the conse-

quences of resource extraction on a variety of outcomes of interest. In Chapter 3, entitled The

Local effects of resource extraction, I examine the consequences for the local economy, and in

particular the local labour market.

The local impacts of resource extraction has been subject to extensive study via case study

analysis, often by companies or governments seeking to understand and manage the spillover

consequences are mining or drilling. Such case studies are now ubiquitous, having become

a required part of doing business in the form of environmental, social and economic impact

assessments.

While case studies have provided a rich source of descriptive statistics and qualitative ev-

idence, they are ill-suited to causal inference and external validity. To achieve a deeper un-

derstanding of the consequences of resource extraction, economists have deployed new data

and new econometric methods to identify and disentangle the various the effects on the local

economy.

As a branch of the resource literature, these studies typically examine the proximate effects

from mining or drilling on the surrounding region - this may take the form of households,

firms, districts, municipalities or states. Much of this work has helped document the economic

consequences of extraction, such as job creation and welfare effects. In contrast to subsequent

sections of this chapter, here we focus on those studies that examine the direct channels of

effect; namely the spending effects and demand for inputs from mines or oil fields, such as

arising from their capital and operating expenditures. In subsequent sections we examine the

role of government windfalls arising from resource revenues, and from infrastructure spillovers

arising from resource-related infrastructure investments.
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The direct channels by which extraction can affect the economy are of particular interest.

The development of mines or oil and gas fields can constitute significant shocks to a regional

economy, generating jobs and drawing in capital from other regions and countries. Both the de-

velopment of a project and the subsequent operations can generate large local spending effects,

both through local employment and through sourcing non-labour inputs. These backward link-

ages, to use the language of Hirschman (1958), relate to how these projects connect to the local

markets. For people living proximate to resource extraction these backward linkage channels

may be the main, and sometimes the only channel by which resource wealth benefits liveli-

hoods.

Studies of the local direct effects of natural resource extraction come from an established

strand of the economic literature seeking to understand the labor market effects of demand

shocks, often studied in the form of large scale investments. The recent trend in this literature

has been to identify specific shocks and hence identify spillover effects using causal inference.

Notable contributions include the examination of large-scale construction projects (e.g. the US

interstate highway, Michaels 2008, the Alaskan oil pipeline, Carrington (1996)). These studies

have documented the observed positive effects on employment, wages and house prices as

would be expected from a major localized increase in investment and demand for inputs. More

recent developments have provided theoretical foundations for this work (such as work on local

multiplier effects in Moretti 2011) and a broader empirical literature has pioneered innovative

identification strategies and use of spatial data in other settings (for the effect of dams see Duflo

and Pande (2007); for rural electrification: Dinkelman (2011); and for rail privatization: Lowe

(2014)).

In contrast, there is some evidence that local projects can have harmful effects too; the

study of enterprise zones is one example where a variety of authors have documented neutral

and even negative effects on local firms (Bartik, 2003). Other studies of local economic damage

include a study of the effects of military base closures in the US Hooker and Knetter (2001).

The welfare implications of resource extraction at the within-country level are not clear

a priori since extraction is generally considered an enclave activity (Hirschman, 1958) with
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limited linkages to the regional economy. This poses an important question for the literature,

of whether there is evidence for the resource curse at the subnational level, as opposed to more

intuitive welfare and labour market spillovers generated by a local demand shock.

The important study by Aragon and Rud (2013), focusing on a single mine, exploits an

exogenous expansion of the mine and change in procurement policies by the mine owner New-

mont Mining Corporation to examine the local effects of a change in spending patterns. They

find a strong positive relationship between the change in policy and real income levels of the

local population that lives within 100km of the mine; they identify the mine‘s demand for local

inputs as the main transmission mechanism for these welfare effects. They argue that for their

short-run analysis, the backward linkages channel, such as the demand for local inputs, can

be a more effective transmission mechanism for local benefits than government spending of

revenues. However this is predicated on a mining region already having developed markets for

goods and services, a prerequisite for the hinterland being able to respond to increased demand

for inputs.

The Yanacocha gold mine is special, in that it represents the second largest goldmine in

the world and in the fact that its local procurement policy was instated by one of its sharehold-

ers, the International Finance Corporation of the World Bank Group. An important question,

therefore, is how externally valid these findings may prove to be. Other studies have followed,

extending the Aragon and Rud analysis to different countries and multiple mining projects of

differing sizes. Chapter 3, for example, examines the labour market effects of various indus-

trial mines in Indonesia. I find a small average footprint, of around 15km, within which most

labour market effects are felt. Inside the typical mine footprint, I document a significant shift

of employment from the traded manufacturing sector to the non-traded services sector, with

no significant shift of local labour into mining. Mine ownership appears to matter, increasing

point estimates for the labour market responses. This may suggest greater local sourcing by

foreign than domestic firms. In analogy to this, de Haas and Poelhekke (2014) find in a broad

sample of emerging economies that traded sector firms that have no direct link to the extrac-

tion sector report more constraints to doing business if they are located within 20km of active
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mines. These constraints, measured by the Business Environment and Enterprise Performance

Survey, include transportation bottlenecks, electricity provision, access to educated workers,

crime, and financial constraints. In turn, these constraints tend to stunt firm growth in terms of

employment and sales. Firms outside of mining areas report fewer constraints. This constitutes

a local variant of the Corden and Neary (1982) resource movement and spending effects.

Backward linkages may constitute the main, and in some cases only means by which the

economic benefits of resource extraction are felt by those living proximate to resources. Lippert

(2014) studies the extent to which Zambians have benefitted in the copper belt region. The au-

thor looks at the effect of the Zambia copper boom using exogenous variation in copper produc-

tion at the mine level between 1996 and 2010. His study draws upon repeated cross-sectional

data drawn from the Living Standard Measurement Survey (LSMS) to create a constituency-

level panel. The central result of this paper suggests that an increase in local copper output

improves measures of living standards in the respective constituencies via the mines’ backward

linkages. In particular Lippert estimated an increase in real household expenditure of 2 percent

associated with 10 percent increase in copper output at the constituency level. Lippert‘s study

makes the claim of estimating the pure project effects i.e. the backward linkages isolate from

any government spending mechanism by reference to the very small revenues accruing to the

government during the copper boom.

A similar study by Loayza et al. (2013) uses variation in mining across Peruvian districts

to investigate the impact of mining activity and government transfers on local socioeconomic

outcomes. The analysis uses a district level dataset that merges administrative data on local

mining production, transfers from central to local government, and census and survey-based

measures of households average consumption, poverty, and inequality. The authors are able to

trace the positive impact of mining on local communities with the strongest effects in producing

districts- who benefits from both the mine and government transfers. However, their findings do

suggest that mining is exacerbating inequality across districts in Peru- even beyond producing

regions. This may be driven by a policy of returning a disproportionate share of resource

revenues to the local district, at the expense on non-mining districts.
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The documented positive, but modest gains from resource extraction projects challenge

some narratives of enclave development. However, there remain concerns that the gains may be

distributed unevenly or asymmetrically. These heterogeneous effects are also being examined

in recent studies. Kotsadam and Tolonen (2013), for example, use data from the Demographic

Health Survey for various countries in Africa to examine the effect of mine opening. They

use the RMG Raw Materials Database for information on mine location and opening year,

and combine it with DHS clusters using GPS coordinates and straight-line distances. Their

study is concerned with the gender impacts of mining, finding evidence for increase female

employment from mine opening. Furthermore they find evidence for a shift of women into

the service sector, while the effect decays over distance. They find an asymmetric effect for

mine closure and suspension with women not fully returning to the agricultural sector, whereas

overall employment levels remain low.

The finite nature of resource extraction means that all projects will eventually end and

closure prompts concerns of job losses and reversal of economic gains that might have accrued

during operations. A study of the coal boom and bust in north-eastern United States (Black

et al., 2005) measures the employment spillovers of both mine opening and closure. The authors

find a modest number of non-coal jobs created by the boom. During the bust, the spillovers are

bigger and more persistent than the boom. This asymmetry of effect is being taken up by other

more recent papers (for example, by Toews et al. 2014 for the coal mines closures in the United

Kingdom, for mines in Indonesia, and by Kotsadam and Tolonen 2013 in Africa for women

and mining, and in Chapter 2 of this work). In contrast, for the Southern US, Michaels (2011)

finds evidence that previously oil-producing regions can be better off in the long run, even after

production has ceased.

Studies of the relationship between resources and economic development at the macroeco-

nomic and cross-country level have highlighted the important mediating effect of political insti-

tutions. This importance seems to be replicated at the subnational level. Libman (2013), for ex-

ample, uses variation in institutional quality across Russian regions to examine the relationship

between resources and governance at the within-country level. His empirical work supports
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the cross-country hypothesis, that the economic effects of the resource curse are conditioned of

the level of institutional quality (see for example Collier and Goderis 2009). Libman finds that

resources have a negative association with growth if the quality of regional governance is low.

On the other hand, increasing levels of democracy also have negative consequences for regions

with substantial resources. However, as the author notes, these estimates cannot be interpreted

causally and constitute a very short (seven year) timespan.

Finally, local effects studies are also concerned with the negative potential of resource abun-

dance. The clearest evidence for a resource curse factor being observed at both the cross-

country and the local level is that of conflict. Various authors, including Dal Bó and Dal Bó

(2011) show theoretically that positive shocks to capital intensive industries like mining may

increase the risk of conflict - a prediction empirically confirmed by Berman et al. (2014) for

mining in Africa and Dube and Vargas (2006) in their case study of oil windfalls in Columbia.

Berman et al. (2014) utilized mine location data for Africa combined with the ACLED conflict

dataset (Raleigh et al., 2010). This allows them to examine the relationship between world

price shocks to minerals and subsequent conflict incidents. They find evidence to suggest in-

creases in mineral prices trigger increased violence close to mine sites- measured both in terms

of riots and unrest, and in terms of battles. Furthermore their evidence suggests that access to

mines supports the ability of armed groups to perpetuate violence and this can drive secession-

ist violence. Oil can be a driver of internal conflict too. Using the Horn (2004) dataset on giant

oilfields, Lei and Michaels (2011) find that on average discoveries increase the incidence of in-

ternal armed conflicts by about 5-8 percentage points within 4-8 years of discovery, compared

to a baseline probability of about 10 percentage points.

Related studies use within-country variation to document the adverse effect of oil windfalls

on corruption in Brazil (Caselli and Michaels, 2013), on crime (James and Smith, 2014) or the

adverse environmental impact of Gold mining in Ghana (Aragon and Rud, 2012).

The various studies examining the direct effects of resource extraction share many findings

in common. Through backward linkages to the local economy, projects can have significant

positive welfare effects. Indeed there is evidence to suggest this may be the most effective
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channel, versus say local government spending. This stands in contradiction to the claims

that such projects act as enclaves with very limited ties to the local economy. The magnitude

however can be small, and is conditioned on the policies of resource projects as well as the

availability of local markets for goods and services. On the other hand, there is evidence that

resource projects can fuel internal conflict- both from petroleum and solid mineral production.

Extraction can increase and exacerbate inequality, with asymmetric effects on men and women,

and there is some initial evidence that now suggests that mine closure or a resource bust can be

more painful than the welfare gains during mine opening or the boom.

1.2.3 Regional spillovers and Fiscal decentralization

In Chapter 4 I present a study of the effects of the oil and gas boom in Indonesia on the regional

economy, measured at the district level. In particular in my chapter I seek to disentangle the

fiscal channel effect, from the impact of project level activity. I present estimates for both

channels deploying a variety of identification strategies to do so. This work follows a growing

trend in the literature to deploy identification strategies that pursue causal inference on the

various channels of effect arising from a resource boom.

The recent shift from cross-country data to subnational data sets has also led to improved

identification of Dutch disease, one of the main macroeconomic mechanisms behind a resource

curse. Moreover, subnational and micro units of observation allow identification of spillover

effects across (local) industries and also across regions. For example, the recent shale revolution

has increased interest from policy makers (who decide on drilling licenses) on the costs and

benefits of local resource booms on the environment, on employment and on growth. Such local

booms may result in migration which mitigates Dutch disease effect. Furthermore, extraction

typically requires extensive investment in infrastructure with potentially important side effects

on trade and investment.

Allcott and Keniston (2013) examine county-level data for the US to investigate the local

and spillover effects of boom-bust cycles in natural resource production.

Several US counties experienced two oil and gas booms after the oil crisis in the 1970s and
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recently during the shale revolution and one bust during the 1980s and were treated with size-

able changes in natural resource employment. Other counties with less or no initial resource

endowments did not experience these cycles directly. However, the high degree of disaggre-

gation allows identification of spillover effects across industries and counties. Their findings

suggests pro-cyclical performance of the aggregate county economy: a doubling of resource

sector employment predicts a 2.9 percent rise in total employment. In addition, manufacturing

employment increases, even though manufacturing wages also rise. The latter reflects imper-

fect elasticity of labor supply despite significant migration to booming counties which mitigates

the rise in wages. Since many manufactures link to the resource sector as up or downstream

industries, or produce locally traded goods, these findings are in line with the classic Dutch

disease models (i.e. Corden and Neary 1982). However, they find only weak evidence that

non-linked traded manufacturing firms suffer, which goes against the predictions of Dutch dis-

ease. A related paper on the local effect of the coal boom in the 1970s and bust in the 1980s

in coal producing counties of four US states found similar albeit small employment and wage

effects across sectors (Black et al., 2005). In addition, and consistent with the relatively low-

skill intensity of coal mining at the time, they documented positive effects on poverty during

the boom period, suggesting that existing residents benefited from the boom.

Interestingly, one of the main ideas of how Dutch disease may reduce aggregate growth

is also not supported by the data in Allcott and Keniston (2013). In Van Wijnbergen (1984),

learning by doing, which may mainly take place within the traded sector would also suffer from

a resource boom, thereby reducing productivity growth. The paper finds neither contemporane-

ous nor long run evidence that revenue based TFP of non-linked traded firms relatively declines

in booming counties. In addition, none of the positive contemporaneous TFP effect on the other

industries hold in the long run. This contrasts the idea based on Chinitz (1961) that mining

towns may specialize in heavy industries with large scale economies which in turn crowds out

entrepreneurship by reducing access to inputs, capital and investment in skills. Glaeser et al.

(2012) show that this reduced employment growth in such cities.

These results may depend on how resource, tradable and non-tradable sectors are defined.
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As long as a firm sells some of its output locally, it will also benefit somewhat from the local

increase in demand. A narrower definition of non-linked sectors may result in stronger negative

spillovers from the resource boom: these firms pay higher wages but cannot benefit from local

demand. Alternatively, there may be limited substitutability between the traded and resource

sectors, at least in the short run. Another potential explanation is that any negative effects are

cancelled by other unobserved positive effects, such as from local infrastructure provision or

local tax cuts.

In addition to looking across sectors, Allcott and Keniston (2013) also find evidence for

considerable regional spillovers: less resource abundant counties experience positive spillovers

from resource abundant counties. Although they may lose population to the higher wage offers

in resource counties, their industries also supply more goods and services to meet the increase

in regional demand. Michaels (2011) examines US counties in the South and compares the long

run economic outcome of oil rich versus oil scarce counties. He finds mostly positive effects

however: oil rich counties have higher population density, higher per capita income and higher

manufacturing employment density despite inflated factor prices. While he cannot rule out that

this may be due to linked industries, the paper also finds that investment in infrastructure has

been higher in oil rich counties, which may have led to positive agglomeration externalities

and can explain the positive spillover effect on the agricultural sector. This suggests that a

local boom can be sustained if local revenues also translate in local investment in public goods,

providing another channel of positive spillovers. Such a beneficial public policy may be lacking

in less developed countries.

Notwithstanding the clean identification of the results in Allcott and Keniston (2013), Michaels

(2011) and Black et al. (2005), the question arises how specific these results are for the US case.

One can imagine that in other countries, with fewer up or downstream industries (for example

because there is no local refining capacity), a larger share of the manufacturing sector may

suffer from Dutch disease effects. Furthermore, the high degree of internal migration limits

the rise in wages, which, as the paper notes, explains the relatively small magnitudes of the ef-

fects. In contrast, Caselli and Michaels (2013)) found no evidence for interregional migration
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flows as a result of oil booms. Also, the US is a net importer of hydrocarbons, which limits

upward pressure on the exchange rate and reduces electricity prices, further limiting the nega-

tive spillovers on the traded sector. Another consideration is that in the US case a large share

of resource sector revenues may be spent locally in the form of wages from resource sector

workers, but also by land owners whom hold ultimate title to the land and subterranean natural

resources and thus receive royalty payments. In other countries, such royalties typically accrue

to the national government, and wage earners in the resource sector are not necessarily hired

locally. Future research at a similarly disaggregated level from less developed countries may

shed more light on these considerations.

A related paper uses provincial level data for Canada (Beine et al., 2012) to investigate how

large the mitigating effect of labor mobility are on Dutch disease dynamics. Without internal

and international migration, competition for workers would lead to a larger relative change in

the size of the non-traded sector (as proxied by the services sector) versus the manufacturing

sector in booming regions. Identification comes from the boom in Albertas tar sands oil pro-

duction and the discovery of oil fields off the coast of Newfoundland. They find that a local

resource boom increases the share of the non-traded sectors in the provincial economy, while

mainly temporary immigration reduces it. On the other hand, the resulting interprovincial out-

migration in non-booming regions leads to negative spillovers in the form of an increase in the

share of the non-traded sector.

Further evidence for Canada provided by Papyrakis and Raveh (2014). They find that a

provincial boom in natural resources leads to higher local prices and a decline in the share of

employment in the tradable sector, although the share of capital in the traded sector increases,

thereby also increasing the capital intensity of the traded sector. By estimating a spatial lag

model based on distance between the largest cities of each province, they find that a boom

in neighboring regions conversely increases the share or labor in the traded sector, while the

share of capital in the traded sector decreases, such that capital intensity decreases. Since

they make no distinction between linked up and downstream industries and unrelated traded

manufacturers, it may be the case that the increase in capital intensity is due to capital intensive
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linked sectors drawn into the booming region. Alternatively, the positive effect on capital may

be due to lower capital taxation which may be financed by resource revenues in the booming

province (Raveh, 2013). In addition they find that non-resource exports suffer as a result of a

local boom in natural resource production, consistent with Dutch disease. Interestingly, only

international exports suffer, while national trade remains unaffected, reflecting the appreciation

of the real exchange rate, and the possibility that international trade may have been substituted

by national trade to meet increased local demand.

1.2.4 Fiscal decentralization

A relatively recent development is that natural resource revenues have directly benefited local

government budgets and the producing administrative units. Prompted by the wave of fiscal de-

centralization in the 1990s and early 2000s countries have increasingly adopted fiscal sharing

rules and budgetary methods for allocating resource revenues around the country. These typ-

ically result in disproportionate shares of revenues being returned to local governments proxi-

mate to resource extraction activity.

Resource extracting firms are typically taxed by the national government or they are state

owned, resulting in resource rents accruing purely to the national government. However, sev-

eral countries have seen a move to the decentralization of executive and fiscal powers to local

administrative units to foster regional autonomy, improve service delivery, and improve ac-

countability of government. To some extent, this was driven by a process of democratization

and the wish of (ethnic) minorities to have more say in political decisions. In addition, re-

source extraction itself created demand for decentralization. Observing steeply rising natural

resource revenues during the 2000s, local governments demanded a larger say in the way in

which revenues were spent and a larger stake in the revenues themselves. The combination

of these trends resulted in a higher impact of resource extraction on their region, through the

revenue channel. However, the size of this impact depends on the sharing rules between re-

gions and the way in which local governments spend the revenue. On the one hand, there is

relatively little research that compares sharing rules and fiscal arrangements making it unclear
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what the optimal policy should be. On the other hand, the available evidence suggests that, for

a given degree of revenue sharing, the impact of resource rent transfers to local governments

has resulted in mixed blessings.

In theory, rent transfers to local governments have the potential to generate more public

support for mining by compensating environmental costs. Moreover, the classic case for fiscal

federalism (Stigler 1957; Tiebout 1956; Oates 1972) is that local (elected) governments are

better informed of local needs and ways to spend the rents effectively, although public goods

provision such as infrastructure that transcends local boundaries should be provided by higher

levels of government. Countering this argument is that local governments may not have the

capacity to administer the rents, and fragmentation of rents across many executive powers may

result in ineffectively small amounts being made available for investment. At the same time,

public investment may not be effective at a local level due to absorptive capacity constraints.

Finally, the different levels of governments may have different priorities: local development

needs (such as water provision) are not necessarily in line with national development goals

(such as higher education). These differences may also result in political conflict over what is

considered to be the more equitable division of resource wealth.

Recently, a small literature has emerged on the effectiveness of rent sharing with local

governments. For Brazil, Caselli and Michaels (2013) show that, unfortunately, corruption

and embezzlement drive a wedge between the amount of fiscal transfers or royalty payments

received and local outcomes. They find that municipal revenues increase with royalties from

oil production, which amount to roughly 3% of gross oil output. To identify the effect of this on

socio-economic outcomes, they compare coastal municipalities with no oil to those with only

offshore oil. The reason is that offshore oil, as opposed to onshore oil, is shown to have no

systematic effect on non-oil GDP, suggesting that the effect of oil works through revenues only

and not through spillovers from extraction activity. The main result is that municipal spending

increases much less than what can be expected from the increase in royalty payments. Spending

does increase, but, on average, survey reported measures of real outcomes do not improve, nor

do oil municipalities attract migrants, suggesting that welfare does not increase. They argue
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that the lack of a positive effect cannot be accounted for by offsetting reductions in taxation or

federal spending in municipalities, neither of which takes place. They suggest that mayors use

money to create fictitious public employment for certain groups to improve reelection chances.

Also, mayors of municipalities with oil income are found to be more commonly mentioned in

the news in relation to corruption. An open question however, is whether in this respect natural

resource windfalls are different from other windfalls such as aid or federal transfers. The former

may be worse because there tends to be less transparency over the amount of revenue involved.

In addition to corruption, Arellano-Yanguas (2011) show, based on field research in min-

ing regions in Peru, that redistribution of natural resource rents to regional and local levels of

government can create new problems. On the one hand, it increases public support for mining

because revenues no longer disappear to the national government. However, it may also fuel

new forms of conflict. Where previously typical conflicts involved the mining company and the

local community over issue such as land ownership, access to water and pollution, new forms

of conflict involve access to natural resource revenues and their use. Partly, the issue is that the

streams of revenues increased quickly during 2005-08 without increased administrative capac-

ities in government, such that corruption and absorption capacity constraints led to inefficient

spending. Disagreement between levels of government on how the revenue should be spent

could, for example, be paid off by raising public salaries. Also, the structure of governance is

poorly equipped to execute development strategies due to fractured mandates, overlapping ju-

risdictions, and high staff turnover. Other forms of conflict involve the rules of allocation which

result in political conflict over territorial boundaries or fights over the criteria themselves, fu-

eled by increased inequality between mining and non-mining regions. The basic message is

that decentralization of revenue spending can only work if government capacity is improved

simultaneously.

This latter view seems consistent with the experience in Colombia, which divides oil and

coal royalties between the national government, departments, and local municipalities. Un-

like federal transfers, royalty payments are not earmarked specifically although education and

health has priority over other public investment. Nevertheless, in a panel of Colombian de-
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partments, Perry and Olivera (2009) find that high oil production and high royalty payments

correlate negatively with GDP per capita growth. Royalties only appear to increase income in

departments which already have a strong capacity to generate tax income. Possibly, depart-

ments with governments able enough to raise revenue through taxes are also better equipped

to spend royalties relatively wisely. In contrast, in Chapter 4, I present evidence for Indonesia

that fiscal transfers related to oil production boost local GDP. In particular they appear to have

positive and significant effects on district GDP.

Transfers increased markedly in Indonesia after 1999 when the fiscal system was decentral-

ized to give local governments more autonomy over spending, and resulted in larger disparities

between producing and non-producing districts. As in Brazil, this has led to the endogenous

creation of more local (and even provincial) administrative units to carve out larger local shares

of the revenue. Direct local elections foster accountability over spending, but have also led

to increased patronage and collusion with businesses. Moreover, smaller administrative units

may not have the capacity to spend revenue effectively. In Kazakhstan, Toews (2013) finds

that oil windfalls can lead to increased dissatisfaction, however this may be driven by inflated

expectations rather than simply government under-performance.

Finally, in Chile rent transfers are aimed at decreasing inequality between provinces. How-

ever, Aroca and Atienza (2011) make a case that the mining region of Antofagasta loses more

potential mining related wage income through commuting than the region receives in the form

of fiscal transfers through the regional development fund. The reason is that reductions in

travel costs have allowed city-mine commuting to replace the creation of traditional mining

towns close to mines, especially for more remote areas. These allow the wage income earned

by labor to spread further from the mine. Naturally, this reduced the scope for local spillovers.

For the case of Chile, which has 44 percent of workers concentrated in the capital city, leaving

rest of the country fairly empty, he finds that regions that send workers are the main beneficia-

ries of mining in the region of Antofagasta, where 10 percent of the workforce commutes from

out of the region.

The evidence suggests that positive local outcomes as a result of revenue sharing with local
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government are possible but in no sense are they guaranteed. Further research is warranted on

how to distribute rents in the best way and how to equip local governments with the capacity

to spend them effectively. For this reason, none of the papers above allow strong welfare

statements, because no benchmark exists. Optimal fiscal policy design with resource rents has

been analyzed at the national level, but has been under researched at the local level.

1.2.5 Reflections

A growing body of theoretical and empirical literature has shifted-attention from examination

of the resource curse hypothesis across countries, to exploring the potential dynamics at the

local and regional levels. In particular, new datasets and empirical methodologies have allowed

researchers to conduct causal inference of the effect of resource projects, revenue windfalls,

and infrastructure associated with resource abundance. These studies find strong evidence for

impacts positive and negative extending beyond the project enclave.

Through backward linkages to the local economy, projects can have significant positive

welfare effects. Indeed there is evidence to suggest this may be the most effective channel,

versus local government spending. The magnitude however can be small, and is conditioned

on the policies of resource projects as well as the availability of local markets for goods and

services. On the other hand, there is evidence that resource projects can fuel internal conflict -

both for petroleum and solid minerals. Extraction can increase and exacerbate inequality, with

asymmetric effects on men and women, and evidence suggesting that mine closure or a bust,

can be more painful than the welfare gains during mine opening or the boom.

While mines and oil fields appear to generate positive labour market and welfare effects on

the surrounding economy in the short run, the magnitude is possibly only large in developed

countries such as the US, which have more potential for developing local up- and downstream

industries. Also, internal migration can limit Dutch disease effects. There is some evidence that

developed countries are better able to prolong boom periods by investing in local infrastructure

and other public goods.
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Chapter 2

Institutions and the Location of Oil

Exploration

James Cust1

1This chapter constitutes joint work with Torfinn Harding, NHH Bergen.
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Abstract

We provide evidence that institutions strongly influence where investors drill for
oil and gas. At national borders, investors drill on the side with better institutional
quality two times out of three. To identify the effect of institutions, we utilise
a global data set on the location of exploration wells and national borders. This
allows for a regression discontinuity design, with the key assumption that the po-
sition of borders was determined independently of geology. To break potential
simultaneity between borders, institutions and activities in the oil sector, we utilise
the historical sequence of drilling occurring after the formation of borders and
institutions. Our results are consistent with the view that institutions shape explo-
ration companies’ incentives to invest in drilling as well as host countries’ supply
of drilling opportunities. They imply that the observed distribution of natural cap-
ital across countries is endogenous with respect to institutions.



The good Lord didn’t see fit to put oil and gas only where there are democratically
elected regimes friendly to the United States. Occasionally we have to operate in
places where, all things considered, one would not normally choose to go. But, we
go where the business is.

Dick Cheney, 1998

2.1 Introduction

Institutions, generally defined as ‘the rules of the game in a society’ (North, 1990), are widely

considered to be a fundamental cause of economic growth. Aspects such as constraints on

the executive or the rule of law shape the incentives to invest and therefore growth trajectories

(Acemoglu et al., 2005). However, identifying the causal effect of institutions is challenging

because of correlated factors and because institutional characteristics are themselves endoge-

nous equilibrium outcomes (Acemoglu et al. 2005, Besley and Persson 2010).

This chapter uses the setting of oil and gas exploration to estimate the effect of institutional

quality on investment.2 Exploration and subsequent extraction requires large up-front capital

outlays. A potential investor will take into account the probability of discovery and the net

present value of a discovered barrel of oil. The former depends upon geology, the latter upon

operational costs and risks, which are again partly determined by institutions. The ‘supply

side’, i.e. how potential host countries facilitate drilling, for example through the licensing pro-

cess and tax deductions for exploration costs, is also plausibly affected by institutional quality.

For these reasons, oil exploration is expected to vary with institutional quality for a given set

of geological conditions.3 Aggregate figures show that almost 90% of oil investments have

historically taken place in upper-middle and high income countries. OECD-countries have dis-

covered about five times more subsoil natural resources per square km than those in Africa.4

2We focus in this chapter on oil and gas exploration, measured as the number of oil and gas wells drilled. We
use ‘oil’ as a short hand expression for ‘oil and gas’.

3Investment in exploration drilling is an equilibrium outcome, determined by ‘demand’ by exploration com-
panies and ‘supply’ by potential host countries. We study in this chapter how these equilibrium outcomes vary
depending on institutional quality.

4 Collier (2010) estimates that OECD countries have discovered 130 thousand USD worth of subsoil natural
resources per square km compared to 25 thousand for those in Africa. See McKinsey Global Institute (2013) for



This chapter argues that variation in institutional quality between countries can contribute to

understanding the uneven distribution of investments and hence the distribution of known sub-

soil wealth between countries.

The ideal experiment in our setting would be to treat a given geology with different in-

stitutional quality and observe the response in drilling. We mimic such an experiment by

implementing a Regression Discontinuity (RD) design. A new global data set including the

geo-coded location of oil wells and national borders allows us to examine investments in areas

proximate to national borders. We posit that national borders were determined independently

of subsoil oil. A discontinuity in the number of oil exploration wells at national borders can

then be interpreted as the causal effect of the border on oil exploration.

The location of recent borders may have been affected by knowledge about the likelihood

of discovering oil, posing a threat to the assumption that borders are random with respect to the

location of oil. We therefore only consider borders which have not been changed since 1965

and only drilling that took place from 1966 and onwards.

To be able to use randomly located borders to estimate the effect of institutions, we need to

introduce measures of institutional quality. We follow Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2014)

and place the country with the better score for institutional quality on the ‘right hand side’

of the border, and the other country on the ‘left hand side’ of the border. The institutional

variation is therefore bilateral and strictly ordinal; we merely use the institutional measure to

rank the two countries. We define a border-dummy, taking one on the right hand side and zero

on the left hand side of each border and we use this as the explanatory variable of interest in

the regressions. Simultaneity between activities in the oil sector and institutional quality would

induce a bias in our estimates if it shifted the ranking of the two countries. To get around

this, institutional quality is measured in 1965 or before, prior to the exploration drilling we

consider.5

the investment figure.
5The issue that previous or current oil activities could affect the institutional quality is emphasised in the

literature on the natural resource curse (van der Ploeg, 2011). We note that most of the literature has found
a negative correlation between natural resource extraction and institutional quality and such simultaneity-bias
would therefore induce a bias towards zero in our estimates.
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In addition to using the institutional quality measures to simply bilaterally rank countries,

we also estimate a model where we take into account the actual jump in the measured institu-

tional quality at the border. We do this by estimating with two-stage-least-squares, using mea-

sures of institutional quality as the treatment variable and the border-dummy as the instrument.

This approach implicitly assumes that the measures of institutional quality are interpretable in a

cardinal way, which is a widely made assumption in the literature (e.g., Acemoglu and Johnson

2005).

We follow the literature on the effects of institutions on economic growth and apply broad

measures of institutions: political rights, democracy, autocracy and constraints on the executive

branch of government. Previous research has also suggested that these dimensions are impor-

tant for the likelihood of expropriation of foreign assets (Li, 2009). These broad measures

are also available with good country and time-coverage, which is essential for our identifi-

cation strategy. Finally, the approach has the benefit of yielding general and broad findings.

Unbundling of the effects of institutions into more granular characteristics is left for future

research.

Our baseline estimates suggest 95% more exploration well drilling on the side of the border

with relatively better institutions. For every well drilled on the ‘bad’ side of the border, two are

drilled on the ‘good’ side. Scaled with measures of institutional quality, the estimates imply

that a one standard deviation increase in, for example, the augmented Freedom House Political

Rights Index score increases the number of wells by around 100%. These are close to long-

run estimates since they are based on the accumulated number of wells drilled in the period

1966-2010.

We interpret this as the effect of institutions broadly defined. Held as a fundamental cause

of economic growth, institutions operate through a variety of transmission channels, e.g. laws

and policies that again affect investments in physical and human capital. We do not attempt to

unbundle the effect into these various channels and our results should therefore be interpreted

as the total effect of institutional quality. We show that the competing explanations of ‘geog-

raphy’ and ‘culture’, the two other fundamental causes of economic growth proposed by the
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literature, are unlikely to drive our results. Note that both demand for drilling by the exploration

companies and supply of drilling by host countries may be affected by institutional quality. We

only observe the equilibrium outcomes on each side of the border and do not attempt to separate

the effect into demand and supply effects.

Allowing for heterogeneity across companies, drilling by the so called six supermajors of

the oil industry (Chevron, Shell, BP, ExxonMobil, ConocoPhillips and Total) is found to be

more sensitive to institutional quality than nationally-owned oil companies (such as CNPC,

PDVSA, Petrobras or Petronas), as well as the rest of the oil exploration industry covered by

our data.

A key question regarding our identification strategy is whether national borders are ran-

domly assigned with respect to the underlying geology. We first demonstrate that the actual

likelihood of discovery, conditional on drilling taking place, does not vary at the borders. Sec-

ond, we show that path dependency, or previous drilling, does not drive our results. Third,

we deal with offshore borders. These were formally established only relatively recently, when

more information about the underlying geology was available, and may be less constrained by

natural structures or historic human activities. Thus they might have been systematically in-

fluenced by the quest to secure oil by countries with ‘better’ institutions. We show, however,

that the results are robust to excluding offshore borders and omitting onshore borders that have

changed since 1965. Fourth, interstate conflicts may be correlated with oil drilling and institu-

tional quality and thereby impose a bias in our estimates. We show that our results are robust

to dropping borders that have experienced severe military interstate disputes. Finally we deal

with unobservable country and neighbour characteristics by inclusion of country and neighbour

fixed effects.

A caveat regarding the external validity of our estimates is in order. Our estimates are based

on oil exploration close to national borders. There may be a potential race to drill first at the

border, as oil deposits may straddle the border. Although consistent with the hypothesis of this

chapter, and not posing a threat to the internal validity of our estimates, this would make us

estimate an effect of institutions that is higher than for oil exploration in general. Empirically
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we cannot rule out such a competition effect, but show that this is unlikely to be driving our

qualitative conclusion.

The idea that oil exploration, and hence the discovery of sub-soil wealth of countries, de-

pends on the institutional environment may not be accepted by policy makers everywhere.

Countries like Iraq, Nigeria, Venezuela and Angola, who rank among the top twenty largest oil

producers in the world in 2012 (EIA, 2013), score relatively low on measures of institutional

quality. Promising geology may therefore be thought of as a sufficient condition for oil ex-

ploration. In contrast, our results suggest that countries with identical geology but a different

institutional setting will fare very differently. To the extent countries can act to improve their

institutional environment, they may be in a position to affect the pattern of oil exploration and

discovery. We take this to be an important policy message of this chapter.

This chapter contributes to the literature on institutions and economic growth most impor-

tantly by the econometric identification strategy. Oil’s high economic value and knowledge

of its likely location are relatively recent phenomena, which provide a setting with plausibly

exogenous variation in institutions. The issue of endogenous location of treated units relative

to the discontinuity cutoff, often a challenge in spatial RD designs, is in our setting mitigated

by the sub-soil character of the oil reservoirs. In contrast, application of nighttime lights as a

proxy for economic activity is more vulnerable to the possibility that the location of people,

firms and political borders are simultaneously determined. For example, a country with bet-

ter institutions could over time position its borders to better capture places with higher growth

potential.6 Our finding is consistent with the emerging consensus that institutions are a funda-

mental determinant of economic growth.7

Regarding the literature on oil exploration, this chapter complements the innovative contri-

bution of Bohn and Deacon (2000), who model theoretically how expropriation risk may affect

oil exploration and production decisions. The effect of higher expropriation risk is ambiguous,

6Related issues are discussed by Alesina et al. (2011), Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013), Michalopoulos
and Papaioannou (2014) and Turner et al. (2014).

7See Acemoglu et al. 2005, Acemoglu et al. 2001, Acemoglu and Johnson 2005, Dell 2010, Hall and Jones
1999, Michalopoulos and Papaioannou 2013, Papaioannou and Siourounis 2008 and Rodrik and Wacziarg 2005.
In our setting, institutions are considered to affect investment decisions in particular through political risk, e.g.
expropriation risk.
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but is negative under plausible assumptions. Their cross-country empirical analysis confirms

a negative relationship. This finding stands in contrast to the earlier conventional view that

weak property rights increase current extraction in expectation of higher expropriation risk and

hence lower marginal returns in the future (Long, 1975). Our chapter improves on the empirical

analysis of Bohn and Deacon (2000) by using micro data on oil exploration and plausibly ex-

ogenous variation in institutional quality. We also utilize more general measures of institutions,

as motivated above.8 Our finding is in agreement with their results.

The literature on the resource curse has been concerned with the effects of the abundance

of natural resources on economic and political performance, as summarized by van der Ploeg

(2011). The focus with regards to institutions has been on either their role in mitigating adverse

effects of natural resources on economic growth, or on the potential deterioration of political

institutions caused by natural resource revenues. Our evidence of an effect running from in-

stitutions to oil exploration implies that cross-country variation in oil reserves and production

must be treated as endogenous in empirical models of the effects of oil.9 Our finding also sug-

gests that at least some types of natural capital are similar to human and physical capital in the

sense that their accumulation (discovery) depends on institutions. This has immediate conse-

quences for the understanding of the determinants of the ‘Wealth of Nations’, as measured by

the World Bank (2011).

The chapter proceeds as follows. The next section describes the data and outlines the iden-

tification strategy. Section 2.3 presents the main results. Section 2.4 investigates in detail po-

tential threats to identification and discusses the issue of external validity. Section 2.5 examines

8The natural resource literature on how resource use varies across levels of development has been concerned
with the common pool aspect of natural resources, see for example Bohn and Deacon (2000), Jacoby et al. (2002),
Long (1975) and Laurent-Lucchetti and Santugini (2012). A related literature has focused on foreign direct in-
vestment under the risk of expropriation, see for example Thomas and Worrall (1994) and Janeba (2002). The
literature on oil exploration more generally has either been theoretical or focusing on mature economies like US,
UK, Canada and Norway, and has in both strands been less concerned with the institutional setting. See for ex-
ample Hendricks and Porter (1996), Hurn and Wright (1994), Livernois and Ryan (1989), Mohn and Osmundsen
(2008), Pesaran (1990), Quyen (1991) and Venables (2011).

9We discuss the implications of endogenous institutions with respect to oil in section 4.6. See Andersen
and Aslaksen (2008), Andersen and Ross (2014), Brunnschweiler and Bulte (2008), Haber and Menaldo (2011),
Jensen and Wantchekon (2004), Mehlum et al. (2006), van der Ploeg and Poelhekke (2010), Ross (2001) and
Tsui (2011) for papers dealing with the resource curse and democracy/institutions. Tsui (2011) and Cotet and
Tsui (2013) aim for tackling the endogeneity of oil wealth by using initial resource wealth or discovery rates as
instruments.
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heterogeneity across company types. Section 2.6 offers concluding remarks.

2.2 Data and empirical strategy

2.2.1 Data

Oil exploration data are provided by the PathFinder database owned by Wood Mackenzie

(2011) which covers more than 100,000 individual wells in over 120 countries. This propri-

etary database approaches comprehensive global coverage and is, to our knowledge, the largest

collection of the world’s exploration wells. It includes a wide range of country and operator

reported information assembled historically and updated on a quarterly basis. We utilise infor-

mation on the exact location of each well, the year when drilling started, the depth of each well

and whether the well turned out to be ‘dry’ or result in a discovery.10 Figure 2.1 shows the

global distribution of wells available.

Data for onshore national borders are from the GADM database of Global Administrative

Areas version 2.0 (Hijmans et al., 2010) and for offshore maritime borders the EEZ Maritime

Boundaries Geodatabase version 6.1 (Claus et al., 2013). We define our unit of observation

as bins of 0.1 km width, stacked from a given national border. We use the distance from the

middle of that bin as the distance to the border. We calculate the distance from each well to

the closest national border and sum the number of wells drilled in each bin. This sum of wells

is our dependent variable. Bins without any wells drilled will not be represented in our main

specifications, although we include these in robustness checks.11

Our baseline measure of institutional quality, denoted Freedom House or FH, is the aug-

mented Freedom House variable from Acemoglu et al. (2008) based on the Freedom House

10We define dry wells (versus those recorded as a discovery) using the industry standard definition: a dry well
or dry hole in our data is denoted as such where evaluated to contain insufficient oil for commercial production.
Wood Mackenzie analysis supplements the raw well data to include post-drilling well evaluation, allowing for a
more accurate picture of the eventual result and assessment of the well - and not just the recorded result at the time
of drilling.

11All geographic data, including distance and area calculations uses the Cylindrical Equal Area projection. This
projection has the advantage of minimal distortion for global projections, while preserving consistent area. We
calculate straight-line distances from individual exploration wells to nearest borders and nearest neighbours using
the ’near’ point-to-line function of ArcGIS.
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Figure 2.1: National borders and exploration wells- excluding data for onshore US, and much
of the former USSR.

Political Rights Index.12 As normalised by the authors, the variable is measured on a zero to

one scale, with closer to one indicating closer to an ideal set of democratic institutions such

as free and fair elections and the presence of electoral competition. For alternative measures

of institutional quality we turn to the widely used Polity IV database.13 Democ and Autoc are

measured on a 0-10 scale, with higher score indicating more democratic or more autocratic

institutions, respectively. A composite Polity score is given by Polity = Democ - Autoc, mea-

sured on a -10 to 10 scale. ConEx captures institutionalized constraints on the Executive and is

measured on a 1-7 scale, with higher score corresponding to more constraints.14 Country-level

data on country size and landlocked status are from CEPII.15

We focus on developing countries as host countries (the country in which drilling takes

12The data are available from 1950 and can be found at: https://www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi=10.1257/aer.98.3.808
13The data start in 1800 and are taken from the ‘Polity IV: Regime Authority Characteristics and Transitions

Datasets’. They can be downloaded from: http://www.systemicpeace.org/inscr/p4v2012.xls. We follow Acemoglu
and Johnson (2005) and treat ‘interregnums’ as missing values for all the Polity IV variables.

14We measure institutions at the country-level and assume that the measures are representative for the institu-
tional quality also close to borders. The issue of dual-institutions pointed to by Michalopoulos and Papaioannou
(2013), where the institutions of the ‘modern sector’ do not penetrate fully to the ”countryside’ and hence poten-
tially weakens the discontinuity in institutions at the border, is unlikely to be an issue in our setting. Investments in
the oil sector are potentially large contributions to the domestic capital formation and likely to attract the attention
of the central authorities; laws, policies and procedures relating to the oil sector are likely to be centralised and
commonly applied across the country (Daniel et al., 2010).

15The data can be found at: http://www.cepii.fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/distances.htm
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place) and include all relevant borders, i.e. also borders with developed countries.16 We use all

data available, with two exceptions. First, all formally ‘disputed areas’ in the offshore data are

excluded given the unclear and contested ownership of such areas.17 Second, countries in the

region of the former Soviet Union are excluded for simplicity, due to potentially complicated

variation in institutional quality in the USSR and its satellites.18 Separate analysis for the

sample of developed countries is discussed in section 2.4.4. Table 2.8 presents descriptive

statistics and table 2.12 presents the included host and neighbouring countries.

2.2.2 Empirical strategy

Our conjecture is that institutional quality affects expected profits in the oil sector and an invest-

ment location decision will therefore be determined by institutions as well as geology. Three

particular sources of endogeneity may induce bias when estimating the effect of institutional

quality on oil exploration. The first is that the geology or the actual likelihood of discovering

oil is not observable to us. The second is that institutional quality is itself an outcome that can

be affected by the investment activities under study. The third is that the territory of countries

may be correlated with both geology and institutional quality. We seek to overcome these three

identification challenges by taking advantage of the location of the oil exploration relative to

national borders and by utilising the sequencing of events in our setting.

Data on the precise geographical location of oil wells and national borders allow for a

regression discontinuity design, as potential geological deposits of oil often stretch across na-

tional borders.19 By studying oil exploration very close to the border, we effectively control

for geology. To deal with the potential simultaneity between activities in the oil sector and

16We use in this chapter the World Bank’s definition of developing countries and geographical regions, as of
July 2012. For more information, see: http://data.worldbank.org/news/new-country-classifications.

17Disputed areas are defined by the maritime border geodatabase Claus et al. (2013)
18This means that we drop all countries belonging to the Europe and Central Asia (ECA) region (8178 wells

in total): Albania, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Romania, Russian
Federation, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. Some countries have limited coverage in the PathFinder
dataset on wells, notably onshore United States and parts of Eastern Europe, however since we also exclude
developed countries this does not present problems for our estimation strategy. Our results hold if we include
developed countries and ECA, see footnote 45.

19See Imbens and Lemieux (2008), Imbens and Wooldridge (2009) and Lee and Lemieux (2010) for thorough
explanations and discussions of regression discontinuity (RD) designs.
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t=1

Oil and gas formed

t=2

Borders located and institutions est.
pre-1965

t=3

Exploration drilling
1966-2010

Figure 2.2: Sequence of events in our sample

the institutional quality, we measure institutional quality before the drilling we consider took

place. Institutional quality is then predetermined. Finally, to make sure that the location of the

national borders is not affected by the oil exploration we consider, we include only countries

we know have not changed in shape during our period of oil exploration.

Figure 2.2 details the sequence of events. The true distribution of oil and gas deposits is

given from pre-historic geological processes, taking place in period 1. In period 2, we posit that

national borders were located and institutions were formed. In period 3, exploration drilling

for oil takes place. We choose to define period 2 as 1965 and earlier because Weidmann et al.

(2010) provide data on countries that have not changed shapes since 1965.20 We measure

institutions as the country-average across all available observations up to, and included, 1965

(i.e. 1950-1965 for the augmented Freedom House measure and 1800-1965 for the Polity IV

measures). Period 3 is defined as 1966-2010 and we use data for only new exploration activity.

We follow Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013) and place a given country on the left or

right hand side of the border depending on its institutional quality relative to the neighbour. The

better governed country in a country-pair is placed on the right hand side. Pooling observations

on the left and right hand side, the effect of national borders on oil exploration is estimated by

the following regression:

Nbi j = α0 + τDi j + fr(Xbi j)+Di j fr(Xbi j)+Z′iδ0 +u0,bi j (2.1)

The unit of observation is a distance-bin b in country i close to the border with country j. A

distance-bin is defined as a 100 meter wide strip following along the border.21 N is a variable

20See section 4.6 for more information on the data from Weidmann et al. (2010). An alternative would be to use
the list of countries that have not changed shape since 1945, also provided by Weidmann et al. (2010). This would
further reduce the number of countries we could include. Reducing the sample to borders not changed since 1945,
expanding the sample by measuring institutions for more recent dates than 1965, or include wells drilled before
1966 do not change the conclusion of this study.

21The distance from the border is measured to the mid point of the distance-bin. For example, the tenth distance-
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measuring the number of wells drilled in the bin. α is a constant and D is a dummy variable

taking the value of one on the side of the border with the better institutional quality, and zero

on the other side. The assignment variable, X , is the distance to the border, taking negative

values on the left hand side and positive values on the right hand side. The f -function is used

to pick up the underlying distribution of drilling with respect to the distance to the border and

we allow it to differ on both sides of the border by interacting with the border dummy D. Z is

a vector of controls for country i and u is the error term.

The idea is to estimate whether there is a significant jump in the mean at the discontinuity,

the national border, captured as a statistically significant τ-coefficient. Its magnitude can be

interpreted as the effect of crossing the national border on the number of exploration wells

drilled. Note that institutional quality plays a role for the estimate of tau, but only in an ordinal

sense by determining the ranking of the two countries. Simultaneity bias is therefore only

an issue at this stage if the ranking of the two countries is affected. We discuss threats to

identification in section 2.4.

Control variables should not affect the estimate of τ in a correctly specified RD design, but

their inclusion may increase efficiency (Imbens and Lemieux 2008, Lee and Lemieux 2010).

For this reason we include the total area of country i, which may be correlated with the length

of the border, and the landlocked status of country i, which may affect transport costs asym-

metrically across borders.22

To estimate how responsive oil exploration is to a given change in institutional quality, we

apply two-stages least squares estimation. To formalize, the effect of institutions, I, on oil

exploration is estimated by:

Nbi j = α2 + γIi + f (Xbi j)+Di j f (Xbi j)+Z′iδ2 +u2,bi j, (2.2)

Ii = α1 +φDi j + f (Xbi j)+Di j f (Xbi j)+Z′iδ1 +u1,bi j, (2.3)

The estimate of φ in equation 2.3 (the ‘first stage’) indicates whether the border has an

bin is measured at 950 meters from the border and will include all wells drilled from 900 to 1000 meter from the
border.

22We discuss local area size in appendix 2.8.1
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effect on institutions. The dummy D is still defined as one for the side with relatively better

institutional quality and φ will therefore be positive by construction. γ provides us with an

estimate of the jump in the number of wells due to a unit change in institutional quality. By

the estimation of equation 2.2 (the ‘second stage’), the measures of institutional quality are

assumed to have a valid cardinal interpretation.23

Based on a specification analysis, we specify the f -function as a third-order polynomial

and include wells within 10 km from the border. Appendix 2.8.1 discusses sensitivity to these

choices. Although the magnitude of the estimated effect does vary somewhat, the finding of

this chapter does not change qualitatively across different specifications.

As we measure the distance from the border discretely (for each 100 meters), we follow

Lee and Card (2008) and cluster standard errors on distance-bins in all regressions.

2.3 Baseline results

This section starts with a graphical presentation of the jump in exploration wells observed at

national borders. We then present econometric estimates of the size of this jump. To get an

estimate of the responsiveness of exploration drilling to a given change in institutional quality,

we scale our econometric estimates with the level of institutional quality. We do this for several

standard measures of broad institutional quality, which also serves to demonstrate that our find-

ing is robust to alternative measures of institutional quality. The section ends with a discussion

of the role of geography and culture, the competing fundamental causes of economic growth,

in our estimates.
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Figure 2.3: Number of wells in developing countries

The left hand side panel is based on 1 km bins, 10 km distance from the border and third-order polynomials. The
right hand side panel is based on 25 km bins, 250 km distance from the border and fourth-order polynomials. See
notes for table 2.1 regarding the sample and the measure of institutional quality used to place countries on either
the left or the right hand side of the border.

2.3.1 Graphical evidence of discontinuity at the border

The RD design offers visual evidence of the discontinuity in exploration activity at the national

borders. Figure 2.3 shows the number of exploration wells drilled within bins of distances from

the border. We follow the standard in the RD-literature and fit separate polynomials on each

side of the border. There is a clear jump at the border, with higher likelihood of a well being

drilled on the side of the border with relatively better institutions (i.e., the right hand side of the

border, defined as the country with a bilaterally higher score on the augmented Freedom House

Political Rights Index in 1965 and earlier).24 Close to the border, the geological likelihood of

discovering oil is the same on both sides and, given the assumption of predetermined borders

and institutional quality, the discontinuity indicates the causal effect of differences either side

the border.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the data along a single border. Here we observe recent drilling (over

23D in equation 2.1 and 2.3 is our instrument and is defined based on institutions measured pre 1966. I in
equation 2.2 and 2.3, on the other hand, could have been the institutional quality present in the 1966-2010 period.
The instrument D deals with endogeneity and measurement error. However, the actual level of institutions fac-
tored into decisions vary depending on, at least, the timing of drilling. Measuring I as some average across the
years 1966-2010 would therefore also be inapt. In lack of a clearly better alternative, we stick to the transparent
alternative of measuring I in the pre-drilling period.

24Note that we use as our baseline measure of institutional quality an augmented version of the Freedom House
Political Rights Index measure provided by Acemoglu et al. (2008). This is normalised to a zero to one scale,
where one means a country comes closest to the political rights ideals suggested by a checklist of questions.
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Figure 2.4: Map of the Albert Rift region along the Uganda-DRC border.

Notes: Albert Rift basin indicated, along with exploration wells, notably concentrated in the last decade on Ugan-
dan side of the border with DRC.

the past decade) on the Ugandan side of the Albert Rift geological basin, but no exploration on

the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) side. Given that the oil basin spans both sides of

the border, we would not expect, ex-ante, for drilling to be more promising on one side of the

border than the other for geological reasons. Our hypothesis is however that institutions influ-

ence the drilling decision, and thus observed well distribution would be positively correlated

with the quality of institutions locally. For 2013, Uganda’s Freedom House Political Rights

Index score is 4.5 (Partly free), while the score for the DRC is 6 (not free). The first well was

drilled in pre-independence Uganda in 1938 but was unsuccessful. It was not until the early

2000s that exploration drilling restarted. Since 2002 over 60 wells have been drilled. There

is now discussion that exploration drilling may get underway on the DRC-side of the Albert

Rift in 2014, twelve years behind Uganda. This lower intensity of drilling and associated delay

on the DRC side of the border is consistent with a positive effect of institutional quality on oil

exploration.
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2.3.2 Econometric estimates of the effect of crossing the border

To formally estimate the effect of crossing the border on oil exploration, we follow the approach

outlined in section 2.2.2. The first and second column of table 2.1 present our baseline estimates

of the border on the number of wells (N), with and without controls. The estimate changes very

little when we include controls, increasing confidence that our RD design is valid.

Table 2.1: Baseline estimates: Direct effect of crossing the border

Dependent variable→ N: Number of wells
(1) (2)

D = 1 rhs 4.722∗∗∗ 4.572∗∗∗

(1.243) (1.246)
ln Area 0.588∗∗∗

(0.063)
Landlocked -1.992∗∗∗

(0.317)
N̄le f t 4.81 4.81
τ̂/N̄le f t 0.98 0.95
Observations 1197 1197
Countries 29 29
Neighbours 40 40
R-sq 0.13 0.15

Notes: ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.10. Standard errors, shown in parentheses, are clustered at distance-bins
(there are 200 of them). Dependent variable is the number of exploration wells for each 100 meter wide distance-
bin in country i at the border with country j. Third-order polynomials in distance from the border included
separately for left and right hand side. Distance from the border: 10 km. Only borders that have not changed
since 1965 and only wells for which drilling started in the period 1966-2010 are included. Institutional quality is
measured as the country average over the years prior to, and included, 1965, based on the augmented Freedom
House Political Rights scores used by Acemoglu et al. (2008). Only developing countries included as host country,
while neighbours may be either developing or developed countries. Onshore and offshore wells. Excludes country-
distance-bins without observed wells. τ̂/N̄le f t is the ratio between the estimated coefficient on the border dummy
and the mean on the left hand side of the border. This mean is estimated conditional on third-order polynomial in
distance.

The first row in the lower part of the table, indicated with N̄le f t , provides the mean number

of wells drilled on the left hand side of the border. The row below, τ̂/N̄le f t , presents the ratio

between the estimated coefficient and the left-hand-side mean.25 Crossing the border creates a

jump of about 5 wells. This estimate suggests that the crossing to the ‘better’ side of the border
25The mean on the left hand side, N̄le f t , is based on wells drilled in the period 1966-2010, as the other estimates.

It is estimated as the constant in a separate regression for the left hand side including the relevant polynomial as
control. The ratio between the estimated coefficient on the border dummy and the estimated left hand side mean
therefore gives the relative jump in drilling moving from the left to the right in the relevant period.
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increases, on average, the number of wells drilled by about 95% or a factor of 2; from 4.81

wells on the ‘bad’ side of the border, to 9.38 on the ‘good’ side of the border. These estimates

are based on a cross section of wells drilled from 1966 to 2010. The number of wells is in other

words an accumulated figure over 45 years and the estimates can therefore be interpreted as

close to long-run estimates.

These results are in line with the literature on institutions and economic growth, which

has found that differences in institutional quality helps to explain the differences in economic

performance between countries. In particular, a positive effect of democracy on economic

growth has been found by Acemoglu et al. (2014), Papaioannou and Siourounis (2008) and

Rodrik and Wacziarg (2005). Our results suggest that oil exploration may not be different than

other economic activity in its relation to institutional quality measured as democracy.

2.3.3 Scaling the effect of the border with institutional quality

The estimate of the effect of crossing the border as presented above had the benefit of relying

only on ordinal information in the institutional measure. In this section we take one step further

and present estimates based on a cardinal interpretation of measures of institutional quality. Al-

though transforming something as complex as institutional quality into a cardinal score may be

a challenging task, a cardinal interpretation is not uncommon in the literature (e.g., Acemoglu

and Johnson 2005). We scale the border-effect by estimating with 2SLS, as described in sec-

tion 2.2.2. The border dummy D is used as an ‘instrument’ for the institutional quality I. This

serves to take into account how much the institutional quality actually jumps at the border.

The 2SLS-estimates are presented in table 2.2 and we report the unscaled effect of crossing

the border in the upper panel (‘reduced form’ estimates in 2SLS-jargon), the seconds stage

estimates in the middle panel and the first stage estimates, i.e. the effect of the border on

institutional quality, in the lower panel.

We first focus on column one, which is based on our baseline institutional measure, the

augmented Freedom House Political Rights Index (FH). The first stage estimate means that

crossing the border gives a jump in FH of about 0.27 on average. For comparison, the score
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Table 2.2: Scaling with measures of institutions

Dependent variable→ N: Number of wells
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

I: Inst. measure→ FH Polity Democ Autoc ConEx

Direct effect of crossing the border:
D = 1 rhs 4.572∗∗∗ 6.944∗∗∗ 5.380∗∗∗ -7.820∗∗∗ 7.214∗∗∗

(1.246) (2.038) (1.605) (1.954) (2.156)
N̄le f t 4.81 4.45 4.83 4.61# 4.45
τ̂/N̄le f t 0.95 1.56 1.11 1.70 1.62
Observations 1197 1228 1228 1228 1228
Countries 29 30 30 30 30
Neighbours 40 39 39 39 39
R-sq 0.15 0.17 0.15 0.19 0.18

Scaled effect (second stage):
Institutional quality 16.957∗∗∗ 1.009∗∗∗ 1.783∗∗ -2.833∗∗∗ 2.930∗∗∗

(5.442) (0.351) (0.716) (0.882) (0.977)
F instr 131.77 112.79 44.30 72.04 89.90

Effect of the border on institutional quality (first stage):
D = 1 rhs 0.270∗∗∗ 6.885∗∗∗ 3.017∗∗∗ 2.760∗∗∗ 2.463∗∗∗

(0.023) (0.648) (0.453) (0.325) (0.260)
Notes: Dependent variable is the number of exploration wells for each 100 meter wide distance-bin in country i at
the border with country j. As column 2 in table 2.1, except for the institutional measures in column 2-5, which are
all from the Polity IV dataset. For all measures, institutional quality is the country average for all years available
up to, and including, 1965. The first stage estimates are based on the bilateral ranking obtained by the measure in
question. # See footnote 28.

varies on a 0-1 scale and its mean and standard deviation are 0.64 and 0.20 in our developing

country sample. The second stage estimate is simply the combination of the first stage and the

‘reduced form’ estimate, i.e. 4.57/0.27 ≈ 17. To get a sense of the magnitude, a difference

of 0.29 in the Freedom House score between DRC and Uganda translates into a predicted

difference of 16 wells over the period 1966-2010. A one standard deviation increase in FH

corresponds to an increase of around 72% more wells, moving from the ‘bad’ side to the ‘good’

side.26

Column 2-5 present estimates based on Polity IV measures of broad institutional quality,

a common supplement to The Freedom House Political Rights Index (e.g., in Acemoglu et al.

26As an example, this is found by γ̂ ∗ std.dev./N̄le f t = 16.957∗0.204/4.81
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2008). The polity index (Polity) is a composite of indices of democracy (Democ) and autocracy

(Autoc). ConEx captures the constraints imposed on the executive branch and is used as a

proxy for the quality of ‘property rights institutions’ by which citizens are protected against

expropriation by the elite or the state (Acemoglu and Johnson, 2005).27

The upper panel of table 2.2 demonstrates that the jump in the number of exploration wells

at the border holds true also for the Polity IV measures, and varies from 111% for democracy

to 170% for autocracy.28 Note that the number of observations is the same in all four columns

using the different Polity IV measures and the variation in the estimates is entirely driven by

the fact that the ranking of certain countries depend on the measure used. Our baseline estimate

of 95% sits below the estimates based on the Polity IV measures.

The first stage estimates shown in the lower part of the table reveal statistically significant

jumps in institutional quality at the borders. The positive coefficient is by construction. The

second stage estimates presented in the middle panel suggest that a one standard deviation

improvement in the Polity IV measures corresponds to an increase in oil exploration of between

118% and 173%. The comparable effect for the Freedom House measure is 72%, again smaller

than estimated with the polity IV measures.

Overall, table 2.2 confirms our finding across different measures of institutional quality, all

broadly defined. Future research could usefully conduct a detailed decomposition of which

aspects of the institutional setting that may be most critical for oil exploration decisions.

There has recently been a debate in the resource curse literature on whether oil has a detri-

mental effect on democracy.29 Institutional quality and oil exploration (and then wealth and

27ConEx has been used by several other authors, e.g. Acemoglu and Johnson (2005), Acemoglu et al. (2001)
and Guriev et al. (2011). Guriev et al. (2011) identify 98 ‘nationalisations’ in 42 countries in the oil industry in
the period 1960-2006, of which most took place in the 1970s, some in the 1980s, zero in the period 1990-2005,
and again some in 2006 (see also Joff et al. 2009).

28For autocracy, a higher score means more autocracy, so we expect a negative sign. Given that we have
defined the left hand side of the border as the side with the lower score, the left hand side is in this particular
case the side with the ‘better’ institutional quality. The relative jump from the ‘bad’ to the ‘good’ side based on
the autocracy measure is therefore 170%: the mean on the ‘bad’ side is 12.43-7.82=4.61; and the relative jump
therefore 7.82/4.61=1.70.

29For example, Haber and Menaldo (2011), Andersen and Aslaksen (2008), Ross (2013), Cotet and Tsui (2013)
and Tsui (2011). Haber and Menaldo (2011) argue that ‘increases in resource reliance are not associated with
authoritarianism’. In contrast, Andersen and Ross (2014), using the same data, find that oil wealth became a
‘hindrance to democratic transitions after the transformative events of the 1970s.’ Tsui (2011) finds that ‘larger oil
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subsequent production) are potentially determined simultaneously. We have argued that spatial

variation together with the use of predetermined borders and institutions allow us to identify the

causality running from institutions to oil exploration (see also section 2.4.3). For the literature

concerned with the causality running in the opposite direction, our finding calls for caution.

There will be a positive bias in a regression of institutional quality on some oil-measure corre-

lated with exploration if the simultaneity is not tackled properly.

The results presented in this section is an average effect across different types of companies.

In section 2.5, we investigate heterogeneity across company types.30

2.3.4 Institutions versus geography and culture

The fundamental causes of economic growth are generally classified as either ‘institutions’,

‘geography’ or ‘culture’ (Acemoglu et al. 2005, North and Thomas 1973). In this chapter we

focus on the effect of institutions and our identification strategy seeks to isolate this from po-

tential effects of geography and culture. We do not attempt to investigate the roles of proximate

causes of economic growth, like the accumulation of physical and human capital, the level of

technology and the organisation of production. They are considered to be the channels through

which the fundamental causes may operate and may be the subject of future work.31

Geological prospects, equivalent to a form of geography in the North terminology, is un-

likely to induce bias in our setting. The idea behind the RD design is that the geology is

effectively identical at the border. We show in section 2.4.1 that the likelihood of discovering

discoveries are causally linked to slower transitions to democracy.’
30Moving beyond the extensive margin of exploration drilling, we have also estimated the effect on the number

of meters drilled (in total and average per well). We find positive effects for both, although the effect on the
average depth per well is smaller in magnitude and statistically less robust. These results are presented in the
online appendix 2.8.2. Unfortunately, we do not have data on capital expenditures (CAPEX) and operational
expenditures (OPEX) at the well level.

31Glaeser et al. (2004) argue that ‘human capital is a more basic source of growth than are the institutions.’
Note that infrastructure is often purpose-built for the oil sector, and know-how, labour and capital required for oil
exploration and extraction are likely to be imported, especially in developing countries. As an example from a
developed country, the import-share for equipment to the oil industry in Norway was close to 100% in the first
decade of oil production (1970s) and had dropped to just below 40% in 2013, according to the Norwegian Central
Bank (governor’s annual address, February 14 2013). Rodrik et al. (2004) focus on economic integration alongside
geography and institutions. In our analysis, neighbouring country-pairs share bilateral integration. Integration
across other borders should be captured by the country and neighbouring fixed effects in column 3-5 in table 2.5.
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oil, conditional on drilling, is the same on each side of the border. Our finding is furthermore

robust to making the geographic areas around the borders less local: the specification test re-

ported in appendix table 2.9 presents results for distances from the border of up to 250 km.32

Controls for area size and landlocked status take into account that operational costs may be

asymmetric across the border due to non-local geographic features. Finally, the finding is also

robust to the inclusion of country and/or neighbour fixed effects, which controls for unobserved

country-wide geographic features (see section 2.4.2).

Table 2.3: Controlling for ethnicity

Dependent variable→ N: Number of wells
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Specification→ Ref E FE g E FE; g
D = 1 rhs 3.440∗∗∗ 3.036∗∗∗ 2.999∗∗∗ 2.657∗∗∗

(0.473) (0.526) (0.444) (0.572)
N̄le f t 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.54
τ̂/N̄le f t 2.23 1.97 1.95 1.72
Observations 1357 1357 1357 1357
Countries 27 27 27 27
Neighbours 38 38 38 38
R-sq 0.22 0.15 0.27 0.18

Notes: Dependent variable is the number of exploration wells per unit of observation, which is now defined as
the bit of a distance-bin in country i at the border with country j, located in the area of ethnic group E. Column 1
presents estimates in this sample with our baseline specification. Column 2 includes Ethnic fixed effects. Column
3 and 4 includes third-order polynomials (indicated g) in the distance to nearest ethnic boundary, estimated sep-
arately for left and right hand side of the border. 112 different ethnicities are covered in this table. Controls for
country size and landlocked status are included. Based on onshore wells only. Otherwise as described by the note
of table 2.1.

Omitting culture could bias our estimates if: culture changes sharply at national borders;

the bilateral ranking of countries in terms of culture is correlated with the ranking based on

institutional quality; and culture is correlated with oil exploration. In practice, these three

premisses seem unlikely to be present simultaneously.33

32In the sample of developing countries, the mean distance from a well to the nearest border is 53 km and the
95th percentile is 187 km.

33Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2014) argue that aspects of culture often stretches across borders instead of
varying sharply with them, for a sample of African countries. In robustness checks not presented to save space,
we found that our result is robust to restricting the sample to the Sub-Saharan Africa region and to the Middle East
and North Africa region. Furthermore, the oil industry is likely to be less driven by local factors such a cultural
ties, trust and networks, instead operating in capital-intensive enclaves.
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Nevertheless, geo-coded data on ethnicity and the fact that ethnicity often stretches across

national borders (Michalopoulos and Papaioannou, 2014), allow us to control for at least one

key aspect of culture by including ethnicity fixed effects. In table 2.3 we split our distance-bins

according to ethnicity and the unit of observation becomes then an ethnicity-specific distance-

bin located in country i close to the border of country j. We exclude offshore wells, since

ethnicity is only relevant onshore, and all wells in areas without specified ethnicity.34 As a

reference point, the first column presents results with our standard specification. Column two

includes ethnicity fixed effects, hence the border effect is estimated with variation within a

given ethnicity only. Column three and four modify column one and two by the inclusion of

third-order polynomials in distance to the nearest ethnicity boundary. This distance is the mean

distance between the wells and their nearest ethnicity boundary for each unit of observation.

We allow these third-order polynomials to be different on the left and right hand side of the

national border. The estimated coefficient on the border dummy is somewhat smaller when

ethnicity is controlled for, but the finding of this chapter holds in all specifications. In the

strictest specification, crossing the national border towards the side with better institutional

quality increases the number of wells by 172%. To the extent ethnicity captures culture, the

results in table 2.3 provide strong support that our results are not driven by culture.

A final remark is that our design is not well suited for investigating the effects of geography

and culture. Instead of falsifying their role, our finding is that institutional quality makes a big

difference in attracting investments in oil exploration at the margin.

2.4 Validity of the identification strategy

In this section we first examine potential threats to the internal validity of our estimates and

finish with a brief discussion of the issue of external validity.

34To measure and locate ethnicity we use the Geo-Referencing of Ethnic Groups (GREG) dataset of global
ethno-linguistic regions (Weidmann et al., 2010). This dataset is based upon on maps and data drawn from the
Soviet Atlas Narodov Mira - a project charting ethnic groups carried out in the 1960s. The Atlas is notable as the
basis for the widely utilised Ethno-Linguistic Fractionization index (Taylor and Hudson, 1972).
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2.4.1 The likelihood of discovering oil and path dependency

Table 2.4: Discovery rates and path dependency

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Dependent variable→ Disc. rate Disc. rate N N (0s) N (0s)
D = 1 rhs -0.026 -0.026 3.579∗∗∗ 0.298∗∗∗ 0.241∗∗∗

(0.100) (0.099) (0.666) (0.087) (0.046)
Wells pre 1966 -0.000 1.205∗∗∗ 1.692∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.219) (0.071)
N̄le f t 0.66 0.66 4.81 0.27 0.27
τ̂/N̄le f t -0.04 -0.04 0.74 1.11 0.90
Observations 1197 1197 1197 11800 11800
Countries 29 29 29 29 29
Neighbours 40 40 40 40 40
R-sq 0.02 0.02 0.35 0.05 0.39

Notes: Dependent variable is the share of non-dry wells in column 1-2 and the number of exploration wells in
column 1-4. Both are calculated for each 100 meter wide distance-bin in country i at the border with country j.
Column 5-6 include zeros for distance-bins without drilling. Controls for country size and landlocked status are
included. Otherwise as described by the note of table 2.1.

In contrast to the number of wells drilled, whose distribution is shown to be discontinu-

ous across borders, the likelihood of finding oil does not appear to differ across the borders.

Column one in table 2.4 presents estimates with the discovery rate as the dependent variable.

The discovery rate is defined as the share of non-dry wells in a given distance-bin, which is

the ex-post likelihood of discovering oil and the closest we get to observing the true geology.35

The insignificant border-dummy suggests that the discovery rate is continuous across the bor-

der and provides support for our RD-design. In other words, there is no evidence to suggest

that countries with better institutions see more drilling due to better geology or better ex-ante

knowledge of the geology.

Although the oil exploration companies have geological information available before they

start drilling, there is uncertainty about whether a given well will lead to discovery before it is

drilled. It is likely, however, that experience in an area increases the likelihood of discovery.

On the other hand, it may be that the most promising wells based on the geological information

35We define dry wells using the industry standard definition: a dry well or dry hole in our data is denoted as
such where evaluated to contain insufficient oil for commercial production.
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at hand are drilled first, which would contribute to decreasing the likelihood of discoveries in

a given area over time. In column two, we include the number of wells drilled before 1966

as a control variable.36 The results suggest that previous drilling neither affects the discovery

rate nor the effect of the border dummy. In column three we modify our baseline specification

by including the number of wells drilled before 1966 as a control variable. In this case, this

serves a similar function of a lagged dependent variable, potentially soaking up unobservable

characteristics not otherwise accounted for in our analysis. The effect of previous drilling is

positive and significant, which may indicate that additional wells have higher expected value

due to, for example, infrastructure already in place. The coefficient on the border dummy is

now somewhat reduced, which could indicate that issues related to weak institutions can be

partly overcome, for example through concerted efforts to improve the relationship between

the oil industry and the government. However, the message of the chapter is not altered and the

estimate in column three demonstrates that our results are not driven by some accidental early

discoveries and path-dependency since then. Common infrastructure could also lead to spatial

correlation and potentially deflate our standard errors. In appendix table 2.11 we present our

baseline model with standard errors adjusted for spatial correlation and the result holds.37

As we include only distance-bins with observed wells in our baseline specification, a ques-

tion can be raised about the continuity of our running variable, the distance to the border. In

column four and five we now include all possible distance-bins for the borders included in our

baseline sample, i.e. within 10 km of the border we assign zero wells to distance-bins with-

out observed wells. This increases our sample size tenfold. Column five differs from column

four by the inclusion of the number of wells drilled before 1966. The coefficient on the border

dummy now takes a lower value, but so does the mean number of wells. The effect of interest is

the relative jump at the border presented in the row τ̂/N̄le f t , as usual. Our baseline estimate is a

jump of 95% at the border (column two, table 2.1), while the estimate when zeros are included

is 111%. When wells drilled before 1966 are included, the estimate is 74% in the baseline

sample (column three, table 2.4) and 90% when the zeros are included. We therefore conclude

36For this control variable, zeros are assigned to distance-bins without drilling before 1966.
37In appendix table 2.11, we also include a column including zeros, as in column four of table 2.4.
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that any lack of continuity in the running variable caused by excluding distance-bins without

drilling does not seem to bias our estimates away from zero.

2.4.2 The role of offshore borders, military disputes and unobservables

Table 2.5: Offshore borders, military disputes and unobservables

Dependent variable→ N: Number of wells
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Sample/Specification→ Onshore Non-MID C FE N FE C, N FE
D = 1 rhs 5.176∗∗∗ 5.719∗∗∗ 4.080∗∗∗ 3.364∗∗∗ 4.340∗∗∗

(1.167) (1.247) (1.204) (1.143) (1.360)
N̄le f t 4.07 4.93 4.81 4.81 4.81
τ̂/N̄le f t 1.27 1.16 0.85 0.70 0.90
Observations 939 983 1197 1197 1197
Countries 27 25 29 29 29
Neighbours 38 34 40 40 40
R-sq 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.17 0.18

Notes: Dependent variable is the number of exploration wells for each 100 meter wide distance-bin in country
i at the border with country j. Column 1 excludes offshore wells. Column 2 excludes borders with recorded
military interstate dispute after 1945. Column 3-5 includes country fixed effects or/and neighbour fixed effects as
indicated. Controls for country size and landlocked status are included, except for in column 3 and 5. Otherwise
as described by the note of table 2.1.

The formal designation of offshore borders has been a largely latter-half of twentieth cen-

tury phenomenon, in contrast to onshore borders which have existed in various legal forms

for centuries. In the 1970s the UN started systematic efforts to establish offshore national

boundaries, resulting in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea United Nations

(1982).38 By this time, the location of oil, both known and expected, might be thought to have

38Legally defined offshore borders for exploitation of sub-sea minerals date back to 1945 when the United
States established the principle of sovereignty extending up to the limit of the continental shelf. This approach
was subsequently adopted by most countries, and replaced ‘freedom of the seas’ rights originating in the seven-
teenth century, such as those extending three nautical miles from a nation’s coastline - the ‘cannon shot’ rule.
The UN Law of the Sea (United Nations 1958) codified in international law the position of adjacent maritime
borders (the ‘median line’ boundary) and the continental shelf limit (i.e. where international waters begin). A sub-
sequent conference, UNCLOS III 1973-1982, refined the definition of how far sovereign rights extend vis-a-vis
international waters to give us present-day Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ) (United Nations, 1982). This later
conference also updated the principle of defining adjacent (or opposite) national boundaries, but in practice this
would rarely imply deviation from the 1958 ‘median line’ approach. Resulting EEZ’s typically extend 200 nauti-
cal miles from a nation’s coastline. For our identification we do not exploit the precise limit of sovereign waters
versus international waters but instead the position of maritime borders vis-a-vis a country’s neighbour. While
inherently more contestable than onshore borders, the position of these borders typically pre-dates oil exploration
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greater influence on the location of offshore borders, thus undermining a clean exogeneity ar-

gument for all offshore borders. Furthermore, offshore borders are arguably more contestable,

since no one lives there and there is a less long established legal claim. In column one in table

2.5 we exclude offshore wells. The estimate of the effect of the border is, if anything, larger for

this sample of onshore wells only, suggesting that our findings are not driven by the strategic

location choice of offshore borders by countries with better institutions than their neighbours.

A related argument is that colonial powers may have been attracted to a given territory be-

cause of oil, creating a positive correlation between certain institutional quality and oil drilling.

This is not a great threat to our identification strategy as almost all colonization took place long

before the location of oil was plausibly known. Furthermore, the colonial powers would need

to know very precisely where the oil was located, and draw the border accordingly, since our

analysis relies on comparison of areas very close to national borders.

Could it be that our findings are driven by borders moving due to interstate territorial con-

flicts? The argument could be that nation states with relatively high institutional quality com-

pared to their neighbours have been able to redraw borders via invasion and occupation of

neighbouring territories who possess oil or promising geology. The border would have to be

permanently moved due to the presence of oil, i.e. a lasting occupation (not merely threat of,

or attempted occupation). Caselli et al. (2012) argue that the distance from the border to an oil

field is a predictor of bilateral wars, but they do not identify many incidents of borders actually

moving, nor that any such effect should systematically work in favour of neighbours with ‘bet-

ter’ institutions.39 To deal with the potential issue of moving borders we consider throughout

this chapter only stable borders. This means that we always exclude disputed offshore border

areas, as coded as such in the EEZ Maritime Boundaries dataset (Claus et al., 2013). In ad-

dition, we only include borders which have not changed since 1965, according to Weidmann

et al. (2010).40

due to ‘median line’ extrapolation agreed in 1958 and earlier bilateral agreements. Furthermore, the exploration
for and exploitation of oil and gas beyond shallow coastal waters only began in 1979 with the first deep-water
drilling technology deployed to the Gulf of Mexico.

39See Caselli et al. (2012) and Acemoglu et al. (2012) for more on resource wars.
40To define stable borders, we utilise a new dataset with time-varying information on country shapes. The

CShapes borders dataset from Weidmann et al. (2010) draws on the Correlates of War (COW, 2008) project which
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Even for our stable borders, inter-state conflict may affect the likelihood of oil exploration.

Column two in table 2.5 therefore excludes borders across which there has been at least one

incidence of Militarized Interstate Dispute (MID).41 The estimated coefficient on the border

dummy is positive and significant and somewhat larger than when the MID-borders are in-

cluded. If anything, this indicates that incidence of conflict at a border reduces the appetite to

drill close to that border later on.

Could it be that countries with better institutions are also better at reporting drilled oil wells

and our findings are just an artifact of such reporting bias? We re-estimate our baseline model

with country fixed effects, which effectively control for reporting bias at the country-level

and other country-specific unobservable heterogeneity. The resulting coefficient on the bor-

der dummy, presented in column three, is very similar to our baseline estimate. The PathFinder

database is considered to have as comprehensive country coverage as any single dataset on oil

exploration, although we cannot rule out measurement error resulting from mis-reporting or

under-reporting of some exploration wells. Similarly, to take into account potential unobserv-

able heterogeneity of the neighbours, e.g., developed country status, we include in column four

neighbour fixed effects and in column five country and neighbour fixed effects together. In both

these cases, the estimated coefficient on the border dummy is similar to our baseline estimate.

What about other unobserved characteristics correlated with the location of national bor-

ders, the location of subsoil oil deposits, and the quality of institutions? Mountain ranges, rivers

or deserts might be candidates. However, these features do not appear to systematically imply

captures the territorial changes for the countries of the world. This dataset is extended by Gleditsch and Ward
(GW) (1999) to include an extended list of independent states which addresses some limitations of the COW list,
and has also gained a wide acceptance in the research community. The dataset uses several definitions of territorial
change. First, new states can become independent, as in the case of the secession of Eritrea from Ethiopia in 1993.
Second, states can merge, as in the case of the dissolution of the (Eastern) German Democratic Republic in 1990
and its ascension to the (Western) German Federal Republic. Third, we may have territorial changes to a state that
do not involve the emergence or disappearance of states. CShapes includes all changes of the first two types. For
the third type, the CShapes dataset only code changes that (i) affect the core territory of a state, and (ii) affect an
area of at least 10,000 square kilometers.

41To define borders with MIDs we employ the Dyadic MID dataset used by and Martin et al. (2008). The
dataset codes MIDs with a hostility level ranging from 1 to 5, where 1=No militarized action, 2=Threat to use
force, 3=Display of force, 4=Use of force and 5=War. We follow Caselli et al. (2012) in defining conflict as
hostility level 4 and 5. The dataset (version 2.0) is presented by Zeev Maoz (2005) at: http://psfaculty.
ucdavis.edu/zmaoz/dyadmid.html. We consider conflicts ‘active’ in the post 1945-period, meaning that
conflicts that started after 1945, or were not ended in 1946, are included.
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the presence of oil on one side of the border versus another. Furthermore, we are not aware of

any evidence that topographic features are correlated with the quality of institutions. We have

therefore so far been unable to locate a plausible candidate for such co-determination.42 On the

contrary, Figure 2.4 plots the pattern of exploration wells in the Albert Rift, an oil basin on the

border between Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo, and provides a visual illus-

tration of what seems to be a typical pattern. Borders have been historically determined with

no obvious regard for the (subsequently discovered) location of oil basins. In this spirit, visual

examination of the global map presented in figure 2.6 reveals to us no obvious relationship

between geological basins and national borders.

2.4.3 Reverse causality

A separate issue to the position of the border is potential feedback from oil exploration and sub-

sequent production to institutional quality. The institutional quality is an equilibrium outcome

and natural resources are likely to affect this outcome. One potential channel of the resource

curse is the deterioration of political institutions in the face of natural resource rents (Ross

2001, Collier and Hoeffler 2009).43

As the correlation between oil extraction and institutional quality is suggested by most

papers in the resource curse literature to be negative, this would likely bias our estimates down-

wards towards zero and hence work against the finding of this paper. However, to accommodate

any feedback-bias, we have throughout the paper followed Acemoglu and Johnson (2005) and

used prior institutions, i.e. institutions are measured before the oil exploration we consider took

place.44 Furthermore, effects of previous oil exploration should be accounted for by the lagged

dependent variable included in column three in table 2.4.

42Alesina et al. (2011), Turner et al. (2014) and Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2013) also draw inference
based on the variation created by political boundaries.

43Collier and Hoeffler note that these effects are large: ”after 28 years a country with mean income but with
resource rents worth 30% of GDP would have a ‘checks’ score in the 22th percentile instead of in the 34th
percentile, and a democracy score in the 25th percentile instead of in the 40th percentile.”

44Recall also that we to define the border dummy use institutional quality simply to rank the two bordering
countries. Any feedback from oil exploration and extraction would therefore need to alter the ranking and not just
the level to induce a bias.
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2.4.4 External validity

Is the effect of institutional quality on oil exploration different at national borders to elsewhere

in the country? Within countries, unitization, i.e. ‘the joint development of a petroleum re-

source that straddles territory controlled by different companies’, is often regulated by law,

for example in several states in the U.S. (Boyce and Nostbakken, 2011). This is less common

across international borders, although examples exist, for example in the North Sea. It is less

common still between developing countries. The consequence may be a race for oil deposits

located close to national borders (Libecap and Wiggins 1984, Libecap and Wiggins 1985).

A second reason why effects may be different in border regions than elsewhere, is geology.

Although the geology may be identical on each side of the border, we cannot exclude the

possibility that border regions are associated with geology that differs systematically from the

interior of countries. For example, borders could be commonly drawn in rivers or between

mountains, which may in turn be associated with relatively better or worse oil prospects than

the country on average. We assess that these concerns may affect the external validity of our

estimates, but not the internal validity.

Table 2.6: Thick borders

Dependent variable→ N: Number of wells
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Thickness of border→ 0 km 10 km 20 km 40 km 80 km
D = 1 rhs 0.940∗∗∗ 0.356∗∗∗ 0.441∗∗∗ 0.536∗∗∗ 1.227∗∗∗

(0.227) (0.086) (0.102) (0.144) (0.276)
N̄le f t 2.39 1.93 1.75 1.60 1.38
τ̂/N̄le f t 0.39 0.18 0.25 0.33 0.89
Observations 9995 9390 8798 7759 6138
Countries 43 43 43 38 32
Neighbours 57 56 56 55 53
R-sq 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.08

Notes: Dependent variable is the number of exploration wells for each 100 meter wide distance-bin in country
i at the border with country j. Based on 250 km distance from the border to ensure sufficient data. Columns
differ by the thickness of the border, e.g. ‘10 km’ indicates that wells within 5 km on each side of the border
are excluded. The number of distance-bins on which the standard errors are clustered varies from 3468 to 2670.
Controls for area size and landlocked status are included. Otherwise as described by the note of table 2.1. For
highest comparability with our other results, we include in this table third order polynomials, although we use a
distance of up to 250 km from the border.
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Table 2.6 seeks to investigate how the effect changes as we move away from the border. We

first expand the distance from the border to 250 km. Column one includes all distance-bins,

while we in column two to five successively exclude distance-bins closest to the border. In

column two, we use a 10 km ‘thick border’, i.e. 5 km on each side of the border are excluded.

In column three, four and five we increase the thickness to 20 km, 40 km and 80 km. The idea

is that the resource competition effect should be less relevant the further away from the border

we get. The estimated jump in the number of wells is 39% in column one. It falls to 18% for the

10 km thick borders, and increase again to 25%, 33% and 89% for the 20, 40 and 80 km thick

borders. Although we cannot rule out the presence of a resource competition effect or special

geology in border regions, it does not seem to be the whole story: the effect of institutional

quality on oil exploration holds qualitatively also away from the border. The exact size of the

estimates in this chapter should, however, be interpreted with the caveat of possible special

circumstances in border regions. On the other hand, the bias in the RD-estimate should be the

smallest at the border, where it is most plausible that the underlying geology is identical.

Recall that we have restricted our sample to include developing host countries only, ex-

cluding Eastern Europe and Central Asia (ECA).45 For developed countries, the difference in

measured institutional quality across the borders turns out to be very small on average and we

do not estimate a robust effect of crossing the border for this sample. This is consistent with

our hypothesis. A small gap in institutional quality observed at the border generates a small

expected payoff of choosing one side of the border over the other. It may also be that the ef-

fect of institutions on oil exploration is non-linear, i.e. improvements beyond a certain level of

institutional quality may have little effect.

45We have estimated the models presented in the upper panel of table 2.2 for 10 km and 250 km distances from
the border on the following pooled samples: i) the sample of developed plus developing countries excluding ECA
(up to 64 host countries and 87 neighbouring countries) ii) the sample of developing countries including ECA
(up to 49 host countries and 71 neighbouring countries) and iii) the global sample including ECA (up to 70 host
countries and 96 neighbouring countries). The coefficient on the border dummy takes the same sign as in table
2.2 and is significant at the 5% or 1% level in 29 out of these 30 regressions. The one exception is Democ in the
250 km distance case in the developing countries including ECA sample, in which the border dummy is positive
but insignificant. In the interest of saving space, these results are available on request.
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2.5 Heterogeneity across company types

Oil exploration is undertaken by a range of different types of companies, varying in scale, de-

gree of vertical integration and model of ownership. If these companies face different objectives

and constraints, a country’s institutional setting may affect them differently: large publicly-

traded companies may face high potential reputational costs; state owned companies may be

insulated from political risk by their state backers or weigh non-commercial factors more heav-

ily than their private counterparts; small specialised exploration companies may be backed by

risk-willing owners, like hedge-funds, and therefore capable of handling high risks.

The so-called six supermajors (Chevron, Shell, BP, ExxonMobil, ConocoPhillips and To-

tal; indicated IOC6) are international oil companies with predominantly non-state ownership.

They are vertically integrated by engaging in the whole industry value chain from exploration

to production to downstream activities. Companies belonging to this group, including their

subsidiaries and predecessors, are listed as operators for 16% of the total 112 thousand wells

we observe across developing and developed countries. National oil companies (NOCs) are

typically set up to secure oil rents accruing to governments and to carry out national strategic

objectives.46 These companies are listed as operators for about 30% of the full sample of wells,

and some of them operate outside of their home countries. A third type is the non-supermajor

private companies, which include smaller specialised exploration companies who may seek to

win particular licenses, engage in exploration and then offload operations to more integrated

companies. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the global oil industry previously moved towards

less vertical integration and more out-sourcing of high-risk exploration, although that trend

may now be reversing post-financial crisis.

Starting out from our baseline results in table 2.1, we test in table 2.7 for heterogeneity

46Many formerly state-owned oil companies have been privatised, particularly during the 1990s. For the anal-
ysis in this section we including in the coding of ‘OTH’ those no longer under majority state-ownership as NOCs
in 2013. In all cases we look at the operating company only. Oil fields may be developed with multiple owners
and minority participants, and ownership can change over time, especially moving from the exploration phase
to the production phase. We thus limit our analysis to the well operator at the point of exploration only. This
excludes any examination of the role of non-operator investors or those who may acquire a stake subsequent to
exploration (which can sometimes apply to state-participation, where NOCs may acquire minority equity as part
of the production phase).
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Table 2.7: Heterogeneity across company types

Dependent variable→ N: Number of wells
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Company type→ IOC6 IOC6+ NOC NOCH OTH
D(FH) 6.269∗∗∗ 6.179∗∗∗ 8.213∗∗∗ 10.087∗∗∗ 7.987∗∗∗

(1.880) (1.894) (1.870) (2.159) (1.920)
D(FH) x COMP 4.580∗∗∗ 4.508∗∗∗ -2.335∗∗∗ -2.391∗∗∗ -1.709∗∗∗

(0.739) (0.677) (0.401) (0.406) (0.396)
COMP -0.852∗∗∗ -1.066∗∗∗ 1.206∗∗∗ 1.615∗∗∗ -1.241∗∗∗

(0.170) (0.135) (0.179) (0.221) (0.158)
Observations 1248 1250 1323 1254 1324
Countries 30 30 30 30 30
Neighbours 31 31 31 31 31
R-sq 0.27 0.26 0.16 0.19 0.22

Notes: Dependent variable is the number of exploration wells for each 100 meter wide distance-bin in country
i at the border with country j. As indicated, the COMP-dummy takes the value one for the following company-
types: IOC6=major international oil company (one of the six super-majors: Chevron, Shell, BP, ExxonMobil,
ConocoPhillips, Total); IOC6+=major international oil company, including their subsidiaries and predecessors;
NOC=National oil company; NOCH=National oil company wells at home; OTH=Not IOC6+ or NOC. Controls
for country size and landlocked status are included. Otherwise as described by the note of table 2.1. Note that we
to identify heterogenous effects across company types sum wells per company-type per country-distance-bin. The
number of observations is therefore different across the columns and compared to the baseline-sample.

across company types. Column one includes an interaction between the border dummy and a

dummy, COMP, taking one for wells operated by one of the ‘IOC6’ supermajors. In column

two, also the subsidiaries and predecessors of the six supermajors are included in the inter-

action dummy (indicated IOC6+). Column three does the same for NOCs, while only wells

operated by NOCs in the NOC’s home country are included in the dummy in column four.

Finally, in column five the interaction dummy takes one for wells operated by companies not

defined as either IOC6+ or NOC.47 The coefficient on the border dummy is always positive

and significant. The coefficient on the interaction term is relatively large and positive for the

IOC6s and negative for the NOCs and the remaining companies, ‘OTH’. These results indicate

that all company types are sensitive to institutional quality, but the super-majors more so than

the others. Better institutional environments may spur foreign investments, while countries

with weaker institutions may rely on home grown NOCs, strategic (foreign) NOC partners or

smaller exploration companies.

47Note that the dummies indicating company types are also included separately in the regressions in table 2.7.
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2.6 Conclusions

A natural experiment of borders, randomly assigned with respect to geology, together with

pre-determined institutions allow identification of the responsiveness of oil exploration to dif-

ferences in institutions. Crossing a national border is found to generate a statistically and

economically significant jump in exploration drilling for oil and gas in developing countries. A

one standard deviation increase in the augmented Freedom House score corresponds to around

twice as much drilling over the sample period.

This chapter contributes to the debate on the drivers of cross-country differences in eco-

nomic performance. First, it shows that institutions have a strong effect on investments. Sec-

ond, it reveals that the observed distribution of oil wealth and extraction across countries is

endogenous; the natural capital component of the ‘wealth of nations’ responds to institutional

quality. This helps to explain why some regions of the world, such as sub-Saharan Africa, are

likely to be ‘under-explored’ with respect to geology alone. Endogenous oil exploration also

poses a challenge to the empirical analyses of the effects of oil wealth and extraction. Third, for

governments it is an important message that promising geology may not be sufficient to attract

oil exploration. To the extent they can improve the institutional environment, they may accel-

erate discovery and increase their country’s level of natural capital. Although countries with

poorer institutional quality may eventually catch up and discover oil, imperfect capital markets

and current development challenges mean that delayed discovery may carry an economic cost

for citizens.

2.7 Summary statistics
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Table 2.8: Descriptive statistics, baseline sample

Observations Median Mean Std. dev. Min Max
Wells per pair 1197 68 252.8 260.6 1 782
Wells (per 0.1 km dist-bins) 1197 2 3.137 4.462 1 85
Wells pre 1966 1197 0 0.655 1.777 0 35
Wells (0s) 1197 2 3.137 4.462 1 85
Wells (0s) pre 1966 1197 0 0.655 1.777 0 35
D = 1 if non-dry 1197 0.667 0.608 0.402 0 1
Wells x Depth 1143 4.205 8.169 14.09 0.190 281.0
Depth 1143 2.487 2.521 0.955 0.190 6.151
Area 1197 1285216 2521446.0 2771062.1 91862 8511920
Landlocked 1197 0 0.0117 0.108 0 1
Distance 1197 1.750 1.097 5.653 -9.950 9.950
D = 1 rhs FH 1197 1 0.609 0.488 0 1
FH 1197 0.680 0.644 0.204 0.120 0.943
D = 1 rhs Polity 1228 1 0.507 0.500 0 1
Polity 1228 -1.524 -0.415 5.863 -9 10
D = 1 rhs Democ 1228 1 0.570 0.495 0 1
Democ 1228 2.048 3.374 3.204 0 10
D = 1 rhs Autoc 1228 1 0.555 0.497 0 1
Autoc 1228 3.571 3.788 2.820 0 9.074
D = 1 rhs ConsEx 1228 0 0.480 0.500 0 1
ConsEx 1228 3 3.725 2.130 1 7

2.8 Appendix

2.8.1 Specification analysis

This appendix explains our choice regarding the distance from the border and the order of the

polynomial used in our regressions. There is in principle a trade-off between bias and precision

regarding the distance limit from the border. Data far away from the border may induce a bias

in the estimated jump at the border, while employing more data increases the precision of the

estimate (Lee and Lemieux, 2010). The polynomials, the f -functions in equation 2.1-2.3, are

included to control for the underlying distribution of the number of wells as a function of the

distance to the border. We search for the appropriate specification by varying these two dimen-

sions and compare results. To help in evaluating the different combinations, we follow Lee and

Lemieux (2010) in implementing two formal criteria. First, the Akaike Information Criterion

(AIC) summarizes the balance between the goodness of fit versus the order of complexity of
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the model, and we seek a lowest possible AIC.48 Second, the appropriateness of the polynomi-

als in picking up the relationship between the number of wells and the distance to the border

is compared to the non-parametric alternative of bin-dummies; we include a dummy for each

1 km from the border and test their joint significance by an F-test. The idea is that a higher

order polynomial makes it more likely to reject the significance of the bin-dummies. If the

bin-dummies are insignificant, the polynomial does a good job in controlling for the density of

wells across different distances from the border.

Our estimates of the effect of crossing the border across different distances and for different

polynomials are presented in table 2.9. Going from the left to the right, we vary the distance

from the border from 5 km to 250 km. Going from the top to the bottom, we vary the order

of the polynomial from six to zero.49 Order zero corresponds to a comparison of the means

on each side of the border, while order one corresponds to a ‘local’ linear regression with a

rectangular kernel (Lee and Lemieux, 2010).

48We calculate: AIC = Nln(σ̂)+2p, where N is the number of observations, σ̂ is the mean squared error of the
regression and p is the number of parameters in the regression model (Lee and Lemieux, 2010)[p. 326].

49We stopped at a polynomial order of six to keep the specification relatively simple.
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Table 2.9: Specification test: Estimated coefficient on the border dummy

Dependent variable→ N: Number of wells
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Distance from border→ 5 km 10 km 25 km 50 km 100 km 250 km
Polynomial order ↓
Zero 1.305∗∗∗ 0.666∗∗ 0.544∗∗∗ 0.427∗∗∗ 0.419∗∗∗ 0.354∗∗∗

(0.442) (0.268) (0.138) (0.088) (0.063) (0.052)
0.42 0.25 0.26 0.23 0.25 0.22
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

One 3.353∗∗∗ 2.171∗∗∗ 0.930∗∗∗ 0.798∗∗∗ 0.761∗∗∗ 0.585∗∗∗

(0.877) (0.591) (0.358) (0.224) (0.148) (0.099)
0.79 0.58 0.31 0.32 0.36 0.30
0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Two 4.709∗∗∗ 3.564∗∗∗ 1.967∗∗∗ 1.145∗∗∗ 0.821∗∗∗ 0.813∗∗∗

(1.349) (0.918) (0.569) (0.383) (0.254) (0.160)
0.96 0.82 0.53 0.36 0.32 0.39
0.38 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Three 5.014∗∗∗ 4.572∗∗∗ 3.265∗∗∗ 1.737∗∗∗ 1.193∗∗∗ 0.940∗∗∗

(1.917) (1.246) (0.745) (0.544) (0.366) (0.227)
0.96 0.95 0.79 0.48 0.40 0.39
0.32 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Four 5.853∗∗∗ 5.108∗∗∗ 3.862∗∗∗ 2.682∗∗∗ 1.691∗∗∗ 0.943∗∗∗

(2.106) (1.603) (0.973) (0.675) (0.474) (0.296)
0.94 1.00 0.88 0.68 0.50 0.34
0.52 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Five 7.198∗∗∗ 5.310∗∗∗ 4.202∗∗∗ 3.516∗∗∗ 1.921∗∗∗ 1.152∗∗∗

(2.379) (1.945) (1.204) (0.794) (0.591) (0.368)
1.14 0.95 0.88 0.82 0.51 0.38
0.08 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Six 8.293∗∗∗ 5.816∗∗∗ 5.022∗∗ 4.033∗∗∗ 2.624∗∗∗ 1.506∗∗∗

(2.242) (1.519) (2.076) (0.852) (0.692) (0.439)
1.27 1.02 1.01 0.92 0.67 0.46
0.06 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Observations 605 1197 2684 4583 7595 9995

Suggested poly. order:
Bin dum. not joint. sign. 2, 3, 4 3, 4, 5
AIC 2 (4) 4 (3) 6 6 6 6

Notes: Dependent variable is the number of exploration wells for each 100 meter wide distance-bin in country
i at the border with country j. Based on distance from the border as indicated in the top row. The number of
distance-bins on which the standard errors are clustered varies from 200 to 3468. Separate polynomials for left
and right hand side included as indicated in the first column. Figures in bold is τ̂/N̄le f t , i.e. the coefficient on the
border dummy divided on the mean number of wells on the left hand side. Figures in italics are p-values from a
joint significance test of bin-dummies. See the text for further explanation. Otherwise as described by the note of
table 2.1.
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A first observation in table 2.9 is that all coefficients are positive and significant, providing

support that the finding of this paper is qualitatively robust.

A second observation is about the magnitude of the estimated coefficients. Inclusion of

distance-bins far away from the border decreases the size of the estimated coefficient. Given

figure 2.3, this is no surprise as the density of wells, on both sides, increase towards the border.

This is caused by the fact that the density of land area increases towards the border, as shown in

the left hand side panel of figure 2.5.50 There are two reasons for this. First, moving away from

the border means moving towards the geographical center of a given country. Although the

width of each distance-bin is constant, the length of each strip will necessarily decrease as one

moves farther into a country (think of a squared country and move towards the centre from all

four sides at the same time). Since area size is a quadratic function of the distance to the centre

of the country, the first derivative is a linear function of the distance to the centre. This simple

geometrical fact explains why the area size increases as one approaches the border. Second,

all countries in the sample are represented close to the border, while only large countries are

represented far away from the border.51 This imposes curvature, the area size increases in a

convex manner as one approaches the border. Decreasing the bandwidth and increasing the

order of the polynomial increases the size of the estimated coefficient. A final reason for the

shape towards the border may be competition for oil close to the border, as discussed in section

2.4.4.

The optimal order of the polynomial as suggested by the AIC criterion is listed in the bottom

50To make figure 2.5 we construct a grid-map of the globe, with cells of 50 km x 50 km as the unit of observation.
The distance from the closest border to a well is approximated by the distance from the border to the centroid of
the grid cell in which the well is located. Although 50 km x 50 km may seem like a relatively small cell size in
the context of the surface of the globe, it is a relatively large size in the context of exploration licenses and oil
fields. As an example, average field size in the Norwegian part of the North Sea is about 500 km2, one fifth of our
cell size. However, there seems to be large variation across countries in terms of the area covered by exploration
licenses. The fact that cells are smaller close to borders, as the standard grid map oriented orthogonally in the
north-south direction is separated into different countries by borders not oriented orthogonally in the north-south
direction, makes in practice the measure of distance between the centroid and the closest border continuous. As
measuring distance to the centroid rather than to a well introduces considerable noise into our measurement of
distance, we prefer the well-based approach used in the main specifications. For completeness, the right hand side
panel of figure 2.5 presents the distribution of the number of wells in the cell-level data.

51The distances we are studying in this paper, e.g. up to 250 km, may not seem very large in the context of
the size of countries. However, each well is attached to its closest border, and out of a sample of 44,651 wells in
developing countries, the median distance to the border is 53 km, while the 95th percentile is 187 km.
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Figure 2.5: Cell data: Area size and number of wells

Notes: left panel shows the area covered per 25 km bins, while the right hand panel shows sum of wells per 25 km
bins. Based on 250 km distance from the border. Lines show 2nd order polynomials. Based on cell level data and
augmented Freedom House Political Rights score.

row of the table. Order six is suggested to be optimal for distances higher than 10 km. For 5

and 10 km, order 2 and 4 are suggested, respectively, although the AIC is almost identical for

order 4 for 5 km and for order 3 for 10 km. Ceteris paribus we have a preference for lower

ordered polynomials to keep the model as simple as possible.

The p-values from the joint significance test of the bin-dummies are reported in the fourth

column for each polynomial order. The bin-dummies are often found to be jointly significant,

indicating that even the high-powered polynomials are not able to fully account for the cur-

vature in the underlying distribution of wells. However, for the distances 10 and 5 km, the

bin-dummies are found to have less explanatory power.

Although table 2.9 reveals that the exact size of the jump at the border is quite sensitive

to the choice made regarding the distance from the border and the order of the polynomial,

the economically interesting estimate is the relative increase in drilling as the border is crossed

from the left to the right. We arrive at a measure of the relative jump by judging the coefficient

in terms of the mean on the left hand side. This mean varies across different bandwidths and

polynomials and we report the estimated coefficient divided on this mean, τ̂/N̄le f t , in bold types

(third row).52 Across all configurations, the estimated increase in drilling varies from 22% (250

52As in previous tables in this paper, the mean on the left hand side, N̄le f t , is estimated as the constant in a
separate regression for the left hand side including the relevant polynomial as controls.
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km, zero order) to 127% (5 km, sixth order).

We suggest that a distance of 10 km from the border in combination with a third order

polynomial represent a reasonable choice for our baseline results. This is however a judgement

call and table 2.9 together with figure 2.3 should allow the reader to make an independent

judgement.

2.8.2 Extra tables and descriptive statistics

Above we estimated the effect on the number of wells drilled, i.e. the responsiveness along the

extensive margin of oil exploration. We have also estimated the effect on the depth of drilling,

which is a proxy for costs; the deeper or longer the well, the higher the investment sunk in the

well (Boyce and Nostbakken, 2011). The results, presented in table 2.10, show that crossing the

border increases the sum of meters drilled (number of wells * depth) by 172% and the number

of wells by 14%, although the latter is less robust. The estimate for the number of wells is 99%

in this sample.

Table 2.10: Depth of drilling

(1) (2) (3)
Dependent variable→ N x Depth N Depth
D = 1 rhs 18.933∗∗∗ 4.901∗∗∗ 0.314∗

(3.289) (1.176) (0.175)
N̄le f t 11.00 4.95 2.21
τ̂/N̄le f t 1.72 0.99 0.14
Observations 1143 1143 1143
Countries 29 29 29
Neighbours 40 40 40
R-sq 0.14 0.16 0.07

Notes: Dependent variable indicated in column heading (N: Number of wells). Depth is observed for each well,
measured in km along the drilling path, and included as the average per unit of observation. Restricted to wells for
which we observe the depth. Controls for country size and landlocked status are included. Otherwise as described
by the note of table 2.1.
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In table 2.11 we investigate robustness of our inference to spatial correlation across obser-

vations, and the results hold.

Table 2.11: Standard errors adjusted for spatial correlation

(1) (2)
Dependent variable→ N N (0s)
D = 1 rhs 4.572∗ 0.298∗∗∗

(2.610) (0.102)
N̄le f t 4.81 0.27
τ̂/N̄le f t 0.95 1.11
Observations 1197 11800
Countries 29 29
Neighbours 40 40
R-sq 0.43 0.08
Bin width 0.1 km. Dist cutoff: 10 km. Developing=1. Onshore=2. Polynomial order: 3.

Notes: Column one as column two in table 2.1 and column two as column four in table 2.4, except we allow for
spatial correlation between observations by employing the procedure programmed by Hsiang (2010), which builds
on Conley (1999). Standard errors are robust to heteroskedasticity. To measure the distance between observations,
we use the average longitude and latitude of the wells drilled in a given country-border specific distance-bin. The
distance cutoff is set to 10 km, the same as the distance to the border. We use Hsiang’s default kernal to weight
spatial correlations. For more details about the procedure, see http://www.fight-entropy.com/2010/06/standard-
error-adjustment-ols-for.html.

Table 2.12 presents the countries included in our samples. Figure 2.6 shows a map of

geological basins, where oil may be found, together with onshore and offshore national borders.
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Table 2.12: Home countries and neighbours included for 10 km and 250 km

Home country Neighbouring country
10 km 250 km 10 km 250 km

Region Country ISO Obs. Wells Obs. Wells Obs. Wells Obs. Wells
EAP Cambodia KHM 7 8 177 263
EAP China CHN 26 27 3 3 20 23
EAP Indonesia IDN 119 649 1267 2537 8 9 186 219
EAP Malaysia MYS 23 26 506 604 119 651 855 1904
EAP Myanmar MMR 7 7 131 156 48 77 312 440
EAP Philippines PHL 18 21 56 64 17 19 112 135
EAP Thailand THA 15 16 440 614 4 4 308 371
ECA Turkey TUR 4 4
HI Australia AUS 1 1
HI Israel ISR 2 2 2 2
HI Italy ITA 40 56 153 193
HI Japan JPN 26 27
HI Saudi Arabia SAU 4 4 14 14
HI Singapore SGP 14 16 509 745
HI Spain ESP 8 9 107 134
HI United States USA 1 1
LAC Argentina ARG 125 329 1564 3070 58 78 330 426
LAC Bolivia BOL 12 14 326 374 116 331 505 1213
LAC Brazil BRA 192 781 1303 3019 3 3 193 206
LAC Chile CHL 46 64 79 105 94 292 1381 2862
LAC Colombia COL 28 32 391 540 15 19 143 162
LAC Ecuador ECU 32 38 303 346 64 79 439 593
LAC Guatemala GTM 16 18 144 157
LAC Guyana GUY 2 2 3 3 4 4
LAC Jamaica JAM 2 2
LAC Mexico MEX 16 18 145 158
LAC Panama PAN 9 10 54 59
LAC Paraguay PRY 104 484 864 1863
LAC Peru PER 46 58 225 242 18 20 249 277
LAC Uruguay URY 2 2 34 36
MENA Algeria DZA 35 37 749 832 56 70 479 547
MENA Iraq IRQ 5 5 2 3 3 4
MENA Jordan JOR 8 9 18 19
MENA Libya LBY 17 18 476 520 38 48 410 459
MENA Morocco MAR 17 20 207 251 60 60
MENA Tunisia TUN 102 137 399 492 29 29 621 701
SA India IND 74 124 204 285 8 8 71 78
SA Nepal NPL 1 1 4 4
SA Sri Lanka LKA 2 2 35 56 59 88
SSA Angola AGO 5 5
SSA Benin BEN 2 2 11 11 83 472 227 665
SSA Cameroon CMR 41 51 127 161 98 782 612 2206
SSA Centr. Afr. Rep. CAF 14 15
SSA Chad TCD 38 40 3 3 31 32
SSA Ethiopia ETH 7 7 1 1 7 7
SSA Ghana GHA 8 9 11 12 6 6
SSA Kenya KEN 2 2 23 24 8 8 17 17
SSA Liberia LBR 4 4 3 4
SSA Malawi MWI 1 1 7 7
SSA Mali MLI 3 3
SSA Mauritania MRT 2 2 2 2
SSA Mozambique MOZ 6 6 19 20 11 19 18 27
SSA Niger NER 2 2 26 27 11 12
SSA Nigeria NGA 182 1255 836 2868 43 53 138 172
SSA Sierra Leone SLE 3 4 4 4
SSA Somalia SOM 2 2 9 9 2 2 24 25
SSA South Africa ZAF 3 3 12 13
SSA Tanzania TZA 18 26 33 42 2 2 4 4
SSA Togo TGO 4 4 8 9 12 13
SSA Uganda UGA 2 2
SSA Zambia ZMB 2 2 7 7
Total 1197 3755 9995 17518 1197 3755 9995 17518

Notes: Table presents number of observations and number of wells within 10 km or 250 km of the border, summed
either per home country (the country with the well) or by the neighbouring country (the country nearest to the
well). World Bank regions: East Asia & Pacific (EAP), High Income (HI), Latin America & Caribbean (LAC),
Middle East & North Africa (MENA), South Asia (SA), Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). Europe & Central Asia (ECA)
is excluded in this paper. 70
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Chapter 3

The Local Effects of Resource Extraction

James Cust
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Abstract

This paper studies the economic effects of industrial mining on the local economy.
Using a new dataset on mine locations across Indonesia, linked to household sur-
vey data and nighttime satellite data, estimates suggest mines have an important,
though spatially concentrated footprint. By exploiting the location, timing and
scale of mines, the causal effect of mining activity on the local economy can be
identified. This work contributes to the growing literature on the economic link-
ages from natural resource extraction.

I provide estimates for the size and intensity of the economic footprint of mining.
Results from nighttime lights estimates show the typical economic footprint from
mining extends up to 15km. Estimates are presented for the effect of both mine
opening and mine closure - with evidence for a roughly symmetric boom and bust
effect.

Furthermore within this average 15km footprint the mine affects the structure of
the labour market. Consistent with a local variant of the Dutch disease model de-
veloped by Corden and Neary (1982), and predicted by a simple model, results
point to a shift of labour from the traded sector to the booming mining and non-
traded sectors. This evidence suggests that mines have a local crowding-out effect
on other traded goods sectors, while stimulating expansion of the services sector.
I present estimates for how the local labour market effect varies with distance and
between foreign-owned and domestic-owned mines. Results suggest a more pro-
nounced effect from foreign-owned mines suggesting heterogeneity in local sourc-
ing practices or other externality effects.



3.1 Introduction

This work explores the local economic effects and labour market responses to industrial mining

activity in Indonesia. This research question falls within a wider literature examining the impact

of natural resources on economic development in low income countries. It also complements

a strand of literature seeking to understand local labour market responses to shocks, such as

those arising from large investment projects.

The question of whether natural resources are a blessing or a curse has been subject to

extensive debate amongst economists. Typically this work has employed aggregate time-series

and cross-country data to explore various theoretical settings for the resource curse hypothesis

(Sachs and Warner (1995), Auty (2001), Papyrakis and Gerlagh (2004)). Much of the literature

on the resource curse identifies some combination of conflict, weak institutions, ineffective

government or displacement of other productive sectors (as in case of the Dutch disease) as

contributing factors in the resource curse hypothesis (Corden and Neary (1982), Collier and

Hoeffler (2005), Ross (2001)). Van der Ploeg (2011) provides a recent survey of the literature.

The impact of individual mining projects on the local economy is only partially understood.

While mining can be characterized as typical of enclave development - an isolated or extractive

economic activity with only limited interaction with surrounding economy (Hirschman, 1958) -

it is also known that mining projects can be large sources of wealth, infrastructure and employ-

ment. The extent to which such benefits accrue to local communities, the spatial distribution

of those benefits and the nature of this process are important questions for policymakers and

companies alike. The research presented in this chapter examines these issues via estimation

of the economic footprint and labour market response to mine opening and closure. I estimate

the size of the mining footprint using measures of nighttime light intensity close to mining sites

(and across mine status and across time). This allows calibration of estimates for labour market

spillover effects using distance cut-offs for mining footprint. I then estimate the labour market

participation of communities and individuals proximate to mines. I test predictions from the

simple model to see whether mines generate a reallocation of labour to the resource sector and



the local non-traded sector. I find that while direct employment by the mine from the local com-

munity appears modest (measured as a shift to the mining sector), there is a more notable shift

from the traded to the non-traded sector.1 This conforms to the model and also the standard

predictions of the Dutch disease hypothesis, but replicated on a micro scale.

3.1.1 Literature

The micro evidence for the economic dynamics of resource extraction in developing countries

has only recently become the subject of investigation. A number of papers have examined the

effect natural resource prices or revenue shocks to regional economies where extraction activity

takes place (Caselli and Michaels 2013, Angrist and Kugler 2008). Recent work has examined

district-level effects, in particular in relation to the effect of resource prices on conflict and

violence (Dube and Vargas, 2006), while others examine the effects of resource extraction on

local employment and welfare (Aragon and Rud, 2013) in a core-periphery framework for a

single large mine. More recently work has expanded the scope to examine the mining impacts

on women (Kotsadam and Tolonen, 2013) or the implications for conflict (Berman et al., 2014)

and the implications for the negative externalities (Aragon and Rud, 2012).

The contribution of my work is to expand upon two areas of the literature. First I examine

the spatial component of these effects- in particular the relationship of distance from extraction

activity to local spillover effects - to estimate the economic footprint of individual mines. Sec-

ond I examine the evidence for the labour market impacts of natural resource extraction at a

localised level, using nationally representative data.

This work utilizes spatially-linked resource extraction project data, satellite data and house-

hold survey data to examine local spillover effects and implications for the regional economy

from discrete mining projects. It is the first work, I am aware of, to link satellite data to multiple

extraction projects. This allows examination of the economic activity in the locality of mines,

while the household survey data facilitates examination of labour market dynamics. In partic-

1Where the traded sector can either be defined as the manufacturing sector, the agricultural sector or both
combined
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ular this approach allows identification of effects at much greater spatial resolution; previous

work has typically exploited district-level variation or distance to urban centres, rather than the

proximity to extraction activity itself. Further, effects can be estimated locally and their spatial

and temporal dynamics tracked. The dataset contains location and production data for over 300

individual mining projects.

This paper follows most closely from the work of Aragon and Rud (2013). They examine

the effects of a change in procurement policy and expansion of a large Peruvian gold mine.

Their identification strategy allows the examination of both the localised labour market and

welfare impact, but also the spatial disaggregation of effects along a distance continuum from

nearby urban centres. However, unlike Aragon and Rud, this chapter draws upon both nation-

ally representative household panel data and includes data on around three hundred individual

and geographically dispersed mining projects, encompassing those operating, closed and under

development. I examine the spatial relationship between the mines themselves, the economic

activity in their locale and affected communities (rather than the urban centre and its hinter-

land). Further, I am able to examine the within effects at both the level of local communities

and of individual workers. The study also complements more recent work by Aragon and Rud

(2012) in Ghana who find evidence for declining agricultural productivity within 20km radius

of polluting gold mines.

The work fits into a wider literature examining both the spatial dimensions of economic

development and the effects of exogenous shocks such as large investments or government

projects, particularly effects on the labour market. Notable contributions include the examina-

tion of labour market effect from large-scale construction projects (e.g. Alaskan oil pipeline,

Carrington (1996)), coal boom and bust shocks in the US (Black et al., 2005) and the effects of

military base closures in the US (Hooker and Knetter (2001)). Others have explored the effect

of Enterprize Zones, where little positive employment spillovers were found (Bartik (2003)).

Moretti (2010), Carrington (1996), and Black et al. (2005) examine the impacts across

traded and non-traded sectors. They estimate local multiplier effects from different industries,

and different sources of external shocks. Moretti finds large long-run multipliers from man-
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ufacturing and high tech job creation. In contrast, Black et al. (2005) find relatively modest

multiplier effects arising from coal mining activity in the north-eastern US. They find that each

additional mining job generates 0.17 jobs in the non-traded sector. Interestingly, the estimated

effect is not symmetric. The loss of a mining job, associated with mine closure and the decline

of the industry, resulted in the loss of 0.34 non-tradable jobs.

A closely related and active area of the literature uses new datasets to investigate causal and

structural effects of infrastructure on regional economies. The structural approach has been

favoured in recent work on trade and transportation infrastructure such as that of Michaels

(2008), which looks at the effect of then-new US interstate highway construction in the 1950s

and Donaldson (2010) looking at the effect of railroads in colonial India. A second strand

of this literature examines the reduced-form effects of infrastructure on the local economy in-

cluding Duflo and Pande (2007) who examine the distributional effects of dam construction

in India, Dinkelman (2011) who evaluates the effect of extension of rural electricity infras-

tructure in South Africa and Banerjee et al. (2012) who examine the welfare-raising effects of

improved transport infrastructure in China. These approaches use a combination of difference-

in-difference estimation and instrumental variables.

Further, this work is related to and informed by a section of the literature concerned with

the spatial dimension of specialisation and structural differentiation. In particular, we know

that economic specialisation is driven in part by distance to centres of economic activity, where

transportation is costly. The von Thunen model predicts concentric circles of specialisation in

agriculture surrounding cities. More recent empirical work has sought to estimate specialisa-

tion with respect to distances from urban centres. For example, Fafchamps and Shilpi (2003)

examine the role of distance and connectivity in rural developing countries as a driver of spe-

cialisation. My analysis takes mines, not urban centres, as the focus of economic activity

and the source of external stimulus to rural economy. However, some of the dynamics are

comparable. In particular, investigation of the non-linear effect of distance is included in the

estimation strategy and appears to matter for the main results. My approach examines the ev-

idence for general equilibrium effects on the labour market through changes in quantities of
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labour allocated across different sectors (and the proportions thereof). I examine evidence for

sector reallocation, including the extent to which mines employ local workers, the new job op-

portunities created by local extraction activity, and any shift from dependence on agricultural

employment to other non-farm related activities. My estimation strategy allows me to calculate

quantity effects through a shift in workers between sectors.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 3.2 outlines the the analytical framework. Sec-

tion 3.3 presents the data and the nature of the variation in the dataset. Section 3.4 presents

the empirical framework. Then, in Section 3.5 and Section 3.6 I present results and discussion.

Section 3.7 concludes.

3.2 Analytical Framework

Modern mines are a significant economic phenomena for their locality, both by the virtue of

their direct employment and local spending effects, but also by their typically rural setting in

areas of low population density, which otherwise depend on agriculture.

A simple model provides a setting for an empirical examination of the localised labour-

market effects of resource extraction. I want to examine how an increase in activity in the

resource sector affects labour market allocation across other sectors. In particular, I want to

contrast the impacts on sectors that are relatively traded (i.e. take world or regional prices as

given) and relatively non-traded (i.e. local price makers). Standard trade model approaches

such the Salter-Swan framework and the 1-2-3 general equilibrium model allow characteri-

sation of traded and non-traded goods sectors. However these models typically lack explicit

modelling of factor markets and households, and thus are limited in drawing insights regarding

likely effects of labour market allocations and welfare, particularly in a localised setting.

3.2.1 Set-up

This model builds on a Salter-Swan two sector framework, following the example of models

with a third boom sector and inclusion of specific factor shares and markets, such as the Dutch
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disease model developed by Corden and Neary (1982). In my model labour is allocated be-

tween the three production sectors (a resource sector, a traded goods sector - agriculture and

manufacturing - and non-traded - services - sector).2

The stylized model of local labour markets comprises a representative local household who

consumes locally produced goods and chooses how to allocate labour across three sectors. The

three sectors demand labour for production, and allow for generation of positive profits in each

sector with decreasing returns to scale. The model extends the Corden and Neary framework3

to include an explicit measure of resource sector profits repatriated (e.g. to the capital city or

rest of the world) and the amount spent locally. This can be treated either as a measure of local

ownership, or as a measure of local procurement by the resource sector, affecting demand for

both traded and non-traded goods locally. I am interested in empirical examination of both the

first order effects of expansion in resource extraction (via labour markets) and second order

effects via local procurement and spending (via the traded and non-traded goods sectors).

The setup assumes a competitive local economy, with a fixed supply of labour. The rep-

resentative household (identical homothetic preferences) supplies labour and consumes both

traded and non-traded goods, hence the two consumption goods are denoted cN (non-traded

service sector), and cT (the traded good)4. The rest of the country also consumes the traded

good and hence it may, in equilibrium, be a net importer or net exporter depending on local

income and prices.

The production economy comprises three sectors, each producing a simple output using

labour as a specific factor entering the Cobb-Douglas production functions, where output is

denoted: R in the resource sector, T in the traded sector, and N in the non-traded service sector
2For simplicity I combine manufacturing and agriculture as a traded good sector for the model and discussion.

In developed economies it is convention to treat agriculture as a traded goods sector, however for the lowest
income economies agriculture may also be considered non-traded, particularly subsistence agriculture. I present
estimates using a variety of specifications, and decomposing the traded goods sector. The results support the view
that agriculture behaves similarly to the manufacturing sector in the data.

3Of primary interest is the movement of labour in response to the booming sector, and any profits generated.
Since the focus is on the local economy, I treat capital stock as given.

4We can characterise the local economy as a small open economy trading with the rest of the country. As such
I assume the relatively traded sector is import-competing, and hence takes prices as given, while the relatively
non-traded sector can set local prices in equilibrium. In the case of this simple set-up I treat all sectors as either
traded or non-traded. The resource sector is a price taker but modelled separately.
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respectively. A denotes sector-specific productivity:

R = ARLκ
R,T = AT Lγ

T ,N = ANLβ

N

I assume κ < γ < β < 1 such that the traded sector is less labour intensive in equilibrium

than the non-traded service sector, and the resource sector is the least labour intensive; and that

all sectors face decreasing returns to labour.

Here, each sector generates positive profits. These profits accrue to capitalists assumed to

be located outside the local economy, with the exception of the resource sector, where some

portion θ of profits is spent locally.

There are factor markets for labour, whereby the representative household allocates fixed

labour supply across the three sectors (LR,LN ,LT ). I assume full employment in equilibrium

and by simplification, labour supply is assumed fixed:

LS
N +LS

T +LS
R = L̄

I also assume that the non-traded goods market must clear: cN = N.

Prices in the traded sector and exporting resource sector are exogenously given. The price

in the non-traded sector is determined in equilibrium. Here, price is determined by market

clearing in the non-traded sector. Supply is given by:

N = AN(
w

β pN
)

β

β−1

So, equilibrium wage and price of non-traded goods will be found to satisfy these two

market clearing conditions. Consequently the following equation will be satisfied:

Y = pNcN + pT cT = w(LN +LT +LR)+θπR

where cN and cT are domestic consumption quantities, and the θ parameter determines the

proportion of resource-sector profits spent locally, versus those repatriated to shareholders in
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the city or rest of the world. This parameter can be thought of as either the extent of local

ownership, or some measure of local procurement sourcing, determining some portion of local

spillovers effects. This parameter can be useful for understanding the magnitude of a booming

resource sector effect on the local economy.

3.2.2 Equilibrium

For equilibrium, there are two market clearing conditions and two prices: a single market

clearing wage and a market clearing price of non-traded goods (the service sector). Since the

prices of the resource good and the traded good are exogenously given, the market equilibrium

is achieved by adjustment of the two endogenously determined prices.

In the labour market wages are determined by the relative productivity of the three produc-

tion sectors, labour supply, and the factor intensity of production:

(
w

β pNAN
)

1
β−1 +(

w
γ pT AT

)
1

γ−1 +(
w

κ pRAR
)

1
κ−1 = L̄ (3.1)

Prices in the non-traded goods sector are a function of non-traded goods share of domestic

(local) income, the market wage, and the productivity and factor intensity of the non-traded

goods sector:

pN =
αY

AN(
w

β pN
)

β

β−1

(3.2)

Local household income is determined by wages, labour supply and income retained locally

from the resource sector:

Y = wL̄+θ(pRR−wLR) (3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Illustrative labour market response (resources LR and non-traded LN sectors). (The
traded sector - not shown - contracts proportionately to the expansion of the expanding sectors,
since labour supply is fixed at L)

3.2.3 Effects of a productivity shock in resource sector

We can examine the effects of a resource sector boom which can be modelled as a permanent

shock to resource sector productivity. The shock is applied to productivity in the resource

sector, increasing from AR to A′R, such that A′R > AR.

The productivity shock creates a resource sector boom, encouraging expansion of the sector

in the local economy. This expansion has two effects via two channels - the resource move-

ment effect via the labour market, and the spending effect via household income and the goods

markets.5

First, we can examine the direct effects on the resource sector. The overall supply function

is increasing in AR. Further, the labour demand function shifts right with an expansion in AR.

This effect is depicted in Figure 3.1, showing the simulated results of the model. The increased

productivity in the resource sector shifts labour demand to the right (Lr2). At the new level of

labour demand from the resource sector, wages must rise - thus reducing labour supply in the

5I follow the terminology of Corden and Neary (1982)
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Figure 3.2: Illustrative effect on the market for non-traded goods and services (N)

non-traded and traded goods sectors, ceteris paribus.

The labour market effect from the resource sector translates into a bidding up of wages in

equilibrium in response to an outward shift the labour demand.

L̄ = (
w

β pNAN
)

1
β−1 +(

w
γ pT AT

)
1

γ−1 +(
w

κ pRAR
(↑)

)
1

κ−1

This translates into increased income via increased market clearing wages and a rise in re-

source sector profits, as a function of resource sector productivity AR. Hence spending on both

traded and non-traded goods rises, leading to increased prices in the non-traded goods sector.

This feeds back to the labour demand from the non-traded goods sector, shifting outward the

labour demand curve. Labour used in the production of non-traded service goods increases

from LN1 to LN2.

Finally, labour demand in the traded sector depends only on the wage level and exogenously

determined variables. We know that labour demand in the traded sector is decreasing in wages,
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hence the model predicts a contraction in labour employed and an overall contraction in local

supply. This is depicted by a movement along the labour demand curve shown in Figure 3.1.

So, the equilibrium conditions imply that labour employed in the resource sector and the non-

traded sector rises, while labour employed in the traded sector falls. Similarly, output in the

resource and non-traded sector rises, while output in the traded sector falls. In equilibrium both

the price of non-traded goods and the labour market clearing wage have risen.

3.2.4 Role of local spending spillovers in local Dutch disease effects

So far I have assumed a value θ > 0, thus imposing some positive spillover effect from in-

creased resource sector profits. This is analogous to the spending effect of the Corden and

Neary model.

However, for this setting it is of interest to turn this effect off (setting θ = 0). This assumes

all resource sector profits leave the local area, thus domestic demand for traded and non-traded

goods is affected only via wage effects on household income. The key reason for this difference

in result is the assumption that profits accrue to owners (rather than workers), and that the

extent to which these profits accrue locally is determined by the parameter θ . In the Corden

and Neary macro setting, both capital and labour returns accrue domestically, thus ensuring the

domestic economy sees the boom effect. I allow for a relaxation of this assumption to reflect

the ownership structures in the regional setting.

Here, I get the same first order effects - demand for labour in resource sector rises with rising

productivity. This raises market clearing wages, and thus moves along the labour demand curve

for traded and non-traded goods. However, the offsetting effect from increased consumption

of non-traded goods is now lower (the spending effect), being driven only by increased local

wages, and not by increased local profits to the resource sector. Thus, in equilibrium, the

resource sector expands and the traded sector contracts. However, the overall effect on the

non-traded sector is ambiguous.

Thus, in the local setting, where consumption depends upon wage income and profits from
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the resource sector, wages alone may be insufficient to generate a non-traded sector expansion.

In contrast, where some profits remain in the local economy, the combination of labour market

and spending effects ensures the standard Corden and Neary result.

The magnitude of the multiplier for the non-traded sector will depend on three factors. First,

it depends on the extent to which the mining project demands local services and other inputs

(given by the local profits parameter θ ). This may in turn depend on the scale of the mine, its

proximity to the community, and the nature of procurement policy.

Recent literature suggests where mines do not explicitly seek to source locally, this demand

for local inputs may be modest. Many mines utilize existing supply chains that might extend

to nearby cities or even overseas. Second, the size of the labour market effects depends on

the type of jobs created by the mine- skilled and semi-skilled jobs are know to have a larger

local multiplier than unskilled jobs (Moretti (2010), Moretti (2011)). Third, there are offsetting

general equilibrium effects on wages and prices. In the model these depend upon the elasticity

of substitution across consumption and the production functions of the three sectors. However,

these general equilibrium effects may also include a spatial consideration, such as the elasticity

of local labour supply (determined by distance from nearby cities, local population density and

overall labour mobility). If local labour supply is highly elastic, this crowding out effect is more

limited and the increase in labour costs small, making the overall multiplier larger. I do not ex-

plicitly model or estimate labour supply responses in this paper; however, migration responses

constitute an important effect in other resource-rich settings, and estimates are presented in the

robustness section.

3.2.5 Research Hypotheses

The opening of a new mine (or mine expansion), within a given proximity of a community is

expected to have multiple effects on the composition of the local labour market.

My research hypotheses take the predictions of the stylized general equilibrium model

above, applied to the empirical setting of mine opening and mine expansion in a local labour

market: this predicts an increase in reported employment in the resource sector (conditional on
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mining activity being sufficiently proximate). The theoretical priors suggest the expected sign

of effect on participation in the mining sector is positive. Therefore one would expect to see an

increase in LR in response to mine opening or expansion (positive coefficient where Mine = 1

in equation 3.4 or δNearProd > 0 in Equation 3.5).

In contrast, I expect decreased employment in traded sectors (agriculture and manufac-

turing). Where mining projects are present, there is an increase in demand for both mining

employees and local non-traded services. Thus I expect a shift away from agricultural em-

ployment (and other relatively tradable sectors such as manufacturing) relative to comparison

communities. This effect will be mediated by the relative labour market slackness. I would

expect to see a decrease in LT in response to mine opening or expansion (where Mine = 1 in

equation 3.4 or δNearProd > 0 in equation 3.5).

Increased employment in non-traded sector supplying inputs to extraction activity (service

sectors) relative to declines in other sectors. Here, the positive shock to the mining sector R

implies an increase in demand for non-traded inputs. Furthermore increased direct employment

will have localised multiplier effects via consumption by mine employees. Conditioning on the

degree of labour market slackness and labour mobility, I would expect to observe an increase

in overall employment in the non-traded sector (and potentially an increase in the overall pro-

portion employed in the non-traded sector). I would expect to see an increase in LN in response

to mine opening or expansion (where Mine = 1 in equation 3.4 or δNearProd > 0 in equation

3.5).

The discussed sectoral employment effects are likely to be effected by the relative proximity

of extraction activity. Effects of proximity and scale on labour market adjustment are expected

to dissipate across space.6 The magnitude of resource boom effect of sector shifts are expected

to be lower the greater the community distance from the mine. Here I expect to observe a

negative distance coefficient for the growing sectors (Resource sector and Non traded sector).

Likewise I would expect a positive coefficient on the measure of distance from mine, where the

dependent variable is employment in the Traded goods. I also test this relationship using the

6I do not explicitly model this process but can test for it in the data.
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specification detailed in Equation 3.5.

The ideal test of parameter θ would be to split the sample of mines based on local owner-

ship and local profit sharing. Local ownership in this setting would imply within the distance

radius of the calibrated distance footprint of the mine. Instead I only observe foreign versus

domestic ownership of mine. By testing for heterogeneous labour market responses depending

on ownership I can examine whether there is evidence for a more pronounced local impact

predicted in cases where θ > 0.

3.3 Data

The Indonesia dataset is constructed using information about mining projects (drawn from

both the Raw Materials Dataset and Wood Mackenzie’s coal mine database (Wood Mackenzie,

2011)) combined with household and community panel survey data from the RAND Corpo-

ration. I supplement this with data on light intensity measured by nighttime satellite imagery

(NOAA 2013).

The mine project data includes a location, status as well as a range of production-related

variables. The survey data is drawn from the large-scale household and community panel

survey for Indonesia (the Indonesia Family Living Survey) conducted in 1993, 1997, 2000 and

2007. The initial wave is representative of 83 percent of the Indonesian population across 13

of Indonesia’s 27 provinces.7 Indonesia is one of the most resource-rich economies of south-

east Asia and has one of the largest mining sectors in the world, accounting for over 10% of

GDP. The sample contains data on over 300 individual resource extraction projects comprising

industrial mines and accounting for 95% of total production in Indonesia.

The dataset incorporates geo-coded data allowing me to spatially link individual extrac-

tion projects, nighttime lights and community clusters in the survey data. The distance from

the community clusters to the location of extraction projects allows me to estimate the local

effect of extraction activity on surrounding communities. Further, the variation in proximity

727 Provinces in 1999. Since decentralization Indonesia has seen a proliferation of new provinces and admin-
istrative districts, taking the total in 2009 to 33.
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to extraction activity allows me to identify heterogeneous spatial effects of extraction on local

populations.

The longitudinal nature of the dataset makes it possible to examine the dynamics of individ-

ual and household behavior in response to extraction shocks, including labour market decisions.

3.3.1 Data Description

The mining data has coverage across all of Indonesia, indicating concentrations of mining

activity in the resource rich provinces of Java, Sumatra and South Kalimantan. These coincide

with the location of many of the survey communities. Figure 3.3 illustrates the location of the

mines and surveyed communities.

The dataset contains information on over three hundred individual mining projects (oper-

ating, closed and in development). This composite dataset, in addition to providing detailed

location data on mining projects, also has coverage of historical production data, changes in

ownership, investment levels, and other key metrics. Of particular interest to this work is the

status of the project (open or closed), mine ownership, the changes in production over time,

and the proximity of the mines to the surveyed communities.

The Indonesian Family Life Survey (IFLS) is an on-going longitudinal household survey

in Indonesia. The sample is representative of about 83 percent of the Indonesian population

and contains over 30,000 original individuals living in 13 of the 27 provinces in the country.

The first wave of the IFLS (IFLS1) was conducted in 1993/94 by RAND in collaboration with

Lembaga Demografi, University of Indonesia. IFLS2 and IFLS2+ were conducted in 1997 and

1998, respectively, by the same collaboration with UCLA. IFLS3, which was fielded in 2000

and covered the full sample, was conducted by RAND in collaboration with the Population

Research center, University of Gadjah Mada. The fourth wave of the IFLS (IFLS4), fielded in

2007/2008 covering the full sample, was conducted by RAND, the Center for Population and

Policy Studies (CPPS) of the University of Gadjah Mada and Survey METRE.

There were 7,730 households in the original target sample (IFLS 1 in 1993). Of those,

interviews were completed with 7,224 households, and detailed individual-level data were col-
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lected from over 22,000 people. IFLS2 sought to re-interview all 7,224 households with 6%

attrition. In addition to the approximate 6,750 origin households, over 850 split off households

were interviewed in IFLS2 (1997). Thus, IFLS contains in total 8,116 households. In IFLS3

the re-contact rate was 95.3% of IFLS1 households. Of the baseline respondents who were re-

interviewed in the fourth wave in 2007, over one-third had moved away from the community in

which they were interviewed at baseline. Nearly 90 percent of IFLS1 households are complete

panel households in that they were interviewed in all waves. These re-contact rates are as high

as or higher than most longitudinal surveys in the United States and Europe.

In total, the IFLS covers 311 communities and the survey questionnaire, although primarily

concerned with household health outcomes includes sections on consumption, employment,

education, farming and business. The survey has coverage of the main islands comprising

Indonesia and has particularly good coverage in key mining regions including the Iron Sands

near Yogakarta, the coal fields of South Kalimantan. Out of the total sample approximately

52.4% of the households were located in rural areas.

In order to examine the forward linkage effects of extraction projects through labour mar-

ket channels I use surveyed employment history for all adults (18 or over in IFLS3, 2000) in

the sample. I construct both an individual and community level panel dataset using reported

activity in 1997, 2000 and 2007. The survey contains information on individual characteristics,

employment history, type of activity, sector of employment, salary as well as enterprise activity

and unearned income.8

Table 3.1 summarizes the coverage of the dataset in terms of surveyed individuals, commu-

nities and years. In addition it includes a summary of migrating individuals.

Table 3.1: Summary of panel observations

Year Community clusters Total sample indvs. Non-migrating indvs.
1997 303 38,250 34,457
2000 303 48,475 37,547
2007 303 59,013 40,208

8The first round, 1993, is excluded from the analysis due to lack of data on employment sectors.
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Table 3.2: Sector employment shares, by community, by year

Year=1997

Variable Mean Std. Dev.
Ag Sector 0.289 0.301
Mining Sector 0.007 0.034
Manu Sector 0.164 0.141
Serv Sector 0.54 0.263
Not in work/unknown 0.001 0.007

N 303

Year=2000

Variable Mean Std. Dev.
Ag Sector 0.299 0.298
Mining Sector 0.006 0.03
Manu Sector 0.14 0.118
Serv Sector 0.556 0.261
Not in work/unknown 0.002 0.009

N 303

Year=2007

Variable Mean Std. Dev.
Ag Sector 0.26 0.273
Mining Sector 0.006 0.026
Manu Sector 0.137 0.109
Serv Sector 0.597 0.25
Not in work/unknown 0.005 0.002

N 303
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Table 3.2 provides an overview of sectoral composition by year for the surveyed commu-

nities. The sample sees a general upward trend in service sector employment, with modest

declines in agriculture and manufacturing. Mining employment remains roughly constant as a

proportion of reported community employment across the entire sample.

The IFLS household data can be summarized for those communities close to operating

mining projects and those not. As illustrated in Table 3.3 and 3.4 below, there is a degree of

variation between those districts with some mining activity and those without. As we would

expect, I observe higher reported employment in the mining sector relative to other sectors. The

proportion employed in agriculture is somewhat higher, whereas employment in manufacturing

and the service sector is lower. However, communities close to mines are less urban and located

further from provincial capitals than comparison communities on average.

Refer to Figure 3.3 for the complete mapping of the locations of the mines and surveyed

communities. Figure 3.4 gives a higher resolution snapshot of a typical mine locality. The

concentric circles represent the distance bands where I empirically test for economic effects

over distance. Of particular importance to the identification strategy is the proximity of the

communities to mines, and the high degree of spatial and temporal variation amongst the survey

communities (also summarized in Figure 3.3). This can be thought of in terms of variation in

the intensity of treatment.
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Figure 3.3: Map of mines and communities (green/grey=mines, red/dark=survey communities)

Figure 3.4: Mapping layers of a illustrative coal production area (with distance bands, 5km,
10km and 15km shown in black)
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Table 3.3: Descriptive Statistics for non-mining comparison communities. IFLS waves 2, 3
and 4, years 1997, 2000 and 2007

Mine dummy (open and within 20km of community) = 0
Variable Mean Std. Dev. N

Nearby mining production (MT ore) 0 0 825
Age 29.872 3.427 825
% completed highschool 0.62 0.8 825
% graduated 0.05 0.09 825
% female 0.513 0.043 825
% in Agricultural Employment 0.278 0.29 825
% in Mining (and Quarrying) Employment 0.005 0.022 825
% in Manufacturing Sector 0.148 0.125 825
% in Service Sector 0.569 0.259 825
Urban Dummy 0.576 0.477 825
% hhs with elec 0.92 0.197 825
Time to district cap (hrs) 0.824 2.228 825
Time to provincial cap (hrs) 2.375 2.856 825

Table 3.4: Descriptive Statistics for mining communities. IFLS waves 2, 3 and 4, years 1997,
2000 and 2007

Mine dummy (open and within 20km of community) = 1
Variable Mean Std. Dev. N

Nearby mining production (MT ore) 170.917 352.6 83
Age 30.497 3.96 83
% completed highschool 0.633 0.72 83
% graduated 0.061 0.1 83
% female 0.524 0.044 83
% in Agricultural Employment 0.33 0.299 83
% in Mining (and Quarrying) Employment 0.024 0.071 83
% in Manufacturing Sector 0.132 0.105 83
% in Service sector 0.514 0.251 83
Urban Dummy 0.542 0.48 83
% hhs with elec 0.921 0.189 83
Time to district cap (hrs) 0.763 1.181 83
Time to provincial cap (hrs) 2.815 2.952 83
Distance to closest mine (km) 16.571 5.591 83
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3.3.2 Construction of treatment variables

The mining dataset contains two key sources of variation. The first is the mine output, deter-

mined by the operation of a mine, measured in output volume (in MT of ore output). The second

source of variation is the distance measure, defined by the distance between the community in

question and its nearest mine (in km).

Table 3.5 presents descriptive statistics of the mine production volumes: the number of ob-

servations, the mean, the standard deviation. It shows the degree of variation across mines, and

the changing production patterns over time. Broadly speaking we see increases in production

in around 60% of the sample of mines with the remaining 40% either remaining constant or

seeing a contraction in production. Volume for a single mine ranges from exploratory produc-

tion of less that 1MT per annum, up to 250MT for the largest mines proximate to the surveyed

communities.

Table 3.5: Mining Projects Descriptive Statistics

Mines
Variable Mean Std Dev

Mine production 1997 (by volume) 7.052 43.165
Mine production 2000 (by volume) 9.069 54.457
Mine production 2007 (by volume) 14.805 63.765

I characterize mine treatment to a community in several different ways; exploiting a combi-

nation of both the spatial and temporal variation in the panel. The direction of results are robust

to different configurations in the analysis and discussed in section 4.6.

Summary of ’treatment’ variables:

• The ‘open mine’ dummy - A binary dummy taking the value of 1 for at least one mine

within a given distance of the community, and the mine is open in the year of survey.

Taking the value of 0 if no mine is present or if the mine is closed in the year of survey

within the given radius. I calibrate the distance radius using nighttime lights data. I also

present alternative distance bands for the treatment in section 4.6. Figure 3.6 illustrates

the variation in open mines in the sample.
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• Mine production variable - A continuous measure of mine output. It is the sum of pro-

duction for the 5 closest mines that are also with a given radius of the community. The

variable takes a value > 0 where at least one mine lies within a given distance of the

community, and the mine is operational in the year of survey. Otherwise the variable

takes the value of 0 if no mine is present or if the mine is non-operational in the year of

survey.

• Distance jt A continuous measure of distance from the community to the nearest opera-

tional mine. Measured in km.

• Spatial bands. These indicator variables take a value of 1 if at least one mine lies within

the distance radius band, for example for 15km band the closest mine must lie between

10km and 15km from the community. Likewise the 10km band*production with 10km

takes the production volume of the five closest mines to the community, conditional on

those mines falling within the relevant distance term.

In the simplest specification Mine jt characterizes the group that is exposed to the treatment

(an open mine) in the relevant period. It treats mines of different sizes equally. The control

group, where Mine jt = 0, is not exposed to the treatment in the given period. By adding a

full set of time dummies to the question, this assumes the policy change has the same effect

in every year. Since the treatment is applied at the community level rather than the individual

level, potentially invalidating the assumption of zero conditional correlation across observa-

tions, Bertrand et al. (2004) recommends clustering standard errors at the level of treatment.

3.4 Empirical Methodology

The identification strategy exploits two sources of variation in the data. First, I use the opening

or expansion of mines, relative to one another (for estimation of mining footprint) and within

the locale of the surveyed communities. Conditional on the mine opening and being proximate

to the surveyed community, I can use the change in activity over time (controlling for local
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fixed effects) to identify the link between mine activity and economic footprint in addition to

local labour market composition. Where mine expansion draws resources from other sectors

(resource movement effect) and also increases local real income (via wages and profits - the

spending effect), I can test the predictions derived from the stylized model.

Second, I observe the sample of mines and their varying spatial distribution of economic

footprint and variation in proximity to the survey communities. This relationship allows me to

estimate correlations between mine proximity, economic activity, and labour market composi-

tion. For example, by spatially linking the household and community level data with the mining

projects, I can examine employment composition associated with a resource sector boom using

variation in mine proximity. Here I can compare the magnitude of labour market composition

effects, with increasing and decreasing distance to mines. The distance measure is calculated

using orthodromic distance formulae for point-to-point calculations.9

3.4.1 Identification Strategy

The estimation strategy follows from the literature examining the localised labour market dy-

namics in response to external shocks (Carrington (1996), Notowidigdo (2010) and Moretti

(2010)). The placement of mines is largely a private decision, based on the nature of the under-

lying geology of a region and the extent to which that geology is known. However, companies

must also acquire the necessary concessions from governing authorities. While these features

mentioned do not directly relate to the economic conditions in a given community, the private

placement decision may be influenced by local economic and political characteristics. In par-

ticular mines may be more easily placed in areas of low population density or outside built-up

areas. This may be due to licensing restrictions or challenges associated with the potential

social and environmental effects of industrial mining, as well as the cost of land. In contrast,

mine owners may favour regions with ready availability of labour, therefore seeking populated

areas, or those with good infrastructure. Transportation infrastructure is also likely to affect

the cost of getting minerals to market. The direction of this placement selection is ambiguous,

9Stata command nearstat, Jeanty (2012).
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but without addressing potential influencing factors, it may bias any cross-sectional estimation

strategy.

The authority to grant mining concessions resided in the centre prior to 2001 (i.e. Federal

authority) and has been nominally decentralized to the provincial level post-2001.10 This ad-

ministrative discretion is likely to be a driver of the timing and scale of mining in the dataset

as it determines the underlying royalty and tax structure faced by the private mining companies

when choosing whether or not to undertake large capital investments. The underlying royalty

and tax structure (somewhat time-invariant per concession) will in turn determine the rate of

extraction and relative profitability of the mine, which will effect operations on a year-by-year

basis. These factors are likely to affect the dynamics of any labour market spillovers we might

expect to observe, particularly with regards their temporal characteristics. I deal with these

concerns via the use of province-level fixed effects.

The location of mines will also be affected by administrative heterogeneity and discretion.

In particular, where concession granting resides with provincial authorities we may expect

province-level factors to influence the rate at which concessions may be granted. If I do not

account for these province-level (time invariant) effects, the results would suffer from bias

introduced by omission of key province-level unobservables (such as variation in provincial

government support for mining).

In addition, my priors suggest mine placement and scale of activity, although driven largely

by geology, contractual terms, and government discretion, may also be influenced to a lesser

extent by the economic characteristics of local communities. As such we might expect some

degree of endogenous placement of mines driven by community variation. I argue however,

that if present, any such endogeneity is likely to be driven by the underlying time-invariant

characteristics of a locale, rather than its economic trajectory over time. If we are able to

assume placement and activity is based only on time-invariant characteristics, the fixed effects

estimator also allows me to control for these community-level effects that would otherwise bias

the estimated coefficients.
10In practice the centre retained significant powers. The new 2009 mine law has sought to amend this.
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Finally, given the longitudinal nature of the data I include year dummies to account for

any common time effects across the surveyed communities. In particular we want to isolate

common shocks such as the East Asian Financial Crisis of 1997 or changes in world mineral

prices.

The panel can be characterized as containing two groups of communities or individuals,

those within a given proximity to a mine project (opening, closing or expanding) during the

survey period and those not. We can think of these two groups as the treated and the control.

The simplest treatment variable is characterized by a dummy Mine jt , which takes a value of

either 0 or 1 depending on whether an operational mine is present within a given distance band

of the community (in a given year). Mines open and close in the sample period.

Consider the reduced form specification for the binary treatment variable:

LX
jt = ρMine jt +B′jtβ +P′jθ +T ′t +(v j +ω jt). (3.4)

Where Mine jt = (0,1) for comparison and treated communities j in a given year t. B jt de-

notes vector of community level characteristics. I determine whether communities are treated

by a mine using the estimated footprint size, discussed in section 3.4.3. I can control for

community-level and province-level time-invariant effects; P′jθ indicates the inclusion of com-

munity fixed effects, I also include a vector of Province characteristics. εi jt gives the composite

idiosyncratic errors. They can be decomposed as ε jt = v j +ω jt . The composite error therefore

contains community time invariant effects in addition to a common ω jt which is assumed to

be i.i.d. over the sample. LX
jt is the dependent variable of interest- we shall examine different

choices for LX
jt in section 3.4.2.

Identification depends upon the extent to which mine placement is exogenous after control-

ling for observables that might otherwise influence mine proximity to a community of interest

as captured by the v j error. As discussed, I expect province-level characteristics to be of impor-

tance for the dataset - due to the process of awarding public concessions at both the province

(post-2001) and Federal-level (pre-2001). Furthermore, a range of provincial characteristics
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such as ports and inter-district transportation infrastructure will likely influence mine place-

ment decisions and the resultant scale of operations. These unobserved characteristics will

likely invalidate any assumptions of strict exogeneity. Instead I must apply province-level fixed

effects to account for these unobserved effects.

I control for time effects and province-level fixed effects. Further I also include observable

community characteristics (v j) such as an urban dummy - if the community is located in a

densely populated area, a dummy denoting the electrification status of a community, and a

measure of distance to the provincial capital. These account for potential economic drivers

of mine placement at the community-level that might otherwise bias the estimator. Where

E(Mine jt×ε jt) = 0, that is, the level of treatment is uncorrelated with the group and individual

idiosyncratic errors, then OLS applied to Equation 3.4 is consistent. A further consideration is

the presence of treatment at the community level, where inference is conducted at the individual

level. Here I apply the clustering correction to standard errors at the community level.

The alternative specification, show in Equation 3.5, takes into account these considerations

and additional introduces the continuous measure of ’treatment’. The NearProd jt variable con-

tains information on the size (in terms of MT ore output) of the nearest mines to a community.

This also allows a representation of the variation over time- all the operating mines either in-

crease or decrease reported production volumes at some point during the surveyed period. Here

the (changing) levels of output are a useful measure of variation in ’treatment’ with time. Fur-

ther, I also include a continuous distance measure from the community centre to the nearest

mine. This captures a linear form of the spatial variation in the dataset, whereby I expect the

magnitude of labour market spillovers to be mediated by distance.

Let NearProd jt denote the continuous treatment variable, which indicates the level of pro-

duction for a sum of the five closest mines (within a given kilometre distance band) to a given

community for a given year.

LX
jt = ρNearProd jt +δDist j +B′jtβ +P′jθ + ε jt . (3.5)
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Where NearProd jt gives a continuous measure of mine production volume (MT) for treated

communities j in a given year t. Dist j gives a continuous of distance from the nearest mine to

the community (in km) (this drops out when I include community level fixed effects since mine

and community location are fixed).

An alternative approach to mine status and production level could be to use measures of

reserves rather than production or mine status. However this presents several challenges. First

the data on deposits or reserves is time-invariant. Where time-varying reserve measures are

available, the reason they time vary is related to intensity of activity at the mine site, and thus

another approximation of activity or production. Furthermore deposit or reserves are subject

to the same concerns regarding the effect of external factors such as the issuing of exploration

licenses or the characteristics of the region.

3.4.2 Estimating labour market dynamics

Thus far I have given little discussion to the dependent variable of interest LX
jt . Drawing on the

conceptual framework of local employment spillovers (Moretti, 2010) I am interested in testing

the effect of the external shock on local labour market composition.

The dependent variable is the sector of employment, defined at both the individual and

community levels. This follows similar approaches in the literature such as Deichmann et al.

(2005). For the empirical analysis I define the dependent variable LX
jt in two ways. First as

employment in a single sector - taking a value of 1 if the individual is employed in that sector,

and 0 otherwise. Second, I define the dependent variable and the employment status across

the range of three sectors, plus non-employment. Specifically the dependent variable takes

the value of 1 if the individual is employed in the resource sector (mining), 2 if employed in

the traded sector (agriculture and manufacturing) and 3 in the non-traded services sector. The

variable takes a value of 0 otherwise. Where the dependent variable includes binary responses

I can use a standard linear probability estimation technique for analysis.

I also estimate the equivalent sector-by-sector specification at the community-cluster level.

Here the sector values take a value between 0 and 1 indicating the proportion of people em-
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ployed in each respective sector for the community and year in question. Employment in each

respective sector is denoted LR
jt for the Resource sector R, LT

jt the traded sector T , and LN
jt for

the non-traded service sector N.

Large mines are relatively capital intensive and may not draw much of their workforce from

the immediate vicinity. Instead the beneficiaries are typically urban dwellers, either sharehold-

ers in the mining parent company, employees in the mine, or beneficiaries of downstream indus-

try and subsequent consumption goods. On the other hand, the potential for positive spillover

effects is great- particularly in areas otherwise dependant upon agriculture. Large-scale re-

source extraction can increase the demand for local labour, in addition to increases in demand

for locally-sourced goods and services. Where resource extraction is accompanied by capi-

tal investments, nearby communities may benefit from improved infrastructure such as road

connectivity and the availability of electricity.

The model I use to test the effect on proportions of the community employed in the given

sector is:

LX
i jt = α +ρNearProd jt +δDist j +B′jtβ +P′jθ + ε jt . (3.6)

for individual i= 1, ...,N, community j = 1, ...,J, and time t = 1,2,3 where 1= 1997, 2= 2000

and 3 = 2007, and X = (R,T,N). LX
i jt is a binary dependent variable indicating employment

in a given sector. Dist jt gives the measure of distance from the nearest mine to the community

where the individual is located. This is the treatment variable, indicating the proximity effect

of extraction projects on labour market outcomes for individuals. The second, NearProd jt

indicates the level of production for up to five mines within a given distance (in kilometres)

of the community. The ρ parameter captures the effects of local resource extraction activity

on labour market composition. B jt denotes vectors of community level characteristics and P′jθ

indicates the inclusion of Province fixed effects.

I estimate the above specifications at both the individual and community levels. At the

individual level, sector of employment takes a value of zero or one indicating current job sector.
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For the community specifications this measure is aggregated at the community level and takes

a proportionate measure of sector composition for surveyed individuals in the community.

3.4.3 Estimating Mine Footprint

I calibrate the distance cutoff for treatment via estimating the economic footprint of mines in

the sample. The model makes predictions based on the assumption that the mine is located

in the locale of the surveyed labour market, and is therefore subjected to the treatment effect.

However, the dataset contains survey villages and mines at varying degrees of proximity and

sizes. The use of a first-difference estimator allows estimation of the effect of mine opening

and mine closure over time. This accounts for time-invariant unobservables.

LDistance
jt = α + γMineDummy j +B′jtβ +P′jθ + ε jt . (3.7)

I estimate a specification using various distance cut-offs in the dependent variable - the sum

of lights in a given distance radius around the mines (eq 3.7). I run specification tests on a

variety of distance bands to determine the likely footprint of mines in the sample. This allows

me to calibrate the treatment areas for the labour market analysis. I can then introduce distance-

based treatment into the main specifications. Furthermore, estimating the specification this

way offers the potential to capture non-linear effects of distance, in contrast to the continuous

distance variable in the labour market estimates. Such distance band estimates are common in

the literature of rural specialisation and labour market composition.

3.5 Results

This section provides the results for economic footprint and estimated effects on the local labour

market. I first estimate and calibrate the size of an estimated economic footprint of mines in

Indonesia- this process then allows me to analyse the impact of mines on the structure of the

labour market. I am interested in both the magnitude and spatial scale of these effects. I present
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results from the panel data estimates at both the individual and community level.

3.5.1 Estimating size and intensity of the mining footprint

The dataset contains 338 individual projects, including operating mines, mines under construc-

tion, planned mines and exploration plots. Of these over 150 were operational mines at some

point during the period of interest. Combining the location of mining projects with spatially

precise estimates of economic activity allows us to examine the specific footprint of resource

projects.

I am able to exploit the exogenous variation in mine opening and closure timing, as well as

changes in production levels to examine the economic footprint effects. In particular changes

in mine operations, driven by geological constraints, in addition to centralized concession li-

censing isolate the mine activity variation from being driven by local economic conditions.

The isolated enclave nature of mining activities in Indonesia imply that expansion is driven by

external factors, but also that expansion can have profound effect on local economic conditions.

An extreme example of this is the largest mine in the dataset. Batu Hijau, since its construc-

tion has seen a transformation of its surrounding region. Previously a heavily forested, sparsely

populated coastal province, the mine has brought with it the development of two ports, several

large processing factories and a range of mine-related economic activities.

The Batu Hijau mine is an open-pit copper and gold mine. It is operated by Newmont

Mining Corporation and is the one of the largest mines in the world. The mine is the result

of a ten-year exploration and construction program, with the site being acquired in 1990 and

discovery of the copper deposits announced in 1999. Production started in 2000. By 2005

the mine was producing 325,500 tonnes of copper and 719,000 ounces of gold. It is set to

continue production through to 2025. Batu Hijau contributes an estimated 1.5% of total global

production by value.

From the unique dataset I am able to construct estimates of the variation over space and

time as new mines open and expand. This allow estimate of the direct footprint effects, as well

as the role of nearby communities, ports, infrastructure and other economic linkages. In the
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case of Batu Hijau, the activity located to the South West of the mine is a large ore processing

facility. Further to the West and North are two ports, which have seen dramatic expansion since

mine construction began, shown in Figure 3.7.

Table 3.6: Estimation of mine footprint - light number/km2

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Light 3km Light 5km Light 10km Light 15km Light 20km Light 25km

Mine dummy 0.412∗ 0.482∗∗∗ 0.267∗∗ 0.193∗∗ 0.093 0.019
(0.223) (0.173) (0.111) (0.086) (0.074) (0.069)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Panel Fixed effects Fixed effects Fixed effects Fixed effects Fixed effects Fixed effects
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 6327 6327 6327 6327 6327 6327
F-Test 8.01e-27 7.03e-28 3.33e-29 1.06e-30 1.88e-32 1.02e-35
Adj. R-squared 0.185 0.167 0.198 0.221 0.230 0.232

Controls include year dummies and province fixed effects. Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, **
p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Table 3.7: Estimation of mine footprint- change in light number/km2

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
∆ Light 3km ∆ Light 5km ∆ Light 10km ∆ Light 15km ∆ Light 20km ∆ Light 25km

∆ Mine open dum 0.221∗ 0.214∗∗ 0.123∗∗ 0.079∗ 0.011 -0.020
(0.114) (0.100) (0.058) (0.047) (0.044) (0.042)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Panel First Diff. First Diff. First Diff. First Diff. First Diff. First Diff.
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 5994 5994 5994 5994 5994 5994
F-Test 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Controls include year dummies. Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Figure 3.5: Plot of the distribution of observations in terms of distance (in km) from the nearest
open mine

Figure 3.6: Plot of the proportion of mines open within the 25km distance radius of the com-
munity, by year
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Figure 3.7: Batu Hijau Copper and Gold mine. Estimating the economic footprint of mining
activity: total change 1995-2010. Distance bands shown in black (in km). The two left-most
areas of effect are two ports, while the right-most is the mine itself. The middle concentration
of light represents a mining-related settlement.

Figure 3.8: Plot of density of nighttime lights for open and closed mines. Within 15km band.
Y-axis shows the density, X-axis the digital light value within the distance band.
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I first examine the economic footprint of industrial mines using measured nighttime night

intensity as a proxy for economic activity. The nighttime lights data allows me to conduct a

range of specification tests to calibrate the distance cutoffs around mine sites over time. From

this I can evaluate the size and magnitude of the economic footprint in the lights data. Table

3.6 presents the main results, which shows the effect of mine activity on nighttime light inten-

sity within a given distance band. This effect is strong and positive within 3km, 5km, 10km

and 15km.11 Complementing this finding, Table 3.7 presents the same specification in first-

differences. This now measures the change in lights arising from a contemporaneous change in

mine status- the effect of mine opening. Again columns 1 to 4 provide evidence for a strong,

though decreasing positive effect measured in light intensity around the mine site up to 15km.

Beyond this level the effect in both estimations appears to decay and is no longer signif-

icantly different from zero. While sign and significance are important clues, magnitude es-

timates should be treated cautiously for reasons discussed below. First, we cannot separate

the magnitude effect of light emissions from the mine site and the nearby communities; in-

stead must rely on the spatial band estimates to confirm whether this effect extends beyond

the immediate vicinity of the mine (e.g. 3km band). Second, there are challenges in convert-

ing digital light measures into a reasonable approximation for local GDP. What does the light

represent? Increased access to electricity due to a nearby mine providing anchor load? Or

could it represent increased incomes and therefore expenditure on light consumption? Does

it show a flourishing of public good provision in the form of street lights, or increased shops

and other private activities? These channels are not identified in the paper and thus we must

remain cautious about what economic interpretation we apply to these findings. Further, the

problem of converting light measures into an approximation for economic activity is especially

severe at the micro-level where low light radiance makes bottom coding a challenge (Chen and

Nordhaus, 2011).

With these caveats in mind, we can be reassured however that this does constitute basic
11Recall the distance bands are concentric circles around the mine site, and divided by areas. Therefore the 5km

variable is the estimated effect in the band extending 3km-5km in radius around the mine. To estimate the total
effect, the bands would need to be summed.
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evidence for a positive economic effect beyond the mine perimeter. And a clear estimate for

how far beyond the mine this extends. This contrasts arguments dating back to Hirschman

(1958) of mining following an enclave development model, and more recent findings by Aragon

and Rud (2012) that some groups close to mine sites have been excluded from the development

gains and suffer from negative pollution externalities.

This analysis serves us with a guide to the likely economic footprint observed in the house-

hold survey data. However, because the sample size is much smaller (only 301 survey clusters,

only 83 of which have operational mines within 20km), it is likely the precision of the labour

market estimates may be lower than the light-based measures.

3.5.2 Mine closure: estimating the bust versus the boom

In contrast, some mines have contracted or even ceased operations during the sample period.

The Kelian goldmine, formerly operated by Rio Tinto, was closed in 2005 after 13 years of

operation. It was ranked 875th largest of world mines by value of production, employing

around 1500 workers at its peak. The closure of mines allows me to estimate a corresponding

bust effects. To what extent do the positive impacts of mine opening or expansion persist

beyond the mine lifetime? And how are these effects mediated by infrastructure investment,

proximity to population or other factors? In the case of Kelian goldmine, the dataset allows

estimation of the absence of legacy impacts, suggesting a negative rebound effect associated

with the withdrawal of capital, labour and production activity- see Figure 3.9 and Tables 3.8

and 3.9.

Consistent with the estimates for the mine-opening effect, Table 3.8 shows a modest dis-

tance radius where effects are measured and significant. This extends only 10km in the data.

The estimate magnitudes are comparable with the mine opening effect within this radius. The

point estimates in Table 3.8 are slightly larger close to mine sites (β̂ = −0.501) for the 3km

band for example, though drop off faster and are no longer distinguishable from zero at 15km.

Results are not robust to first difference estimation however and thus must be treated cautiously.

This may indicate a somewhat more persistent positive effect, before the bust sets it. Recall Ta-
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ble 3.9 estimates contemporaneous effects on light measures of mine closure- in that year. Thus

if the bust effect propagates more slowly that the boom effect, our preferred estimates may be

presented in Table 3.8.

In contrast to Black et al. (2005) who examine the coal boom and bust in north-eastern

United States, I do not find strong evidence for an asymmetric magnitude of effect. Instead

the nighttime lights based estimates provide tentative estimates for a roughly symmetric boom

to bust. The point estimates for the dimming effect of mine closure should be interpreted with

extreme caution however. They likely constitute, at best, a lower bound estimate for the size

of the negative effect. Notably measurement of light intensity takes only non-negative values,

ranging from zero to sixty three. Therefore any estimates of a dimming effect are vulnerable to

bottom coding, or truncation at zero. This is a particular concern in remote, dimly lit regions

of the world, such as rural Indonesia. This is a corollary to the top-coding challenge discussed

in reference to GDP estimates from lights data in Chen and Nordhaus (2011).
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Figure 3.9: Estimating the economic footprint of mining activity: The closing of Kelian gold
mine, pre- versus post- 1995 (date of mine closure)
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Table 3.8: Estimation of mine footprint: proxied by nighttime lights

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Light 3km Light 5km Light 10km Light 15km Light 20km Light 25km

Mine close dum -0.501∗∗ -0.481∗∗ -0.218∗∗ -0.095 -0.061 -0.042
(0.206) (0.186) (0.107) (0.079) (0.066) (0.059)

Constant 2.215∗∗∗ 2.656∗∗∗ 2.440∗∗∗ 2.211∗∗∗ 1.957∗∗∗ 1.755∗∗∗

(0.173) (0.156) (0.116) (0.105) (0.108) (0.115)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Panel Fixed effects Fixed effects Fixed effects Fixed effects Fixed effects Fixed effects
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 6327.000 6327.000 6327.000 6327.000 6327.000 6327.000
F-Test 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Adj. R-squared 0.184 0.165 0.197 0.219 0.230 0.232

Controls include year dummies and province fixed effects. Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, **
p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Table 3.9: Estimation of mine footprint: proxied by change in nighttime lights

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
∆ Light 3km ∆ Light 5km ∆ Light 10km ∆ Light 15km ∆ Light 20km ∆ Light 25km

∆ Mine close dum -0.037 0.052 0.027 0.039 0.012 -0.026
(0.131) (0.100) (0.060) (0.054) (0.042) (0.035)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Panel First Diff. First Diff. First Diff. First Diff. First Diff. First Diff.
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 5994 5994 5994 5994 5994 5994
F-Test 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Controls include year dummies. Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01
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Figure 3.10: Plot of density of nighttime lights for mine and non-mining communities, defined
by 15km band. Y-axis shows the density, X-axis the digital light value within the distance band.
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3.5.3 Estimating the labour market effects

The main labour market results are presented in Table 3.10, as well as alternative specifications

found in Tables 3.13 and 3.12. Here I explore the relationship between the treatment variables

- the proximity of an open mine to the survey cluster, and whether a mine is open in a given

year12 - and the labour market effects of interest. Here I define the production treatment for all

those mines that fall within a given distance cut-off of the community. To determine the right

distance cut-off I use the nighttime lights calibration discussed above.

I present estimates for the local labour market effect on the various sectors individually.

As predicted by the model I find a negative and significant effect on labour employed in the

traded sectors (β̂ = −0.007), versus a positive effect on the non-traded sectors (β̂ = 0.008),

with the fixed effects estimation. In contrast labour employed in the resource sector does not

differ significantly from zero in the estimates. This supports my priors that the effect of direct

employment in the resource sector may be quite modest for industrial mines in Indonesia.

However it also supports the view that local spending effects can induce a shift of labour market

activity from traded to non-traded sectors.

Where I include a continuous measure of distance I am able to generate estimates for how

this effect dissipates across distance from the mine. However, since the distance measure does

not time-vary, I cannot apply fixed effects here. Columns 1, 3 and 5 in table 3.10 presents

the estimates. They support the main fixed effects estimates. A producing mine with a given

distance band is associated with a positive effect on the non-traded sector, but this effect de-

creases over distance (β̂ = −0.017). In contrast the effect for the traded sector is negative

with a given distance band, but increasing with distance from the mine (β̂ = 0.019). These

effects are roughly symmetric, since the only available alternative labour market outcomes are

unemployment (including job search) or working in the resource sector.

A caveat should come with interpretation of these results. Taken together the light footprint

estimates, plus these estimated structural changes in the labour market, constitute evidence

pointing towards a local boom. However, recent work by Aragon and Rud (2012) has indicated

12Tables 3.13 and 3.12 also present estimates using mine production volume
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that mining, particularly polluting mining, may impose a negative externality on agricultural

productivity. While I cannot reject this hypothesis for Indonesia using these tests alone, the

labour market shift does not seem to be explained by declining agricultural productivity alone.

We discuss this further in section 4.6. I consider it an important avenue for further investigation

to examine incomes and welfare outcomes to see if the costs and benefits from mining accrue

unevenly in the local area.
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Table 3.10: Estimation of mine proximity on sectoral composition of employment: all sectors - community level

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Traded sector Traded sector Resource sector Resource sector Nontraded sector Nontraded sector

Log dist nearest mine 0.019∗∗∗ -0.001 -0.017∗∗

(0.006) (0.001) (0.006)
Log mine prod MT, 5km -0.009∗ -0.007∗ -0.000 -0.001 0.009∗ 0.008∗

(0.004) (0.003) (0.000) (0.001) (0.004) (0.003)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Community F.E. Yes Yes Yes
Obs 908 908 908 908 908 908
F-Test 0.000 0.000 0.328 0.509 0.000 0.000
Adj. R-squared 0.026 -0.001 0.026

Controls: Urban dummy, travel time to provincial capital and community electricity dummy. Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, ***
p < 0.01. Distance to nearest mine should be interpreted as treatment being a decreasing function of distance (the opposite of mine presence dummies.
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3.5.4 Estimating the effect of foreign versus domestic ownership

Table 3.11 presents the results for foreign-owned mines only. Contrast these to the magnitudes

estimated in Table 3.10. Here I observe point estimates for the traded and non-traded sectors

roughly double those for the whole sample estimates. For example, column 6 puts the effect

of log Mine production (in MT) at 0.013 on non-traded sector employment, contrasted to the

earlier estimate of 0.008 in Table 3.10 for the full mine sample. This suggests a stronger

resource movement and spending effect in the presence of foreign-owned mines. According to

the model presented this heightened effect would be associated with larger values of parameter

θ . Recall parameter θ determines the extent of value and profits retained locally. This can be

thought of as the returns to capital accruing domestically in a macro setting, however in the

micro setting this might be analogous to increased local procurement of goods and services.

Therefore, Table 3.11 provides evidence to support the view that foreign-owned mines may

have a stronger local impact than domestic-owned mines.
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Table 3.11: Estimation of foreign-operated mine proximity on sectoral composition of employment: all sectors - community level

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Traded sector Traded sector Resource sector Resource sector Nontraded sector Nontraded sector

Log nearest foreign 0.002 0.000 -0.003
(0.007) (0.001) (0.007)

Log foreign prod., 5km -0.015∗∗∗ -0.013∗∗∗ -0.000 0.000 0.015∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Community F.E. Yes Yes Yes
Obs 908 908 908 908 908 908
F-Test 0 908 8.21e-12 908 0 908
Adj. R-squared 0.025 -0.002 0.024

Controls: Urban dummy, travel time to provincial capital and community electricity dummy. Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, ***
p < 0.01
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3.6 Robustness tests

All reported standard errors are heteroscedasticity-consistent and are corrected for clustering

in the sampling (at the community or PSU level). Where we have a mix of individual and

community-level characteristics observed, but with estimation at the individual-level (as in

Table 3.12), uncorrected standard errors will be biased downwards. This is because estimation

at the individual level overstates the sample size for community characteristics. Deaton (1997)

has emphasized the importance of correcting the standard errors when including aggregated

community-level variables. This is of particular importance in this context where both forms of

treatment: mine size and mine distance are defined relative to the community, rather than at the

individual level. Likewise we would expect factor reallocation in response to these shocks to

occur via local labour markets- again determined at the community rather than individual level.

Clustering of standard errors at the community level imposes quite severe conditions on the

data. However, its absence suggests a greater degree of variation in treatment than is present in

the data. The results are robust to these corrections.

I also face an important measurement error challenge. One measure of treatment deployed

is the mine output volume. This may be problematic as it may not be closely tied to the timing

or magnitude of local employment or sourcing by the mine. Indeed, periods of construction and

development, when mine status is not yet classified as open may constitute significant periods

of local spending. I cannot observe this directly, neither the local employment by the mines,

nor their sourcing policies. Therefore production volume as a proxy must be used.

3.6.1 Alternative specifications

Tables 3.13 and 3.12 present alternative specifications for the main labour market estimates.

Here estimates are made at the level of individuals, rather than community aggregates. However

it is important to note that treatment is still applied (via distance to mine site) at the community

location level. Therefore clustered standard errors must also be applied at this level.

First I conduct separate estimates for the traded and non-traded sectors. In each of these
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Table 3.12: Estimation of mine proximity on employment in the non-traded sector- individual
level

OLS:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Non-Traded Non-Traded Non-Traded Non-Traded Non-Traded Non-Traded

Mineral prod. in 5km 0.022*** 0.011*** 0.011***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Dist. nearest mine -0.001 0.004 0.022*
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Mine dummy 5km 0.047*** 0.021** 0.016**
(0.015) (0.011) (0.010)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Community F.E. Yes Yes
Obs 121022 121022 121022 121022 121022 121022
F-Test 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.000
Adj. R-squared .0022 .000463

Controls: Urban dummy, travel time to provincial capital and community electricity dummy. Robust standard
errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Distance to nearest mine should be interpreted as
treatment being a decreasing function of distance (the opposite of mine presence dummies.

specifications I use the original treatment variables- whether a mine is open within a given

distance band, and a continuous measure of distance from the survey cluster to the nearest op-

erational mine. I supplement these with the continuous (and time-varying) measure of mine

output in each of the sample years. The estimates are consistent with the main findings pre-

sented in Table 3.10. In Table 3.12 I find a positive coefficient on the open mine dummy

(β̂ = 0.0016) and mine production variable (β̂ = 0.011) for the non-traded sector. For Table

3.13 I estimate the effect of treatment on participation in the traded good sector. Here I find

the opposite, consistent with the model predications: a negative response to a mine being open

(β̂ =−0.031), or the log of volume of output (β̂ =−0.017), within a given distance band. The

continuous distance effect is not distinguishable from zero once we take account of mineral

production levels.
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Table 3.13: Estimation of mine proximity on employment in the traded sector- individual level

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Traded Traded Traded Traded Traded Traded

Mineral prod. in 5km -0.025*** -0.011 -0.017***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Dist. nearest mine 0.003 -0.007 -0.017
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Mine dummy 5km -0.066*** -0.028*** -0.031***
(0.018) (0.013) (0.014)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Community F.E. Yes Yes
Obs 121022 121022 121022 121022 121022 121022
F-Test 0.000 0.000 . 0.002 0.000 0.000
Adj. R-squared .00437 .000626

Controls: Urban dummy, travel time to provincial capital and community electricity dummy. Robust standard
errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Distance to nearest mine should be interpreted as
treatment being a decreasing function of distance (the opposite of mine presence dummies.
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Table 3.14: Estimation of mine proximity on traded sectors: manufacturing and agriculture - community level

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Traded sector Traded sector Manu sector Manu sector Agricultural sector Agricultural sector

Log dist nearest mine 0.019∗∗∗ -0.003 0.025∗∗∗

(0.006) (0.004) (0.006)
Log mine prod MT, 5km -0.009∗ -0.007∗ -0.010∗∗∗ -0.008∗∗ 0.001 0.001

(0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Community F.E. Yes Yes Yes
Obs 908 908 908 908 908 908
F-Test 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.025
Adj. R-squared 0.026 0.019 0.023

Controls: Urban dummy, travel time to provincial capital and community electricity dummy. Robust standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, ***
p < 0.01
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Table 3.15: Agriculture sector - individual level

OLS:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Agrictulture Agrictulture Agrictulture Agrictulture Agrictulture Agrictulture

Mineral prod. in 5km -0.025*** -0.007 -0.014***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Dist. nearest mine 0.011 -0.002 -0.034*
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Mine dummy 5km -0.077*** -0.026*** -0.029***
(0.018) (0.012) (0.012)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Community F.E. Yes Yes
Obs 121022 121022 121022 121022 121022 121022
F-Test 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Adj. R-squared .00595 .000784

Controls: Urban dummy, travel time to provincial capital and community electricity dummy. Robust standard
errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Earlier we discussed the correct categorisation of the traded sector. For a largely rural In-

donesia, is it right to think of agriculture as facing world or regional prices, versus serving local

markets and subsistence uses only? We can test this be decomposing out measure of traded sec-

tor employment into manufacturing versus agriculture. When I separate the measures of traded

sector employment the overall direction of effects holds. Tables 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16 present

these estimates, indicating consistent direction and magnitude of effect. For manufacturing the

shift of labour away from the sector appears dependent on the size of mine, given by Columns

4,5 and 6. In contrast, for agriculture shown in Table 3.15, results indicate labour is sensitive

to scale of mine (Mineral prod in 5km), distance to the nearest mine and the dummy indicat-

ing the presence of a mine, regardless of scale, within the distance band. These results taken

together support the earlier assumption that both manufacturing and agriculture be treated as

traded goods sectors, from which labour would shift in favour of the booming resource sector

and non-traded service sector.
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Table 3.16: Manufacturing sector - individual level

OLS:
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Manufact. Manufact. Manufact. Manufact. Manufact. Manufact.

Mineral prod. in 5km -0.005 -0.008* -0.007*
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Dist. nearest mine -0.010 -0.007 0.022
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Mine dummy 5km 0.002 -0.009 -0.010
(0.006) (0.005) (0.006)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Community F.E. Yes Yes
Obs 121022 121022 121022 121022 121022 121022
F-Test 0.815 0.000 . 0.539 0.000 0.000
Adj. R-squared -5.01e-06 .0000985

Controls: Urban dummy, travel time to provincial capital and community electricity dummy. Robust standard
errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

3.6.2 Employment and out-migration

Table 3.17 presents two important checks for the main results. First it estimates the effect

of mines on overall community-level employment. There is no evidence to suggest mining

activity decreased overall employment, and instead suggests a small, but statistically signif-

icant decrease in reported unemployment, conditional on remaining within the community

(β̂ = −0.008). This challenges the earlier simplifying assumption of full employment both

prior to and after the resource boom. This evidence does however support the view that the

boom has some positive spillovers on nearby communities (and for example, the labour market

adjustment does not reflect falling agricultural productivity, as found in Ghana by Aragon and

Rud (2012).

Columns 3 and 4 in Table 3.17 present estimates for out-migration. Here I test for whether

communities proximate to mining activity see increased levels of out-migration compared to

the non-treated communities. Here I find no evidence to support this. This is consistent with

the assumption of fixed labour supply for the communities of interest. Note however I am
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not able to test for in-migration, except into surveyed households that already form part of the

panel in 1993. Therefore this data cannot be used to effectively assess whether mines induce

in-migration or draw labour from beyond local communities. This is an important caveat since

any such in-migration will play and important role in setting equilibrium prices and wages.

Table 3.17: Estimation of proportion employed and proportion out-migrating

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Unemployed Unemployed Out-migrating Out-migrating

Log dist nearest mine -0.003 -0.000
(0.002) (0.002)

Log mine prod MT, 5km -0.007∗∗∗ -0.008∗∗ 0.004 0.005
(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Community F.E. Yes Yes
Obs 909 909 909 909
F-Test 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Adj. R-squared 0.910 0.820

Controls: Urban dummy, travel time to provincial capital and community electricity dummy. Robust standard
errors in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

3.7 Conclusion

Using a new dataset on mine location in Indonesia linked to household survey data and night-

time satellite data, estimates suggest that mines have an important spatially-concentrated eco-

nomic footprint. By exploiting the location, timing and scale of mines, the causal effect of

mining activity on the local economy can be identified. This work contributes to the growing

literature on linkages from natural resource extraction.

The paper provides estimates for the size, intensity and distance gradient of the economic

footprint of mining. Using a dataset of over three hundred mines and survey communities,

combined with nighttime lights satellite imaging, we can apply a fine resolution of spatial

analysis. Results show the typical economic footprint from mining extends up to around 15km,

with evidence for an economic boom beyond the mine perimeter fence. This result is strongest
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close to mines (presumably driven, in part, by light from mining operations), however extends

far enough that we are confident of backward linkage effects. Our estimates for mine closure

suggest little evidence for a contemporaneous bust- i.e. switching off the lights. However, in

our fixed effects estimation we do find a roughly symmetric bust effect to our previous boom

effects from mine opening. This time extending only 10km around the mine site however.

Furthermore within the estimated 15km mine footprint the mine has strong effects on the

structure of the labour market. Consistent with a local variant of the Dutch disease model de-

veloped by Corden and Neary (1982), and predicted by a simple adapted model, results point

to a shift of labour from the traded to the non-traded sector. However there is no evidence to

suggest employment effects in the booming resource sector among the local survey commu-

nities. This evidence suggests that mines have a crowding-out effect on other traded goods

sectors, while stimulating a compensating expansion of the services sector. This includes both

agriculture and manufacturing. There is no evidence to suggest increased out-migration from

communities proximate to mines, and some evidence to suggest a small increase in overall

reported employment.

When the sample is split between foreign-owned and domestic-owned mines, I observe a

strong labour market effect from foreign mines for a given mine size. This suggests evidence to

support the view that foreign-mines have more extensive externality effects. This raises intrigu-

ing policy questions. Is it better sourcing practices by foreign-firms that increase this labour

market shift? Or stronger crowding-out of otherwise productive traded activities? Furthermore,

Indonesia in its recent Mining Law (4/2009) has sought to curtail foreign ownership of mines,

limiting them to 49% ownership after a staged period of divestment. Furthermore this Law

seeks to limit export of raw ore in favour of promoting domestic value addition. The differen-

tial role and effect of foreign-owned mines is therefore a highly contentious debate, worthy of

deeper examination.
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Chapter 4

Disentangling the effects of resource

extraction: quantifying local government

and project multipliers

James Cust1

1This chapter constitutes joint work with Ridwan Rusli, Nanyang Technological University.
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Abstract

How does an oil and gas boom affect the regional economy? We examine the eco-
nomic consequences of resource extraction and associated revenue windfalls in In-
donesia, measured at the subnational level. Our analysis focuses on disentangling
the effects of variation in petroleum sector activity across districts and municipali-
ties in terms of district GDP. Two important channels are identified: direct spillover
effects from extraction investments and production; and fiscal spillovers from lo-
cal government spending associated with revenue windfalls from extraction. We
exploit Indonesia’s fiscal sharing rules to isolate these two channels by application
of an instrumental variable and spatial identification.

We show that petroleum production is associated with increases in district GDP.
The main economic gains are estimated to accrue via transfers to local government
having a multiplier effect of around 0.9 for every unit of additional revenue. In con-
trast, oil sector output appears to have a small though positive effect - estimated at
closer to 0.3, but in line with the literature. However, to identify project spillovers
separately from revenue effects we focus on districts adjacent to petroleum pro-
duction. Here we find an attenuated effect. For every dollar of petroleum output
in producing districts, neighbouring districts experience no discernable increase in
economic output during our sample period. There is however evidence that project
expenditures rather than output may contribute positively (an effect of roughly 0.3)
while capital expenditures may operate in reverse (−0.2).

We are able to separate estimates for the spillover effects for oil and gas. While es-
timates for oil cannot be distinguished from zero, the gas spillover effect to neigh-
bouring districts is estimated at 0.1 for every dollar of output in adjacent districts.



4.1 Introduction

Oil and gas booms, like the one experienced in Indonesia between 1999 and 2009, can affect

different regional economies unevenly.2 A question of particular interest is how the differen-

tial effects may be propagated. Indonesia is a country that has undergone significant fiscal

decentralization, motivated in part to return a greater share of resource revenues to resource

producing regions and islands. It is in this setting that we examine the economic consequences

of resource extraction and associated revenue windfalls, measured at the subnational level. Our

analysis focuses on disentangling the effects from variation in petroleum production across

Indonesian districts and municipalities in terms of district GDP. Here we deploy a variety of

identification strategies to attempt to disentangle the regional effects of the boom, measured

in terms of district GDP. We estimate effects arising from transfers of revenue to local gov-

ernment. Using an instrumental variable approach we isolate the fiscal channel from resource

projects to estimate the effect of increased local government revenues on district GDP over the

boom decade. Separately we estimate the effects on districts bordering oil producing districts

and examine how this differs from non-adjacent districts. This approach allows us to estimate

a spillover effect from project expenditures separately from fiscal revenues.

The paper contributes to our understanding of the ways resource extraction affects the sub-

national economy. First, government revenues, instrumented for by offshore petroleum output,

contribute positively to economic output, demonstrating a positive multiplier effect in coastal

districts. Second, there is evidence to suggest petroleum extraction projects should not be

viewed as purely enclave activities. We show, for example, that project investment spillovers

to neighbouring districts can be positive and significant in the short-run. Third, consistent with

the wider literature on the Dutch Disease we also find a modest crowding out of manufacturing

in favour of a boom in service sector output.

The approach follows closely the analysis of Brazilian oil windfalls by Caselli and Michaels

(2013). We extend this analysis to Indonesia, replicating their instrumental variable technique

2Throughout the paper we use oil as shorthand for all petroleum sector activity unless explicitly stated, for
example when we examine gas production or downstream processing separately



to isolate measures of the impact of government revenue windfalls. In contrast to Caselli and

Michaels’ (2013) study we find evidence for positive and significant effects of government

revenue windfalls on economic output across the sample period. Furthermore this result is

fairly large- implying a fiscal multiplier between 0.8 and 0.9 over the decade. We then move

beyond the fiscal analysis to attempt to identify project spillovers, in particular those accruing

in districts neighbouring petroleum producers. This allows us to observe modest effects via

project expenditures on capital and operating expenditures.

Indonesia provides a fascinating setting to attempt to disentangle the effects of fiscal wind-

falls and increased economic activity in the resource sector. Since 2002 the country has fol-

lowed a revenue sharing formula which redistributes central government oil and gas revenues

back to local government. This has led to significant budgetary windfalls for Indonesian district

authorities. Furthermore, Indonesia is a large, diverse and geographically dispersed country.

Thus the inflows of capital associated with oil and gas production can have varied and poten-

tially dramatic effects on the structure of the local economy and regional growth trajectories.

Our data suggest that over the decade 1999-2009 local government budgets saw year-on-

year increases from oil and gas revenue of as much as 262 percent. Furthermore, inflows of

capital during the oil and gas boom reached as much as 17 percent of local district GDP. The

overall consequences of the oil and gas boom saw local district GDP rise by 18 percent more

over the decade (in current GDP) compared to non-producing districts. Our panel estimates

suggest that oil production within a given district is associated with an average 4 percent in-

crease in local GDP across the decade.

Since oil-producing districts saw a boom in government revenues at the same time as a

resource sector boom, attribution of causal effects is challenging. We must therefore identify

an exogenous source of revenue variation, in the form of an instrumental variable for offshore

oil and gas production. This identification strategy exploits the Indonesia Law 25 which es-

tablished the rules by which coastal districts receive a fixed share of oil and gas revenues from

proximate offshore production. This allows us to isolate the effects of oil production on local

GDP via the fiscal channel, as opposed to onshore producing regions where production and
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revenue windfalls occur concurrently.3

We also estimate associated effects of oil sector activity on local GDP. Here we are able

to use a variety of observed measures of oil sector activity including the value of production,

capital and operational expenditures. Again we need to isolate exogenous changes in oil project

activity from oil revenue windfalls. We can attempt to identify the spillover effects of resource

windfalls by exploiting the spatial discontinuity of fiscal transfers; since producing districts re-

ceive a higher fixed share of oil revenues, we can examine the effects on neighbouring regions,

while controlling for home districts. Thus, conditioning on the assumption that private-sector

activity is more likely to spill across district boundaries than local government spending is,

we can estimate an alternative measure of sector effects. Our results suggest there is a small

effect on neighbouring districts; a positive spillover in the case of operating expenditures and a

negative one in the case of capital expenditures.

The paper is structured as follows: section 4.1.1 provides background on Indonesia while

section 4.2 discusses the conceptual framework. Section 4.3 describes the data and section 4.4

the identification strategy. Results are presented in section 4.5, the discussion of robustness

measures in section 4.6, and section 4.7 concludes.

4.1.1 Oil and gas in Indonesia

Indonesia has a long-established petroleum sector which has been active for more than 125

years, since the first oil discovery in North Sumatra in 1885. The country now holds proven oil

reserves of 4 billion barrels ranking twenty-first among world oil producers, and, eighth among

world gas producers (PWC, 2012). Indonesia is a net importer of crude oil and net exporter of

natural gas. Oil production peaked in around 2004 at 400 million barrels, falling to around 330

million barrels by 2011. In contrast, gas has steadily risen during the decade, peaking in 2010

at around 9500 mmscf. The output of both rose sharply during the decade 1999-2009, in part

due to exogenous price rises in world market, even as production volume in the oil sector fell.

3This approach follows closely the study by Caselli and Michaels (2013) who also exploit fiscal sharing rules
linking offshore production to coastal municipalities, allowing them to disentangle fiscal revenue effects. The
Indonesian rule is based on straight-line proximity.
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Figure 4.1: Production and investment in the oil and gas sector

Nevertheless oil and gas production has declined between 2011 and 2014. Figure 4.1 shows

the patten of oil and gas production and investment in Indonesia since 1995.

The petroleum industry has become an important source of government revenues; it is the

single largest contributor by sector (see Figure 4.2). By 2011 over 20% of domestic revenue

was derived from the oil and gas sector. Mineral resources are also important in Indonesia.

The contribution to GDP from mining has risen from around 4 percent in 2001 to almost 7

percent in 2010. Some regions, such as East Kalimantan and Papua, are particularly dependent

on mineral revenues.

The natural resource sectors formed a critical part of the negotiations concerning to Indone-

sia’s democratic transition, beginning in 1998. To understand their contribution to the Indone-

sia economy after 1998 one must also examine how they fit with the radical decentralization

policies pursued over this period.
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Figure 4.2: Petroleum output value and total subnational government revenues, including trans-
fers
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4.1.2 Indonesia’s decentralization and government revenue sharing scheme

A major pillar of Indonesia’s transition to democracy has been rapid and radical decentraliza-

tion of power. The resignation of President Suharto in May 1998 was followed by the passage

of the 1998 democratic reforms and the 1999 decentralization laws which led to the direct elec-

tions of the country’s president as well as of local government heads. The country’s Law 22

of 1999 on local autonomy and Law 25 of 1999 on fiscal balance granted local governments,

in particular the second-tier districts and municipalities (Kecamatan and Kota respectively),

greater autonomy to arrange their own economic, administrative and social policies, including

local budgets.4

Prior to democratization and decentralization Indonesia’s fiscal system was heavily central-

ized, with about 80% of district spending originating from central government funds, especially

subsidies of autonomous regions- so called SDO (Subsidi Daerah Otonom)- and presidential

instructions, INPRES (Instruksi Presiden). The demands of regional stakeholders for greater

shares in fiscal revenues associated with natural resource extraction activities in their jurisdic-

tions were a significant driver of the country’s decentralization (Barr, 2006).

The general legislative framework for fiscal sharing was provided by Law 25 of 1999. Law

25 allows provincial, district and municipal governments to finance decentralization and their

regional budgets from four main sources. The Balancing Funds (Dana Perimbangan) com-

prise the general allocation fund DAU (Dana Alokasi Umum), the special allocation fund DAK

(Dana Alokasi Khusus), as well as natural resource and land tax sharing (Dana Bagi Hasil).

The core of Indonesia’s new system of inter-governmental transfers is the general allocation

fund DAU. Every year the central government reserves about 25% of its national budget for the

DAU.5 DAU (and DAK) are meant to close the fiscal gap for each subnational level of govern-

ment. The natural resource revenue sharing scheme defines how oil and gas, timber and mining

royalties are to be re-divided among Indonesia’s central, provincial and district governments

4See Ford and Fitz (2000), Azis (2008), Duek and Rusli (2010).
5The proportion of the special allocation fund DAK, which covers case-specific needs, is generally smaller

than DAU.
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under regional autonomy.6 Besides the Balancing Funds, the three other sources of district

revenues include local taxes, levies and regional government-owned firms; regional borrowing

from domestic sources; and other legal sources.

Greater fiscal autonomy, together with the devolution of power and authority from the cen-

tral to local governments, has had unexpected consequences. The uneven distribution of re-

source endowments and revenues across the country has resulted in increased interregional dis-

parity. Compared to historically much lower shares of government receipts since 1999, individ-

ual districts home to resource extraction have become better financed, receiving approximately

6%, 12% and up to 32% shares of government revenues for oil, gas, and mining output, re-

spectively. Together with a variety of new extraction-related local government revenue sources

and the country’s unique post decentralization fiscal allocation scheme, this has led to large

windfalls in resource-rich districts prompting unprecedented local spending increases.7

As a result, Indonesia’s decentralization has brought both benefits and challenges. On the

political side decision making now involves local communities, for example through direct lo-

cal elections. However, while direct elections promote local government accountability and

reforms (Asia Foundation, 2008), they also increase the prevalence of local patronage and

government-business collusion on the subnational level (Duek et al., 2010). Moreover, Brata

(2008) points out that the proliferation of new districts, being one consequence of decentral-

ization, has resulted in inefficient local governments, increased administrative cost as well as

higher inequality in income and lower human development index score (HDI).

On the fiscal side higher revenue sharing and budgetary autonomy increase local spending

flexibility. Nevertheless, the challenge for the government is to address the weaknesses in

the design and implementation of the fiscal sharing program and remain vigilant to potential

disparities driven by unbalanced allocations (see Hofman et al. 2006). We examine the limited

success of efforts for ”fiscal equalization” in section 4.6.2.

6While Law 25 extends across a variety of natural resource revenues, we focus our analysis on petroleum
production only.

7See Barr (2006) and Duek et al. (2010).
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4.1.3 Oil and gas contracts and government revenue sharing

Most petroleum companies now operating in Indonesia do so under the terms of a Production

Sharing Contract (PSC).8 The first PSCs were signed in the mid 1960s. Various changes were

made over the years. The production sharing agreement is between the contractor and the

government, and lasts about 30 years. Day-to-day operations of projects are then managed

under the auspices of a regulator, SKK Migas, which is part of the Ministry of Energy and

Mining Resources (MEMR).9

Signature and production bonuses are levied for the exploration and production periods

respectively. The terms of the PSC typically include the government’s share of revenues from

oil and gas production, which the government receives both in form of monetary and in-kind

benefits: bonuses, First Tranche Petroleum (FTP), Domestic Supply Obligation (DMO) for oil,

and more recently, gas, as well as a fraction of profits, income and withholding taxes. The

government typically receives about 65%-85% of an extraction project’s lifecycle revenues.10

The portions of oil and gas revenues retained by the government are then allocated between

central and regional governments. The oil and gas revenue shares are split and redistributed to

the district of origin, in which the oil and gas production takes place (if onshore). Exceptions

to this include Special Autonomous Regions who are governed by special resource revenue

allocation rules, and offshore production which follows an additional proximity based rule.

Additional shares are grants to non-producing districts and municipalities in the province of

origin, and to the provincial government. If a contract area straddles several districts the home

district allocation is calculated based on the proportion of reserves or production. Table 4.1

summarizes the fiscal revenue distribution that was amended following the Decentralization

Law 25 of 1999:

8Other existing contracts include Technical Assistance Contracts (TAC) and Cooperation Contracts (KSO)
between companies and the national oil company, Pertamina.

9The former upstream oil and gas regulator, BP Migas, formed by the 2001 Law 22 governing the oil and gas
industry, was recently renamed SKK Migas and integrated back into the MEMR. See Appendix A. When the con-
tractor is successful in exploration and makes a commercial discovery, a plan of development must be submitted
and approved by the regulator. Upon start of production the government, through the regulator reimburses the
contractor for approved capital and operating costs.

10For an overview of Indonesia’s oil and gas sector and it’s regulatory and fiscal regime see Wood Mackenzie
Indonesia Country Overview Wood Mackenzie (2011).
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Table 4.1: Fiscal sharing rules relating to resource revenues, since 1999

Revenue Source Old sharing arrangement Major change New sharing arrangement
Oila,b 100% centre Assignment of revenues after tax

deduction to regional governments
85% centre, 3% province of ori-
gin, 6% district/municipality (keca-
matan/kota) of origin, 6% to other
districts/municipalities in same province

Natural Gasa,b,c 100% centre Assignment of revenues after tax
deduction to regional governments

70% centre 6% province of origin 12%
district/municipality of origin 12% other
districts/municipalities in the province of
origin

Mining land rents 65% centre, 19%
province, 16% dis-
trict/municipality

Continued with new sharing ar-
rangement

20% centre, 16% province, 64% district
of origin

Mining royalties 30% centre, 56%
province, 14% dis-
trict/municipality

Continued with new shar-
ing arrangement for dis-
tricts/municipalities in province of
origin

20% centre 16% province, 32% dis-
trict/municipality of origin, 32% other
districts/municipalities in the province of
origin

Distribution of oil, gas and mining revenues (Source: Ford and Fitz, 2000, p. 26, updated by authors)

Notes: (a) Additional shares of oil and gas revenues for the provinces of Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam (formerly Aceh) and Papua are stipulated
in the Special Autonomy Laws 18/2001 and 21/2001, respectively. In particular, under Law 18/2001, provincial shares of natural resource revenues in
Aceh include 70 percent of gas and oil revenues, and 80 percent of revenues from forestry, fisheries, and general mining. Increased oil and gas revenues
are reduced to 50% after eight years. Under Law 21/2001, Papua also receives 70 percent of natural oil and LNG taxes and 80 percent of forestry, fishery
and general mining. Oil and gas revenues, however, are decreased to 50 percent after 25 years. (b) According to Law 33/2004 (which replaced Law
25/1999), the share of oil and liquid natural gas revenues has been changed so that the central government (the ”Centre” above) would receive 84.5
percent and 69.5 percent of oil and gas revenues, respectively. The share of the regions remains the same. The difference of 0.5 percent of the oil and
gas revenues will be allocated for basic education, from which provinces will receive 0.1 percent, originating districts will receive 0.2 percent, and other
districts within the provinces will get 0.2 percent. (c) Including Liquid Natural Gas.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of government petroleum revenue transfers

Resource revenue sharing rules drive the allocation of oil and gas, mining and other roy-

alties, taxes and bonuses across the different districts and provinces. This data is collected by

BPS, with input from the relevant ministries e.g. the Ministry of Mines and Energy. Individ-

ual districts home to resource extraction have become better-financed, receiving approximately

6%, 12% and up to 32% shares of government revenues for oil, gas, and mining output, respec-

tively.11 Together with other districts and municipalities in the same province, the provinces of

origin receive up to 9%, 18% and 48% of oil, gas and mining-derived government revenues to

divide among themselves.

Figure 4.3 shows that the resource and therefore resource revenue-rich regions are located

primarily in the islands of Sumatra, Java, the Eastern regions of Kalimantan and West Papua.

For our analysis we focus on the relationship between petroleum production (both oil and

gas), revenues derived from petroleum production, and economic activity. We therefore ignore

the activity and revenues associated with mining, instead controlling for these in our analy-

sis. While the percentage shares associated with mining revenues are much larger than for

petroleum (32% of revenue going to district governments versus 6% and 12% for oil and gas

respectively), the absolute amount of revenue shared is typically smaller.

11While local distribution of mining revenue accounts for a larger percentage share of government take, it
accounts for a smaller absolute level of revenue across our sample districts. While not the subject of focus of this
paper, we control for mining activity throughout our estimation.
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4.2 Conceptual framework

Resource wealth has been associated with both rapid economic development and a range of neg-

ative economic phenomena collectively known as the ‘resource curse’ (van der Ploeg, 2011).

Much of the research investigating these dynamics has focused on cross-country comparisons

at the national aggregate level; recently studies have begun to examine the effects of resource

wealth within countries, and in particular at the sub-national level.

The production of oil and gas can generate sizable government revenues and spur significant

inward investment. Resource-rich countries face the combined challenge of managing these

windfalls while ensuring that the economy is not adversely effected by the booming sector.

This challenge has an important sub-national component, since investments are often spatially

concentrated and many countries now distribute significant proportions of petroleum revenues

to local government.

Given the spatially concentrated characteristics of oil and gas - the location of which is

ultimately dictated by geology - the challenges of harnessing the potential of resource wealth

can sometimes be held in the hands of regional or local government. This is particularly true

where countries distribute resource revenues to the sub-national level. Many of the regions in

receipt of additional revenues may also be host to resource extraction, and the associated capital

inflows and economic activities. This paper seeks to disentangle the economic effects of the

boom into separate components: the sub-national revenue transfers and the spillover effects

from extraction activity.

Studies about the way these factors operate within-country and at the subnational level

have become the subject of recent investigation (e.g. Monteiro and Ferraz 2010, Caselli and

Michaels 2013, Aragon and Rud 2013 and Beine et al. 2012). While resource rents accruing

to government have historically been centrally concentrated, the regional picture matters for

several reasons.

First, we are concerned with the drivers of positive or negative economic performance asso-

ciated with resource wealth. Examination of the subnational and regional impacts of resource
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windfalls may help us identify the factors associated with the ‘resource curse’ and its observed

causes. Previous work by Michaels (2011) for example, suggests that regional resource abun-

dance can have long term and persistent effects.

Second, extraction activity is spatially concentrated. Where project related spillovers are

associated with resource extraction we would expect these to accrue disproportionately to re-

source rich regions, their neighboring regions and the general locality of extraction. This is

due to several factors including extraction activity, the bulk weight of a resource, transporta-

tion costs, local spending effects and inward investments. Recent work suggests neighbouring

regions can be significant beneficiaries of resource booms via shifts in export patterns (Ver-

meulen, 2013).

Third, resource revenues are substantial, and thus the spending choices associated with

resource windfalls are likely to be an important transmission channel. Where resource rev-

enues are distributed regionally (such as via fiscal sharing rules), these windfalls will affect

the regional economic picture. Many countries are now moving to a greater degree of fiscal

decentralization, transferring resource revenues back to home districts of extraction activity,

and increasingly shifting spending discretion to subnational government units (see Zhang and

Zou, 1998, Raveh, 2013 and Arzaghi and Henderson, 2005). Understanding how these units re-

spond to increases in budget and resource windfalls in particular can help us better understand

the challenges associated with this trend. Recent work suggests the subnational dynamics are

important for understanding whether a country is resource cursed or not (Perez-Sebastian and

Raveh, 2012). This study argues that resource booms can lead to structural adjustment and po-

tentially misallocation of labour and capital, depending on the degree of fiscal decentralization.

We seek to examine this in the case of Indonesia. Such analysis requires a greater degree

of spatial disaggregation than has typically been feasible with publicly available data. Recent

work in this areas follow that of Caselli and Michaels (2013) who exploited spatial variation

in offshore oil to look at the effect of revenues accruing to municipal authorities in Brazil.12

They trace the impact on socio-economic indicators (or lack of impact) from increased public

12The parliament and government in Brazil have been debating an increase in, and a more equal redistribution
of, oil royalties across municipalities, including those that are not host to the oil production.
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expenditure and inward investments. They find no significant impact on economic outcomes,

but do detect evidence of GDP composition changes.

This paper extends their approach to disentangle the separate channels of fiscal windfalls

and project spillovers arising from a petroleum boom.13 First, we seek to estimate the fiscal

channel effects for Indonesia, complementing the approach used in Brazil. Second, we examine

the spillover effects of resource investment and production. This study is made possible by de-

tailed field-level information regarding capital and operating expenditures as well as petroleum

output.

This work also contributes to a wider public finance literature that seeks to examine the

spending multipliers associated with local government spending and the economic consequences

of exogenous economic shocks to a region. A common challenge faced in the literature is in

isolating exogenous sources of variation in government spending in order to estimate fiscal mul-

tipliers (for example see discussion in Kraay (2012) of a novel method to estimate the effect

using World Bank project spending). Likewise, estimating the direct consequences of inward

investment projects has occupied a range of authors. There is, for example, some evidence that

local projects can have harmful effects on their locality; the study of Enterprise Zones is one

example where a variety of authors have documented neutral and even negative effects on local

firms (Bartik, 2003). Other studies of local economic damage include a study of the effects

of military base closures in the US (Hooker and Knetter, 2001). More recent developments

have provided theoretical foundations for this work, such as work on local multiplier effects in

Moretti (2010). A broader empirical literature has pioneered innovative identification strategies

and use of spatial data in other settings (for the effect of dams see Duflo and Pande 2007; for

rural electrification Dinkelman 2011; and for rail privatization Lowe 2014).

13Oil and gas extraction have three main beneficiaries. The first are the shareholders, typically private indi-
viduals and institutions located in urban centers at a distance from extraction or overseas. The second group are
the government, who via equity stakes, contractual terms, and taxation can be recipients large quantities of rents
generated by extraction. Countries like Norway are able to capture over 80% of total revenues through their state
owned company and taxes. This revenue can accrue to the center, or, as in the case of Indonesia, be shared with
subnational administrative units following fiscal sharing rules. Such transfers can increase economic activity at the
subnational level through spending effects. Third are the regions where extraction activity is located, who benefit
through direct capital outlays, employment and wider external effects such as agglomeration benefits arising from
transportation, downstream processing of extracted resources, or by use of the resource as an input in production.
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4.3 Data

This paper uses a new dataset, bringing together spatially disaggregated data spanning resource

extraction and investment, economic statistics, government revenues, transfers and expendi-

tures. Our units of analysis are local administrative districts, Kabupaten, the third administra-

tive level in Indonesia, below the central and provincial governments. We use data from the

Indonesian Statistical Bureau BPS (Badan Pusat Statistik) on district-level economic activity,

population, government revenues and expenditures, combined with our oil and gas production

and investment information. We obtain data for the 515 districts and municipalities in 1999.

Subsequent to 1999 there is extensive splitting and creation of new districts. We therefore rely

on the original (non-splitting) district boundaries. This avoids problems of endogeneity created

by the underlying reasons for new districts post-1999, some of which were likely motivated by

the opportunity to capture resource revenues.

Our oil and gas data is drawn from the Wood Mackenzie PathFinder database (2011). This

dataset contains records on over 1200 individual Indonesian oil and gas wells and fields (fields

typically contain multiple well sites). The commercial database collects investment and pro-

duction data for all major assets in Indonesia across state-owned and privately-owned opera-

tions. We utilise the location of investment and production data and associate them with the

administrative districts they lie within, or proximate too (see Figure 4.4).

Around thirty-five percent of our total sample of production fields are located offshore in

Indonesian waters. This data can be linked to the most proximate coastline and linked to its

home district as defined by the fiscal sharing rules. Linking offshore production (and associ-

ated revenues) to home regions allows us to employ this measure as an instrumental variable

for government disbursements to the district otherwise isolated from direct project-related in-

vestments.

We link oil production to districts using spatial joins (see Figure 4.4 for locations). An

offshore oil and gas field is linked to a home district for revenue sharing purposes if it is located

within a distance of 3 miles to the closest coastline. If the field is between 3 and 12 miles from
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Figure 4.4: The location of oil and gas wells in Indonesia

the closest coastline, the nearby province (rather than district) is designated as home province

and recipient of funds. Beyond 12 miles the entire project revenues are allocated to the central

government. We therefore create a linking dummy for those fields that fall within the various

distance parameters laid out in the formula. This then allows us to construct measures of oil

output that contribute to revenues destined for specific coastal districts. This forms the basis

for our instrumental variable.

Similarly, for our analysis of project spillovers to neighboring districts, we must first as-

sociate adjacent districts with oil producers. Here again we create spatial joins in the ArcGIS

software package, allowing us to identify those district borders which lie in adjacent to oil pro-

ducers, versus districts in the same province but which are not adjacent. This distinction across

space is central to our identification strategy, since all districts in a oil-producing province (ex-

cept the home district are treated equally), whereas we hypothesise that adjacent districts are

more likely to see project spillover effects.

Around forty percent of the fields (474 out of 1280) are discovered after 1991, around

twenty percent of the fields started production post-2000, and around half of those fields on-
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shore and half offshore. This degree of exogenous variation allows for an identification strategy

using a fixed effects estimator to examine the temporal variation in oil output and therefore gov-

ernment spending, once we have controlled for total government budgets.

4.3.1 Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP)

Our data on economic performance is drawn from the BPS. Following the United Nation’s SNA

1993/2008 approach, BPS compiles GRDP data across districts, municipalities and provinces

as well as national GDP figures using both the production and the expenditure approach.

Using the production approach, these figures are calculated based on the value added gener-

ated by productive factors of labor, land and capital. In terms of sector output the data is divided

into agriculture, livestock, forestry and fishery; mining and quarrying (which includes onshore

oil, gas and mining), manufacturing; electricity, gas and water; construction; trade, hotel and

restaurant; transportation and communication; finance, real estate and business services; and

services. On the expenditure side GRDP data comprise private and government consumption,

gross fixed capital formation as well as export and import data.14 Sectoral GRDP data, includ-

ing for onshore oil and gas is based on reported value-added.15 We use annualized GRDP data

from BPS, reported at the level of districts and municipalities for the years 1998-2009. Our

annualized GRDP is calculated using the latter value-added method.

4.3.2 Government revenues

Our data on government revenues is drawn from official records held by BPS. This data con-

tains reported resource revenue shares for government districts from the period 1999-2010, as

well as district government revenues (including local and shared taxes, general and special allo-

cation funds). Government receipts are broken down by source and separately identify non-tax

receipts including those revenues drawn from resource extraction.

14See also notes on GDP and export-import statistics in Strategic Data, 2010/2011, National Statistics Agency
(BPS), Jakarta, pp. 72-82.

15McCulloch and Malesky (2011) discuss other approaches using district-level GRDP for Indonesia.
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In Table 4.2 petroleum sector dummies indicate the presence in a district of oil, gas or

any petroleum production. The offshore production dummy denotes production outside but

associated with a particular district. The remaining variables present measures of petroleum

production volumes and output, as well as investment and expenditure associated with particu-

lar oil fields, all linked to a specific district: they either fall within it, or proximate to it (where

oil is offshore).

Table 4.2: Summary petroleum sector statistics, 2009

(1)
Obs. Mean Std. Dev.

Petroleum production dummy 515 .101 .302
Oil production dummy 515 .0874 .283
Gas production dummy 515 .0641 .245
Neighbour is a petroleum producer dummy 515 .449 .498
Offshore petroleum dummy 515 .0447 .207
Total Production- onshore (thousand bpd) 515 5812 56252
Total Production- offshore (thousand bpd) 515 1902 20048
Value of onshore production (mUS) 515 383605 3712617
Value of onshore production (mUS) 515 125547 1323161
Capital expenditure (real 2000 million US)- onshore 515 11215 101850
Operating expenditure (real 2000 million US)- onshore 515 9116 104519
Capital expenditure (real 2000 million US)- offshore 515 2316 30712
Operating expenditure (real 2000 million US)- offshore 515 2044 21822

In Table 4.3 we distinguish between oil-producing and non oil-producing districts. We

show district GRDP converted to US$ and presented in per capita terms. We also present

population levels, a dummy for whether a district is designated a city or not. Further we present

information on the levels of district government revenues in total, as well as those derived from

oil and gas output.
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Table 4.3: Summary producer and non-producer district statistics, 2009

(1)
Obs. Mean Std. Dev.

GRDP production approach, million US$2012 463 1821 6801
GRDP per capita, US$2012 463 167 248
Population, interpolated, all years 459 935064 3216166
Govt oil revenue, million US$2012 463 3.55 34.1
Govt gas revenue, million US$2012 463 2.32 27
Total govt revenue, million US$2012 463 17.9 77
Neighbour is a petroleum producer dummy 463 .406 .492
City dummy for specific districts 463 .192 .394
Petroleum production=0

(1)
Obs. Mean Std. Dev.

GRDP production approach, million US$2012 52 1893 2473
GRDP per capita, US$2012 52 419 640
Population, interpolated, all years 52 592931 541197
Govt oil revenue, million US$2012 52 13.9 27
Govt gas revenue, million US$2012 52 9.51 31.2
Total govt revenue, million US$2012 52 39.2 55.1
Neighbour is a petroleum producer dummy 52 .827 .382
City dummy for specific districts 52 .135 .345
Petroleum production=1

2012 exchange rate: 9390 IDR to 1 US dollar: http://www.xe.com

4.4 Empirical strategy

We investigate the economic effects of oil extraction through the linkages associated with

project investments and through government revenues disbursed at the subnational level. We

build an aggregate district-level panel dataset comprising data on economic performance, petroleum

output and investment, and government revenues from various sources. This allows us to retain

spatial disaggregation in order to analyze the economic effects of oil windfalls at a sub-national

level across space and time.

Our hypothesis posits that oil and gas production affects the regional economy through

a variety of channels. In the context of a booming resource sector, high world prices and

newly introduced revenue sharing rules, investigation of these channels, and evaluation of their

relative magnitudes can shed light on the dynamics of resource wealth at the sub-national level.
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Are oil-related investments growth enhancing? Are local government windfalls well spent?

And does distribution of oil revenues to oil-rich districts exacerbate local Dutch disease effects?

Our approach is to employ identification strategies to isolate these various channels and explore

their relative importance. We exploit the offshore characteristics of around 35% of our oil

production activity to instrument for district oil revenues in those coastal districts defined as

home regions to the offshore oil according to Indonesian fiscal sharing rules.

4.4.1 Identification of fiscal channel effects

A common challenge in identifying the size of the fiscal multiplier lies in isolating exogenous

sources of variation in government spending (e.g. Kraay 2012). Fiscal revenues and expen-

ditures may be connected to other economic shocks in a region via automatic stabilizers and

other government responses. Making causal inference on changes in government spending is

therefore challenging given this (sometimes mechanical) level of endogeneity. By contrast, our

variation in oil production levels across time and space, and the connection between project

revenues and government budgets, allows us to deploy an alternative approach.

Since 2002, oil production has been directly tied to local government revenues via fiscal

sharing rules outlined in section 4.3. Under conditions of exogenous variation in oil output, the

fiscal sharing rules can be exploited to predict an exogenous source of government revenues.

The sharing formula prescribe that districts with oil production receive a disproportionate share

of government revenues associated with the value of oil and gas. Therefore, for the purposes

of estimating the effects of government spending on local economic activity alone, we must

find a way to disentangle the fiscal effects of windfall revenues from any direct effects from oil

production and project expenditures.

This approach follows the one developed by Caselli and Michaels (2013) for estimating the

impact of oil revenue windfalls in Brazilian municipalities. Here we exploit variation in off-

shore oil production and the specific features of Indonesian fiscal sharing formulae connecting

these projects to proximate coastal districts. This allows us to instrument for revenue windfalls

at the level of coastal districts using the offshore oil fields most proximate to each district.
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For our instrumenting strategy to be valid we depend on the distribution of offshore oil

production to be exogenous to economic conditions in designated home regions and that sharing

rules are sufficiently arbitrary that offshore oil benefits those regions only through government

expenditures and not other channels. As in Brazil, Indonesian fiscal sharing rules display a

degree of arbitrariness, connecting offshore rents to home districts via proximity rules (3 miles

of nearest coastal point), rather than landing offtake points, refineries or transportation hubs.

The instrumental variable (IV) estimation is shown below, whereby we estimate the effect of

government oil-revenues, instrumented by offshore oil production, on district-level outcomes.

Here we distinguish between onshore and offshore oil and gas production OilON
it and OilOFF

it :

Yit = β1 ̂Revenueit +β2OilON
it (4.1)

+X ′itβX +ξt + εi +κit

And the first stage using the instrument of offshore oil revenues:

Revenueit = γ1OilON
it +X ′itγX +νt +αi +ηit (4.2)

Here we can interpret β1 as the coefficient capturing exogenously determined government

revenue and its impact on district-level economic performance. Using offshore oil production

and revenues shared with district-level governments, we are able to isolate the government rev-

enue effect from the oil production externalities, thus obtaining an estimate for the impact of the

marginal dollar of government oil windfall spending. We present our estimates in two forms,

levels specifications, taking 2009 data, and in the changes over the decade (1999-2009). For

our levels estimation we use data drawn from the specified year unless missing, in which case

we replace with data from adjacent years (for example population data is measured accurately

only for 2000 and 2010 due to the completion of national censuses).16

16For our panel data first-differenced estimation, we construct two time periods 1999 and 2009 using three year
averages (i.e. for 1999 this takes the form of Y = (Y1998+Y1999+Y2000)/3). This is done to help mitigate concerns
of measurement error associated with the variables of interest, in particular district GDP. In our extensions we also
provide estimates using the annual panel data. Our main findings are robust to a variety of approaches.
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∆Yi = β1∆R̂evenuei +β2∆OilON
it +∆X ′itβX +ξt +κit (4.3)

And the first stage using the instrument of offshore oil revenues:

∆Revenueit = γ1∆OilON
it +∆X ′itγX +νt +ηit (4.4)

While we can be confident that the source of variation in oil-related government revenues

is directly tied to oil extraction in the home district and province via fiscal sharing rules, there

are several additional concerns we must address. First, we may worry that the level of oil ex-

traction - and hence a portion of government revenues - is also associated with initial economic

conditions of oil and non-oil regions prior to development, and other time-invariant unobserved

differences across oil and non-oil districts. Our panel data allows us to account for time invari-

ant district-level characteristics, which we do so in our first-difference estimation.

Additionally, the timing of discovery and production assists our strategy. Around 40% of

the fields (474 out of 1280) were discovered after 1991 and around 20% of the fields started

production post-2000, with half of those fields onshore and half offshore. Petroleum output

experienced a sharp increase across the country during our sample period, in part due to rising

world oil prices. This degree of exogenous variation allows for an identification strategy using

fixed effects estimator to examine the temporal variation in oil output and therefore government

spending, once we have controlled for other factors. However we supplement both our levels

and changes estimation with an instrumental variable approach.

Our instrumental variable allows an alternative identification of the pure fiscal revenue ef-

fect. Here we are able to isolate district government windfalls from project-related investments

by exploiting variations in onshore and offshore oil extraction, and variations in the application

of fiscal sharing rules.

According to Indonesia’s fiscal sharing rules, only those wells with a given distance band
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Figure 4.5: Neighbour identification strategy: Illustration of revenue sharing rules in petroleum
producing province

(3 miles) are associated to coastal districts. Outside this band, revenues accrue to the province

(3-12 miles) and the central government (> 12 miles) respectively. Our Revenueit is therefore

the measure of government revenues instrumented using offshore oil within 3 miles of the

coast, whose predicted value R̂evenueit becomes the independent variable in the second stage

regression.

4.4.2 Identification of project channel effects via neighbour spillovers

To estimate oil production spillovers, our ideal setting would allow us to observe districts with

oil production and associated investments, but no changes in other conditions- in particular

no increase in government revenues or expenditures. In the Indonesian setting, post-1999,

all districts with oil or gas production also receive a share of government revenue receipts.

We must therefore attempt to disentangle the government spending effects from any potential

project spillovers.

A possible approach would be to exploit the features of the fiscal sharing rules. According

to Law 25, there are three categories of local government transfers. To those districts hosting

oil and gas production, between 6% and 12% of the revenues are allocated. To those districts

in the same province of the oil production, but not hosting it, they share a remaining 6/n% to
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12/n% of the revenues, where n is the number of districts in the province. Remaining districts,

i.e. those outside of the oil producing province receive no special transfers, while the remaining

share of government receipts accrue to the central government.

The difference between these categories can be exploited to attempt to isolate the project

spillovers versus the government spending channel associated with oil production. By focusing

on those districts neigbouring oil production, but not home to production themselves, we can

estimate a spillover effect based on proximity to oil and gas production, but not driven by local

spending. See Figure 4.5 for an illustration of the identification strategy.

We compare economic performance indicators in neighboring districts adjacent to districts

with oil production with economic performance in other more remote districts within the same

province. We hypothesize that neighboring districts, due to proximity, will benefit dispropor-

tionately more from direct economic spillover effects than other less proximate districts in the

same province, even though all non-producer districts in the same province receive identical

revenue shares. We exclude from our analysis all petroleum producing districts.

Therefore, for our unit of analysis, the non-producing district, any GDP effect from neigh-

bouring district oil production can be interpreted as a spillover effect from proximity, rather

than an effect of transfers and government spending. We use the following specification:

Yjt = γ1Oilit + γ2Git +X′itδ1 +αt +β j + ε jt . (4.5)

Here Yjt gives a measure of economic output in the neighbour district, our new unit of

interest (i.e. including those adjacent to our excluded oil-producing districts denote i ). Our

estimation is therefore defined at the district level j for year t, and measured as GDP in local

currency units in terms of total district GRDP. Our Oilit variables capture some time-varying

measures of project related extraction activity and investment in the adjacent producing dis-

trict(s), where our district j neighbours a producer district. Otherwise these variables take the

value zero. Git likewise denotes government revenue generated inside the producing district

for a given year, and otherwise, revenues for neighbouring non-producing districts. X′it is a
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vector of other time-varying district-level controls. We also examine time period dummies αt

and time invariant district fixed effects β j, including unobserved characteristics of our district

of interest.

The validity of this identification strategy also depends upon the structure of the spatial

relationship between regional neighbours. Our key identifying assumption is that economic

output in neighbouring districts reacts to the exogenous changes in oil sector activity, but that

oil sector activity is not influenced in reverse, i.e. oil sector activity does not move across

district borders in response to neighbourhood economic activity.17 Unbiased and consistent

estimation by OLS (and first differenced panel) requires that the errors be uncorrelated with

unobservable in the neighbouring districts, such that E[ε jt |Xit ] = 0. This condition would be

violated in the case of spatial sorting, whereby oil sector activity is driven by time-variant

unobservables in neighbouring districts. Given the exogenous characteristics of oil investments

(where location is largely driven by geology) and the world prices driving much of the increases

in output observed, we argue these constitute plausible identifying assumptions, particularly in

the context of our first-difference estimator.18

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Fiscal channel effects

Table 4.4 provides our baseline estimates for the effects of the oil and gas revenue windfalls on

district GDP. Our estimates are presented for levels, measured in 2009, indicating the effects of

a contemporaneous increase in government revenues from offshore oil and gas production on

GDP. Our estimates are in log form- therefore we can interpret the coefficients as elasticities: a

one percent increase in government revenue is associated with a 0.45% increase in GDP, while a

one percent increase in local government revenues instrumented using offshore oil is associated

17This is equivalent to the spatial sorting assumption; examples of this might include parents moving children
into neighbouring school districts to seek out better education quality.

18In section 4.6 we relax this assumption and include corrections for spatial correlation in our error terms. These
corrected standard errors now yield broadly consistent results.
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Figure 4.6: Oil production and government revenue

Figure 4.7: Oil field investment and production
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Table 4.4: Levels

OLS:
(1) (2) (3) (4)

OLS Log GDP IV Log GDP OLS Log GDP IV Log GDP

Log local govt revenue 0.452*** 0.879** 0.426*** 0.896
(0.058) (0.328) (0.063) (0.590)

Log onshore production value 0.025 -0.096
(0.016) (0.066)

Log capital exp onshore -0.031 -0.087
(0.027) (0.050)

Log operating exp onshore 0.090* 0.141
(0.029) (0.050)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 511 511 511 511
F-Test 0.00 . 0.00 .
Underid. test p .027 .155
Adj. R-squared .416 .277 .419 .265

Controls: Population, mining revenue, city dummy, Special autonomous and other province dummies. Clustered
(at district level) robust standard errors in parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01

with a 0.87% increase in GDP. This provides initial evidence for a positive and significant fiscal

multiplier associated with government spending that derives from petroleum activity.

However, these levels estimates should be interpreted carefully, since we are concerned

about unobserved heterogeneity across districts. These time-invariant characteristics can be

addressed via our second set of estimations in changes- using our first difference estimator.

Here again we run both the specifications on our differenced data (measured between 1999 and

2009). The application of our difference estimation is our preferred specification for reasons

discussed above.

Table 4.5 provides an estimated elasticity of around 0.8-0.9% GDP associated with a 1%

increase in government revenues. These estimates appear to be stable across the different spec-

ifications and controls presented. It is also consistent, though larger than our levels estimation

for contemporaneous revenue effects. Since we are able to directly observe oil sector output

and expenditures, we include these as additional controls to further reassure ourselves that our

identification is not picking up the effect of oil sector activities via our offshore oil instrument.
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Table 4.5: Changes

OLS:
(1) (2) (3) (4)

OLS GDP IV GDP OLS GDP IV GDP

Log local govt revenue 0.799*** 0.905*** 0.796*** 0.900***
(0.052) (0.299) (0.052) (0.319)

Log onshore oil output -0.168*** -0.203***
(0.028) (0.057)

Log capital exp. onshore -0.143** -0.167**
(0.066) (0.093)

Log operating exp. onshore 0.065 0.057
(0.090) (0.094)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
District F.E. F.D. F.D. F.D. F.D.
Obs 1000 978 1000 978
F-Test 0.00 . 0.00 .
Underid. test p .138 .174
Adj. R-squared 0.76 0.49 0.75 0.49

Controls: Population, mining revenue included as controls. Time-invariant controls are excluded. Clustered (at
district level) robust standard errors in parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01

It should be noted that these estimates are strictly local in two respects. First, for the levels

estimation they measure only the contemporaneous effect of government receipts on GRDP at

the district level, and do not capture regional consequences of spending choices. Second, both

IV approaches should be thought of as local average treatment effects - i.e they capture only

those receipts arising from proximate coastal oil production which is to say that which falls

within three miles of a coastal district.19 This therefore cannot be interpreted as an estimate for

the public spending multiplier in general.

4.5.2 Project channel effects via neighbour spillovers

We directly observe petroleum production, capital expenditure and operating expenditure for

each producing district. Our estimation strategy can therefore exploit the location of produc-

19Collectively, offshore petroleum accounts for over 30 percent of Indonesia’s total oil production and revenues.
Our instrument excludes revenues from all onshore oil production, and all offshore oil production beyond three
miles from the coast.
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tion relative to neighbouring non-producing districts. By estimating the effect on these non-

producing districts which neighbour producing districts we can disentangle the spillover effect

(from investment and production) from any potential government spending effect. This is be-

cause neighbouring districts receive no additional revenue transfers associated with oil and gas

compared to other (non-neighbouring districts of the same province).

Table 4.6: Neighbourhood effects: levels

(1) (2)
OLS Log GDP OLS Log GDP

Neighbour petroleum output 0.011
(0.011)

Neighbour capital expenditure (onshore) 0.142**
(0.022)

Neighbour operating expenditure (onshore) -0.129***
(0.018)

Controls
Obs 458 458
F-Test 0.00 0.00
Adj. R-squared .409 .411

Controls: Population, mining revenue, city dummy, home government revenues and neighbour government rev-
enues, special autonomous and other province dummies. Clustered (at district level) robust standard errors in
parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01

Our levels estimation in Table 4.6, for neighbouring districts, finds no evidence that oil

output alone has a multiplier that differs significantly from zero. Instead it would seem that any

positive spillover from neighbouring oil producers may come via operating expenditures rather

than output. Taken together the neighbour spillover effect of capital and operating expenditures

suggest contemporaneous effects operating in opposite directions.

For our changes estimation we take first differences, like for the fiscal channel estimate.

Our estimates again show no clear relationship between oil output in neighbouring districts

and economic activity in the district of interest. Instead there is some evidence for effects

of oil sector expenditures. When we include measures of capital expenditure and operating

expenditure associated with oil and gas fields, we find some evidence for a positive spillover
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Table 4.7: Neighbourhood effects: changes

(1) (2)
F.D. Log GDP F.D. Log GDP

Neighbour petroleum output 0.088
(0.052)

Neighbour capital expenditure (onshore) -0.220**
(0.064)

Neighbour operating expenditure (onshore) 0.294*
(0.092)

Controls Yes Yes
District F.E. F.D. F.D.
Obs 832 832
F-Test 832 832
Adj. R-squared .826 .826

Controls: Population, mining revenue, local government revenue and neighbours revenue. Time-invariant controls
are excluded. Clustered (at district level) robust standard errors in parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p <
0.01

from operating expenditures (typically personnel and recurrent costs), whereas some evidence

for a weakly negative effect for capital expenditures (plant and machinery). These results

are robust to using onshore, offshore, or combined project level expenditures in neighbouring

districts. For offshore expenditures (not presented) these do not differ significantly from zero

which is consistent with our priors that offshore activity generates little economic footprint

onshore.

Therefore our spillover effect from operating expenditures in a neighbouring district is es-

timated at around 0.3 for every $1 of petroleum spending. This is smaller than our estimates

for fiscal channel effects in producer districts. However, this effect is stronger than we might

expect for a form of economic activity associated with enclave production, being both spatially

concentrated and highly capital intensive. Possible explanations could include the important

role for transportation infrastructure and downstream processing such as oil refineries, both of

which may be located in nearby districts. Over the decade under investigation the spillovers

from capital spending appear to have operated in the opposite direction, yielding estimates of

-0.2 over the decade. The net effect is not distinguishable from zero. Additionally it should be
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noted that capital and operating expenditures have opposite signs in the levels data compared

to the changes. While we consider the latter our preferred estimates due to taking account of

time-invariant factors, it is worth considering why these results may diverge. Recall Table 4.6

estimates the contemporaneous effects in a given year- 2009. Capital expenditure tends to be as-

sociated with development and construction phase of a new operation. Operating expenditures,

in contrast, are more akin to ongoing costs associated with production and operations. There-

fore over the decade, districts neighbouring those with greater opex may see larger spillovers

for the same dollar increment relative to capital expenditure. On the other hand, capital expen-

diture may exert and strong short-term effect on neighbouring districts such as via demand for

construction firms from the region. Evidence suggests this does not persist however. Further,

projects that are relatively capital expenditure heavy, relative to operating expenditures, may

have a different degree of linkages to the regional economy versus crowding out effect. Operat-

ing expenditures tend to include things like personnel and procurement which may be sourced

in neighbouring districts.

4.6 Robustness and Validity of the identification strategy

4.6.1 Validity of the instrumental variable

The validity of our estimation strategy depends critically on the ability to identify exogenous

increases in government funds and project-related expenditures. In the case of project related

investment, this will depend on two types of decisions taken by private agents. First, the lo-

cation of oil project investments and production will be determined by the presence of oil

deposits. Here, while the distribution of oil reserves across Indonesia is likely to be random

with respect to other economic characteristics, we may worry that the process of oil discovery

is endogenous to province and district-level characteristics. We thus control for district fixed

effects. Furthermore, subject to oil being discovered in the district, the decision to proceed

with extraction-related investments may also be affected by regional characteristics, such as
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the investment environment and local taxes.20

Table 4.8 presents our first stage estimates for the main levels estimation for our fiscal

channel effects. The upper panel presents the first stage indicating the relationship between

offshore production, our instrument, and government revenue. The lower panel presents our

IV estimation for the effect of government revenues on contemporaneous district GRDP. The

first stage estimates support the informativeness principle of our chosen instrument. The upper

panel shows that offshore production within the distance threshold (within 3 miles of the coastal

district) is a good predictor of a portion of government revenues in 2009. This is also reflected

in our first-differenced IV.

Table 4.8: Instrumental variable first stage estimates: levels

First stage:
(1)

1st stage

Log offshore production value 0.121**
(0.030)

Controls Yes
District F.E.
Obs 511.00
F-Test 5.13e-27
Adj. R-squared .25

Robust standard errors in parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01

Table 4.9 presents the results for our first-difference instrumental variable estimation. Again

these provide support to the informativeness principle discussed above, whereby a change in

offshore oil output between 1999 and 2009 is a strong predictor of a portion of increased gov-

ernment revenues in the same period. We use this prediction for our IV estimation in section

4.5.

20Exploration and production licenses are issued and controlled by central government in Indonesia. While
we control for district fixed effects, this feature provides further reassurance of the exogeneity of oil output to
unobserved district-specific characteristics.
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Table 4.9: Instrumental variable first stage estimates: changes

First stage:
(1)

1st stage

Log offshore (3m) oil output 0.129***
(0.063)

Controls Yes
District F.E. F.D.
Obs 1000.00
F-Test 6.0e-166
Adj. R-squared .429

Robust standard errors in parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01

4.6.2 Fiscal equalization

Identification depends upon the increases in government receipts (and spending) associated

with oil windfalls. The central government seeks to compensate non-oil rich districts using

its general or special allocation funds. However, during the sample period this policy was not

effectively implemented. Figure 4.8 illustrates the absence of correlation between the govern-

ment receipts derived from oil revenues and the general allocation funds (DAU) received by

district governments.

As mentioned above, this fund is intended for use as a top-up to help district governments

meet their budgetary outlays. In fact we find that the DAU correlates strongly with the district

population, the latter being a driver of local expenditures and therefore fiscal deficit as well as

DAU allocation, especially in the early days of fiscal decentralization.21 We thus conclude that

in general government budgets are- at most- only weakly linked to oil extraction related local

government resource revenues.

21See Fitrani et al. (2005).
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Figure 4.8: General allocation fund and oil revenues

4.6.3 Robustness checks and channels

In this section we present a additional investigations beyond our main specification and identi-

fication strategy.

For our neighbourhood spillover estimation we may worry about the structure of the error

term with respect to neighbouring districts. As discussed in our results section we may worry

about the prospects for spatial sorting, which would lead to inconsistent estimation of the neigh-

bour spillover effect without correcting for this effect via the standard errors. We can therefore

apply a spatial weighting matrix to account for spatial correlation. We apply the standard error

adjustment of Hsiang (2010), following the method of Conley (1999). Our main results are

broadly robust to this correction. Due to the time invariant spatial effects, the spatial correction

presented below cannot be readily combined with other panel data techniques including our

fixed effects estimator.22

22An alternative approach to the neighbourhood estimation would be to implement a full spatial panel approach.
Examples include the Spatial Durbin model which imposes both spatial and temporal fixed effects. Unfortunately
the number of islands (i.e. non-contingent districts and provinces) in Indonesia, as well as our limited time period
(low T) make this approach challenging to implement.
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Table 4.10: Neighbourhood effects: spatial

(1) (2) (3) (4)
2009 2009 99-09 99-09

Neighbour petroleum output 0.000901 -0.00578
(0.11) (-1.07)

Neighbour capital expenditure (onshore) -0.0527 -0.101**
(-1.05) (-2.31)

Neighbour operating expenditure (onshore) 0.0184 0.0835**
(0.43) (2.33)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 421 421 711 711

Specification 1 and 2: Levels in 2009 with distance cutoff: 250km, Specification 3 and 4: 1999,2009 with distance
cutoff: 250km. Controls: Population, mining revenue, city dummy, home government revenues and neighbour
government revenues, special autonomous province dummies. Spatially-corrected White-robust standard errors in
parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗p < 0.01. Note however that our spatial correction estimator no longer
uses first-differences or Clustered (at district level) robust standard errors.

4.6.4 Difference-in-difference estimation

We would like to estimate the effect of petroleum sector activity within the producing district.

However, to do so we need to ensure that we are measuring the impact of investments directly,

and not capturing the spillovers associated with increased government revenues, which are

positively correlated with the amount of oil extraction taking place in the district (see Figure

4.6). To do so, our dataset allows estimates using accurate project-related investment (broken

down by capital expenditure and operating expenditure), rather than simply the presence of

a project or proxying for the size of projects by the amount of oil extracted (see Figure 4.7).

Since we are interested in spillovers from project spending, this is likely to be our preferred

measure, even when correlation with petroleum output is modest.

Using our panel data we can control for district-level fixed effects to handle sources of

unobserved local time-invariant characteristics, which might potentially lead to endogeneity in

the presence of oil related investments. This allows us to control for between-district variation

and identify the impact of oil investments based on temporal variations in size and presence of

these investments.
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We investigate the effect of oil-related investments, and oil-related revenue windfalls, on

economic output at the district level. We can express the relationship between oil and economic

output as:

Yjt = γ1Oilit + γ2Git +X′itδ1 +αt +β j + ε jt . (4.6)

Our panel dataset allows us to exploit the time-variation in our oil and oil revenue windfall

data. This allows us to rewrite the static specification in terms of short-run dynamics, and

enables us to estimate the multiplier effects of oil investments and fiscal windfalls on economic

output:

Yit−Yit−1

Yit−1
= γ3

Oilit−Oilit−1

Yit−1
+ γ4

Git−Git−1

Yit−1
+X′itδ1 +αt +ξit (4.7)

where Yit , Oilit , Git and X′it follow the same definitions as in (4.6). The district fixed effects

are subtracted out. The key parameters of interest are now γ3 and γ4 which capture the impact

of project investments and the government spending multiplier respectively. This specification

allows us to estimate the change in output associated with oil-extraction, as a measure of the

short-run cyclical impact of spending (see a similar approach employed by Kraay (2012)).

Table 4.11 presents estimates using a variety of treatment variables, namely onshore pro-

duction, as well as capital and operating expenditures. These estimates are direct estimates of

our channels of effect. Columns 1 shows the positive multiplier associated with districts seeing

increased value of oil production during the sample period, on local GDP. In contrast, estimates

in columns 2 suggest no clear direct effect of capital expenditures, but a positive effect from

operating expenditures on district GDP. These estimates suggest a stronger home district effect

of operating expenditure compared to our estimates for neighbouring districts, as one might

expect if these effects fall with increasing distance.

This table should be interpreted with caution. First, these should be considered associations

between the variables of interest rather than causal estimates. Second, the estimates do not

isolate the investment or production value associated with specific districts using proximity or

fiscal sharing rule formulae. It is therefore likely that these estimates are subject to correlation
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with important unobverables compared to our main instrumental variable results presented in

section 4.5. This table is therefore intended to provide reference estimates to contrast with

our identification strategy and main results. Furthermore, these present measures of the effects

of oil output on district GDP, of which some portion is constituted from oil output. The is

the same challenge documented by Caselli and Michaels (2013). Here the onshore oil output

is measured in terms of gross value, while GDP calculates value addition. Like Caselli and

Michaels (2013) it is possible out estimates merely reflect this value-addition rather than any

spillover effect. The magnitudes of onshore production effect of roughly β̂ = 0.3 is comparable

to the 0.4 observed for Brazil.

Table 4.11: Panel results

Reduced form estimates:
(1) (2)

Log GDP Log GDP

Log onshore production value 0.281***
(0.015)

Log capital exp onshore 0.089
(0.043)

Log operating exp onshore 0.144**
(0.034)

Controls Yes Yes
Year dummies Yes Yes
Province F.E. Yes Yes
District F.E. Yes Yes
Obs 837 837
F-Test 0.00 0.00
Underid. test p
Adj. R-squared .167 .158

Controls: Mining revenue, city dummy, Special autonomous and other province dummies, year dummies and
fixed effects. Clustered (at district level) robust standard errors in parentheses. * p¡0.10, ** p¡0.05, *** p¡0.01

4.6.4.1 Effects on sector-specific GDP

We can use sector breakdown of district GDP to examine the channels through which these ef-

fects may be operating. The instrumental variable to isolate government revenues derived from
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offshore oil production can be applied to our sectoral measures of GDP. Table 4.12 presents

estimates for the effect of these increased revenues on the service and manufacturing sector

GDP. The estimates do not suggest any effect is detected that differs significantly from zero

via government spending. In contrast, where we use direct measures of oil sector activity such

as oil output and sector investment, while controlling for government revenues, we find two

effects. For services, our first-difference estimator suggests a positive relationship between oil

sector investments and sector GDP (β̂ = 0.013). Any effect on the manufacturing sector cannot

be distinguished from zero. In contrast, for oil output, the manufacturing sector sees a small

multiplier of -0.004 in GDP for every 1 percent increase in the value of output. This is tentative

evidence for a form of regional Dutch disease (Corden and Neary, 1982), whereby oil sector

activity appears to somewhat crowd out manufacturing (considered a relatively traded sector)

while inducing growth in the service (considered a relatively non-traded) sector.

These estimations should be interpreted cautiously. First, we have no well-identified spec-

ification that isolates the channel of effect. Our instrumental variable estimation yields no

measure significantly different from zero for government revenues on specific sector output. In

contrast, we find some evidence for effects via the oil sector directly, but rely on the validity of

our difference in difference strategy for interpretation as causal estimates. Furthermore these

estimates are necessarily short-run and severely limited by data availability. Since we only have

data on sectoral breakdown of GDP for years 2005 and 2006 we rely on these two periods for

our levels and changes estimations.23

4.6.4.2 Estimating the neighbour spillover from gas versus that from oil

So far we have treated oil and gas equally, yet Indonesia during the 2000s provides a fascinating

setting to compare the effects from oil and gas production. Both commodities see significant

year-on-year price rises throughout the decade, contributing millions of additional dollars in

company profits, capital expenditure, and local government revenues. However, the location

and timing of oil and gas production varies significantly across the islands of Indonesia and our
23Such findings warrant further investigation and we are in the process of procuring additional years of sectoral

breakdown of GDP data that would allow us to build a more robust picture of this relationship.
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Table 4.12: Channels

Instrumental variable estimation:
(1) (2) (3) (4)

OLS Log services IV Log services OLS Log manu. IV Log manu.

Log petroleum output -0.004 -0.004*
(0.001) (0.001)

Log total sector investment 0.013*** 0.006
(0.001) (0.004)

Log local govt revenue 0.007 -0.057 0.001 0.082
(0.017) (0.310) (0.009) (0.327)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
District F.E. F.E. F.E.
Obs 895 892 893 890
F-Test 1.15e-94 . 4.88e-91 .
Underid. test p 0.58 0.59
Adj. R-squared 0.62 0.20 0.58 -0.13

Controls: Mining revenue, city dummy, Special autonomous and other province dummies, year dummies. Clus-
tered (at district level) robust standard errors in parentheses. * p¡0.10, ** p¡0.05, *** p¡0.01

priors suggest that the extent of linkages to the regional economy also differ. We can exploit

the variation across time and space to separately estimate the spillover effects of oil and gas.

Our results, presented in table 4.13 suggest a stronger (and positive) effect from gas sector

activity versus oil sector activity on neighbouring districts. This is consistent with our prior

that gas extraction and development tends to be biased towards greater regional consumption

(due to higher transportation costs). Even where export is the preferred option, gas requires the

construction of large and expensive liquification terminals to prepare natural gas for export. Oil

can be exported more readily via shipping terminals (or via truck or rail movement).

4.7 Conclusions

In this paper we examine the relationship between an oil and gas revenues and local economic

performance. The main research question looks at the effect of local government spending in-

creases due to oil windfalls. In order to estimate this effect we isolate the direct (investment)
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Table 4.13: Oil versus gas effects in neighbour districts, 99 and 09

(1)
Log GDP

Neighbour oil output -0.007
(0.011)

Neighbour gas output 0.103*
(0.013)

Controls Yes
Year dummies Yes
Province F.E. Yes
District F.E. Yes
Obs 728
F-Test 0.00
Adj. R-squared 0.85

Controls: Mining revenue, city dummy, Special autonomous and other province dummies, year dummies. Clus-
tered (at district level) robust standard errors in parentheses. * p¡0.10, ** p¡0.05, *** p¡0.01

channel from the indirect (government spending) channel, which we do so using an instrumen-

tal variable for those revenue windfalls arising from offshore oil production. Our results point

to some key findings.

Petroleum production is associated with increases in district GDP. The main economic gains

are estimated to accrue via transfers to local government having a multiplier effect of around

0.9 for every unit of additional revenue. In contrast, oil sector output appear to have a small

though positive effect - estimated at closer to 0.3, but in line with the literature. However,

to identify project spillovers separately from revenue effects we focus on districts adjacent to

petroleum production. Here we find an attenuated effect. For every dollar of petroleum output

in producing districts, neighbouring districts experience no discernable increase in economic

output during our sample period. There is evidence that project expenditures on operating costs

may contribute positively (an effect of roughly 0.3) while capital expenditures may operate in

reverse (-0.2).

The paper contributes to our understanding of the ways resource extraction effects the sub-

national economy. First, extraction need not be viewed as a purely enclave activity. In par-
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ticular, by producing estimates for revenue windfall effects in offshore petroleum-producing

districts. Second, we show that project investment spillovers to neighbouring districts can be

positive and significant in the short-run. Third, consistent with the wider literature on the Dutch

disease we also find a modest crowding out of manufacturing in favour of a boom in service

sector output.

The approach follows closely the analysis of Brazilian oil windfalls by Caselli and Michaels

(2013). We extend this analysis to Indonesia, mimicking their instrumental variable technique

to isolate measures of the impact of government revenue windfalls. In contrast to Caselli and

Michaels (2013), for Indonesia we find evidence for positive and significant effects of govern-

ment revenue windfalls on economic output across the sample period. Furthermore, this result

is fairly large- implying a fiscal multiplier around 0.9 over the decade. We then move beyond

the fiscal channel to attempt to identify project spillovers, in particular those accruing in dis-

tricts neighbouring petroleum producers. This allows us to observe modest effects via project

expenditures on capital versus operating expenditures. We are able to separate estimates for

the spillover effects for oil and gas. While estimates for oil cannot be distinguished from zero,

the gas spillover effect to neighbouring districts is estimated to be positive and significant, sup-

porting the idea that potential economic linkages from gas exceed those from oil production.

Interpretation of our results, and particularly magnitudes depends crucially on the estimates

of GDP. Where we estimate the impact on our full sample using measures of district-level GDP,

we capture both the within-sector and non-oil sector impacts. This includes the net export

revenues accruing to the oil sector associated with onshore extraction activity. As would be

expected increased oil production and increased oil project investment raise the level of overall

GDP in the district. This implies increases in the size of the oil sector, and the less than

complete crowding-out of other activities.

Our analysis at present tells us little about how the spillover benefits accrue within the dis-

tricts and across the oil and non-oil sectors, nor how fiscal windfalls drive spending choices.

This approach can thus be extended to look at government expenditure data and spending pat-

terns to try to explore exactly how this result is emerging. All these insights are important once
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we look beyond subnational income and economic growth towards the impact of local gov-

ernment income and spending behavior on the subnational-level human development measures

such those concerning health and education.
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4.8 Indonesia oil and gas sector background

The natural resource sector, together with geographic and ethnic factors, was among the main

drivers of the decentralization process. It includes oil and gas, coal and metals mining, as well

as forestry, fishery and agricultural production, and typically makes up more than one quarter

of the country’s GDP and half of the country’s exports.

The oil, gas and mining industries are economically and politically significant, since they

contribute three quarters of the natural resources GDP and two-thirds of natural resource sector

exports. The associated industries play a special role in the political and fiscal decentralization

dynamics of the country. In fact, resource-rich regions have historically been rather vocal about

their ability and desire to gain more administrative and fiscal autonomy.

In Indonesia, natural resources are considered national assets and controlled by the govern-

ment. The oil and gas industry was governed by a series of laws for more than four decades.

Among them were Law 44 of 1960 on oil and gas exploration and production activities, Laws

2 and 15 of 1962 on domestic oil obligations, and Law 8 of 1971 regarding the state-owned oil

and gas company Pertamina. In 2001, Indonesia’s oil and gas Law 22 superseded a significant

part of the historical legal regime in the industry.

Oil and gas Law 22 defines upstream business activity as exploration and exploitation,

which include exploration of potential oil and gas reserves, drilling wells, the construction of

transportation, storage and processing facilities and the processing of natural gas into lique-

fied natural gas. Indonesian and foreign companies may engage in upstream business activity

as long as they fulfil financial, regulatory, technical and operational requisites. Law 22 estab-

lished an upstream oil and gas sector regulatory body (BP Migas) to replace the national oil

company’s (Pertamina’s) historical regulatory and supervisory function, as well as its role as

government representative countersigning production sharing contracts. However BP Migas,

the upstream regulatory body, was recently integrated back into the Ministry of Mines and

Energy (MEMR), under the directorate general of oil and gas, and renamed SKK Migas. In

contrast to the more decentralized mining industry regulation, the role of BP Migas in granting
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exploration and development licenses, counter-signing cooperation contracts and monitoring

project expenditures remains largely under central government control.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

James Cust

5.1 Future research directions and research agenda

The work presented in this thesis raises perhaps more questions than it answers. These may

constitute a starting point for several potentially fruitful avenues of investigation. The variety of

new datasets and an explosion in new studies taking advantage of better identification strategies

employing spatially identified data demonstrate the interest in this field. Furthermore, the past

decade’s commodity price boom has reinforced the need by policy-makers to understand the

opportunities and threats presented by resource wealth, in addition to the policy tools they

might have at their disposal to affect the outcomes.

5.1.1 Oil investment and governance

Chapter 2 could provide us with a new approach to estimating the magnitude of how much

institutions matter for inward investment; and separating the estimate of the effect of institutions

from other candidates for fundamental causes of economic development such as geography or

culture. In the first instance this yields estimates for oil exploration, but potentially could be

shown to have wider external validity. Beyond my paper co-authored with Torfinn Harding,
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these are several directions I would like to extend this work:

Unpacking the institutional black box: what drives exploration location? While Chap-

ter 2 estimates the effect of broadly measured institutions (proxied by Freedom House and

Polity IV measures of democratic rights and constraints on the executive) we expect that dif-

ferent components of good governance matter more for oil investors than others. Building

on Acemoglu and Johnson (2005) I propose to investigate the role of different components of

institutions, for example to compare the importance of property rights versus contracting insti-

tutions. Is it property rights institutions related to executive constraints and protection against

expropriation that really matters? In contrast, is state capacity important, and in what ways?

The identification strategy developed for Chapter 2 provides a potentially powerful setting to

compare these different institutional configurations.

Furthermore, this approach could examine other competing forces beyond governance alone.

Could fiscal incentives such as low royalty rates or the offer of tax holidays tip the balance in

favour of investment, as presumed by many policy makers? The provision of public infras-

tructure, or levels of corruption might also matter. Furthermore, the supply of licenses might

be an important channel for the headline result, as opposed to say, weak governance deterring

investors on the demand side.

Endogenously determined resource wealth: The second avenue is to examine and poten-

tially address endogeneity in resource exploration and therefore discovery; an issue that strikes

at the heart of most empirical papers on the resource curse. If oil exploration and discovery

is endogenous to institutions, then oil abundance is endogenous to institutions. If we treat ob-

served resource abundance as exogenously given, studies are likely to be biased. This also

means, amongst other things, that the returns to improving institutions may be even higher then

we have previously thought. Unfortunately many measures of resource abundance are likely to

be subject to a range of biases.

One of the challenges can arises through selection and timing of discovery. As discussed

in Chapter 2, we find evidence that the exploration process is driven by both the quest for

promising geology and the institutional environment prospecting takes place. At the margin,
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investors will drill on the better governed side of the border two times out of three. While the

magnitude of this effect has decreased over the past four decades, there is no evidence that

we are at the end of history in terms of the exploration process. Indeed the past decade has

been characterised a series of major new petroleum discoveries such as offshore oil in Ghana,

offshore gas in Mozambique and Tanzania and the pre-salt layer in Brazil. Furthermore our

findings suggest the probability of success does not vary as one crosses the border.

Where we worry that the exploration process is subject to decisions about preferred coun-

tries to drill in, or actions by host government, similarly the timing of exploration and hence

discovery is likely to be subject to supply and demand effects. In Chapter 2 we present evi-

dence to suggest that the institutional setting can delay drilling than the counterfactual where

timing choice is based on geology alone. While new datasets such as the giant oilfields offer

potentially exogenous sources of timing of discovery variation, the prize remains to find a more

broadly applicable measure or instrument for exogenously determined resource wealth.

5.1.2 Resource extraction and development

Many resource-rich countries face pressure to decentralize spending and distribute the proceeds

of resource extraction disproportionately in favor of resource rich regions. It is therefore of

great relevance to study the cases where developing countries have already undertaken local

revenue sharing. The literature suggests they have had mixed success. Early evidence suggests

that local government spending, in particular where the capacity of local government is limited,

can crowd out private sector activity through a burgeoning public sector. More research on how

sharing rules and spending policies should best be designed and administered, in addition to

the capacity constraints and pre-requisites for effective administration could provide significant

benefits for countries following this path.

Indonesia offers a promising setting to examine these questions in more detail. Looking

at district government capacity and expenditures, as well as a broader measure of outcomes

could hele shed light on the heterogeneity in effects and to decompose the channel for the

effects identified in Chapter 4. Furthermore this may allow us to reconcile these results with
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equivalent though contrasting findings in Brazil.

5.1.3 Data

To support the new methodological approaches being applied in the resource literature, new

datasets have been sought. These new datasets typically seek to combine information on re-

source extraction, or fiscal information associated with resources, with other socio-economic

variables.

For petroleum a range of data sources are now being used. The first example are regional

statistics, either reporting extraction activities like volumes or investments at the state or district

level, and fiscal information such as government revenues and expenditures associated with

resource wealth. This information is typically sourced from national governments, for example

in Brazil by Caselli and Michaels (2013), or in Canada by Papyrakis and Raveh (2014). Such

data can be costly to assemble. It may need conversion from paper or pdf format, translation,

and its acquisition may be preceded by negotiation with government agencies and officials to

obtain access for research. The global trend toward public disclosure of petroleum information,

and in a digital format, is increasing but remains incomplete.

The second type of petroleum data is micro-data at the level of companies, project or even

wellhead. Examples include the Horn (2004) dataset of giant oilfields, which includes infor-

mation on location, historic production and discovery year, used by Lei and Michaels (2011).

PRIO produce the Petrodata dataset for researchers (Lujala et al., 2007) which contains ex-

tensive field-level coverage for onshore and offshore activity. Less widely used a commercial

data sources such as the Wood Mackenzie PathFinder database (Wood Mackenzie, 2011) (used

for example in Chapter 2), which contains rich and close to comprehensive global data on ex-

ploration wells and field-level production. The Wood Mackenzie PathFinder database contains

over 120,000 exploration wells and extensive data on field level production and investment.

It represents the most extensive global coverage and accuracy used to date, as well as being

regularly updated, access however remains limited to mostly commercial subscribers.

For solid minerals the sources of data are equally diverse. Aggregate government statistics
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at the subnational level are used in countries including for the US coal industry (Black et al.,

2005). Micro-data at the company or mine-level includes the USGS database for the world,

the Raw Materials Database (InterraRMG, 2013), and the PRIO dataset on diamonds (Gilmore

et al., 2005). These data sources typically include information on mine location as GPS coor-

dinates, historic production volumes and status, and levels of reserves. Challenges associated

with these data are significant; the USGS dataset contains information on ore and geology, with

very limited and patchy coverage on actual mining activity. Furthermore, the data quality can

be low - the USGS dataset for example categorizes mines simply as small, medium, or large

without defining the categories. Indeed these datasets share a sample selection process that

is unclear and undocumented, introducing potential bias that may affect empirical work. The

RMD is more comprehensive in coverage of mine projects, including production volumes and

status, however coverage is patchy and location data can be very inaccurate. Since the primary

function of the RMD has been as a database of ownership, its use for economic analysis at the

mine level can be challenging. It does not, for example, have systematic data on inputs, costs,

investment, prices, labor or capital. Researchers have typically relied on mine status, volume

or inferred revenue for analysis. Estimating the rents however would require cost data that is

typically absent. Other sources such as the SNL Minerals database, who recently acquired In-

terraRMG, offer a much larger and improved database for commercial subscribers. They claim

this is a significant improvement in accuracy over the RMD dataset.1

Many studies use world price shocks, exogenous changes in policy, or simply changes in

production or revenues in a panel data setting for identification. Endogeneity remains a peren-

nial problem in micro-econometric studies as it has for cross-country analysis. In particular

any extraction activity is conditional on knowledge of where resource deposits reside, and new

research presented in this thesis suggests that the exploration process, at least in the petroleum

sector, may be subject to strong effects from institutional quality (Chapter 2). If governance

indeed plays a critical role in choice of exploration location, any inference based on the pres-

ence of extraction activity may also be subject to these same effects. The Horn (2004) database

1http://www.snl.com/Sectors/MetalsMining/Default.aspx
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has the advantage over many of the other resource datasets survey, via its appeal to the size

of oilfields used. By including only giant oilfields those exceeding ultimately recoverable re-

serves of 500 million barrels whose global economic importance is clear, authors such as Lei

and Michaels (2011) argue that their discovery is a plausibly exogenous event compared to

specific country characteristics. However this too may suffer from the influence of institutions

and technology on choice of exploration location and therefore discovery location and timing.

The data landscape has changed dramatically in the last decade making studies of the sub-

national effects of resource wealth possible. However the data remains patchy and few datasets

used have been prepared and collected with researchers in mind. As the research agenda de-

velops further, there will be important work to collate resource data more systematically, with

better documentation and review to ensure quality and coherence. The global trend towards

increased public disclosure of information about the mining and petroleum sectors, started by

the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) in 2003, continues to gather pace. EITI

now makes available 235 reports, for over 35 countries, with a total of 48 countries signed

up to join the initiative. Reporting involves submitting detailed information on company pay-

ments made and received for oil, gas and mineral resources, and will soon include information

disaggregated to individual projects.

Further there exists large amounts of extractive sector data available in the public domain

though rarely collated into a useful format for research. Examples include company annual

reports (the basis of many commercial databases) as well as corporate filings for publicly listed

companies or those seeking project financing. New legislation such as the US Dodd-Frank

Act 2010 include provisions for enhanced corporate filings by oil, gas and mining companies.

Amendment 1504 when it comes into force (sometime in the next couple of years) will require

project level disclosure of all tax and royalty payments by US-listed entities. The EU, Canada

and Norway already have similar legislation to come into force next year. Furthermore new

efforts like JODI- the Joint Oil Data Initiative- seeks to provide more comprehensive and timely

petroleum data.2 All of this adds up to a promising landscape for future research.

2JODI is a collaboration between six international organisations - APEC, Eurostat, IEA, OLADE, OPEC and
the UNSD, and their member countries. More information can be found at https://www.jodidata.org/ There are
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now over 70 participating countries, representing 90% of global oil supply and demand.
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